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FOREWORD

A natural waterway of over two hundred miles in length connects
the town of San Juan del Norte (Greytown) on the Caribbean coast of
Nicaragua and Granada in the interior.

The two water features which

make up this passage, Lake Nicaragua and the San Juan River, are al
most equal in length.

The former, some forty miles wide at the

broadest point by one hundred miles long, lies oriented northwesterlysoutheasterly along the tall axis.

Beginning at the southeastern

extremity of this lake, the San Juan River carries that body's fresh
water one hundred twenty miles before emptying into the Atlantic.
From the discovery of the Caribbean outlet of Lake Nicaragua
in the mid-sixteenth century until the early twentieth century, the
history of the waterway has practically been the history of the
country.

During the colonial period that water route made Nicaragua

a base of supply for other mineral-wealthy, yet agriculturally poor
colonies.

After independence, hope of building an isthmian canal by

excavating the short distance between the lake and the Pacific kept
Nicaragua a special subject in the portfolios of United States and
European diplomats.
In both the colonial and national periods, the waterway pro
vided the means for attacks made on the interior.

First a polyglot

of pirates, then the British and their Mosquito Indian allies, and
later the filibusters all used the waterway for warlike purposes.
These incursions, its use as a transit route in the 1850's, and the
many canal-building schemes and projects which would have employed

parts or all its length, make this water highway the most important .
single facet of Nicaraguan history, at least until the twentieth cen
tury.

By 1921, the one-hundredth year of independence, however, its

role in national and international affairs had dimmed almost to the
point of extinction.
While the San- man liver-Lake Nicaragua Waterway has often
been the object of research in diplomatic history, other areas of its
history have generally been overlooked.

Moreover, in most of the ma

terial concerning the waterway, it is seen merely as a catalyst which
triggered yet played little active part in the occurrences which fol
lowed.

The author's interest, on the contrary, is in bringing the

waterway to life as an entity by minimizing, though not eliminating,
its diplomatic aspects, and concentrating instead on its social, com
mercial, and military contributions.

In other words, this is a bio

graphy of the waterway itself, not its embroilment in international
politics.
The nature of the topic and the author's mission, therefore,
call for maximum use of descriptions and travel accounts left by
travellers using the lake and the river.

Writings of Spanish his

torians such as Oviedo y Valdes and Herrera y Tordesillas, as well as
collections of documents, provide the backbone of the material for
the colonial period; for the national period the works of Nicaraguan
and Costa Rican historians are supplemented largely with many diaries
and accounts by visitors.

In putting together the research material,

the author has used the chronological method of writing, although on
occasion the topical method is also employed.
iii

The author began his research in the Louisiana State Univer
sity Library, then the trail led him to Tulane University, New
Orleans, where he worked on the Fayssoux Collection found in its Latin
American Library; to Bancroft Library, the University of California
(Berkeley); to Biblioteca Nacxonal and other libraries in Mexico City;
and to the libraries of Universidad Centroamerica and Banco Central
in Managua, Nicaragua.

Probably the most interesting part of the re

search occurred during the several weeks that the author lived on the
waterway itself, making personal observations.
Various people contributed in many ways toward the completion
of this project.

Dr. Jane Lucas DeGrummond, advisor and committee

chairman, deserves priority among the persons on that list.
should also be made of the cooperation and help from:

Mention

the Inter-

Library Loan section ofi:Louisiana State University; Dr. John Bart
Tompkins, Bancroft Library; Sehorita Orfa Baez, library of La Univer
sidad Centroamerica, Managua; Banco Central, Managua.

The author is

especially appreciative of the efforts of Mrs. Cy (Miriam) De Hart,
not only for her typing but also for her proofreading and valuable
suggestions.

The writer also treasures fond memories of the people

met along the waterway— no doubt they will never read this acknowledgment--whose kindness and interest made the research much more enjoyable.
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ABSTRACT
The "San Juan River-Lake Nicaragua Waterway, 1502-1921" is a
study of an aquatic highway which penetrates 220 miles into the Cen
tral American isthmus from the Atlantic coast.

Although today the

waterway is scarcely used, from the early sixteenth century until the
first part of the twentieth century events concerning this passage
made up practically the history of Nicaragua, its country of origin.
Commerce over this channel made Granada one of the richest cities in
Central America.

Since emphasis today is on development, the author

felt it worthwhile to trace the rise and fall of this once important
route with the hope that its history might serve as a guide in the
opening and improvement of water transportation in potentially pro
ductive parts of Latin America.
With this in mind, the writer intentionally minimizes the
waterway's diplomatic role and dwells instead on its social, economic,
and military aspects.

Its diplomatic history is included only to the

point necessary to thread together occurrences on the river and lake.
The more than four hundred years covered in this study can be
divided chronologically into two principal sections;

(1) the colonial

period, and (2) the first one hundred years of independence.

Explora

tions of conquistadors, incursions of Mosquito Indians, pirates, and
Britishers, and commerce with the other colonies along its length
furnished most of the activity on the San Juan River-Lake Nicaragua
waterway during the first period.

After independence there was inter

mittent fighting for several decades on the lake and river between two

political factions, the Conservatives (Legitimists) and the Liberals
(Democrats).

Later, filibusters under William Walker took advantage

of this situation to win control of the country.
In the early 1850's, the introduction of the steamboat revolu
tionized travel on the water system.

In Chapter VI, "Travel on the

Waterway in the 1&501s," there is found a detailed account of travel
by steamer as well as by large canoe (bongo).

Also in that chapter

is a description of the towns and settlements along the water course
during that decade.
By the end of the first century of independence, the waterway
had outlived its usefulness.

In 1869, completion of the trans

continental railroad in the United States reduced traffic across the
Nicaraguan isthmus to a trickle.

When the Panama Canal opened in

1914, both commerce and passenger travel on that interior water route
came almost to a standstill.

x
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CHAPTER I
NICARAGUA BEFORE THE SPANIARDS
Geographical Orientation
Nicaragua,^ largest of the Central American countries, is en
tirely tropical in location, lying between 11° and 15° North Latitude
and between 83° and 88° West Longitude.

Its roughly 55,000 square

miles form a conspicuous bulge in the long isthmus which links the two
American continents.

Crudely triangular or perhaps even polygonal in

shape, Nicaragua's border with Costa Rica, to the south, measures
about 140 miles, while on the opposite frontier, the border with
Honduras stretches for over twice that distance.

Its coastline of al

most 300 miles on the Atlantic and about 200 miles on the Pacific very
closely approximates the republic's territorial boundaries.
Generally speaking, the mountains of Nicaragua, located chief
ly in the central and northern parts of the country, are lower than
the others of Central America, averaging about 5,575 feet in height.
The tallest peak in Nicaragua, Mount Mogoton, reaches only 6,911 fdet.
Among Nicaragua's many mountains are more than twenty-five volcanoes,
several of them still active.

1
Unless otherwise indicated, material covering the first two
parts of Chapter I comes from the following sources: Jaime Incer B.,
Nueva Geografia de Nicaragua (Managua: Editorial Recalde, 1970);
Preston E. James, Latin America (New York: Odyssey Press, 1959);
Francisco Teran and Jaime Incer B., Geograffa de Nicaragua (Managua:
Banco Central, 1964); Robert C. West and John P. Augelli, Middle
America, Its Lands and Peoples (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966).

East of these mountains are sparsely-inhabited plateaus and
lowlands which cover about one-half of the total national territory.
Near the Atlantic coast the character of the terrain, particularly
farther to the south, changes to level or slightly rolling land which
is often only a few feet above the sea.

Other lowlands are found

along the Costa Rican border, along the Pacific coast, and the perim
eters of the lakes.

Except for the more heavily populated west coast

areas and occasional savannas to the east, most of Nicaragua is
covered with thick vegetal growth.
In the southwestern part of the country and only a few miles
from the Pacific Ocean lie the two largest lakes in Central America.
The northernmost and smaller one, Lake Managua, is about twenty-six
feet higher than its larger sister lake to the south, and it drains
into the latter by way of the Tipitapa, or Panaloya River.

Lake

Nicaragua, fed by drainage from Lake Managua and by several dozens of
streams around its long perimeter, lies 102 feet above sea level.
Some 3,000 square miles in area, this lake is 100 miles long by as
much as 40 miles wide.
Indian legends suggest that at one time Lake Nicaragua might
have drained or partly drained into the Pacific.

2

Whether or not a

stream once cut across the Isthmus of Rivas, which separates the lake
from the Pacific, this is no longer true today.

Water from Lake Nica

ragua now winds its way into the Atlantic through the San Juan River,

2

W. M. Jackson, ed., Nueva geografxa universal: los parses y
las razas (New York: By the editor, n.d.), XVI, 678.

presently its only means of drainage.

This river not only carries

much of the excessive rainfall of the interior to the sea, but also
serves as a boundary between Nicaragua and Costa Rica for about twothirds of its course.
Rainfall in Nicaragua ranges from an average of 200 inches on
the Atlantic coast to as low as 60 inches around Lake Nicaragua and
on the west coast.

A mountain range which forms a high ridge through

the length of the country acts as a barrier against rain-bearing trade
winds blowing across the Caribbean; therefore, rainfall decreases
sharply from east to west.

It is rainfall, in fact, rather than tem

perature which marks Nicaragua's two seasons:

the dry season (which

the inhabitants call their summer, or verano) generally extends from
early December to mid-May; the wet season (winter, or invierno) covers
most of the remaining months.

On the east coast, however, although

precipitation lessens during the months of the traditional dry season,
there is much rainfall the year round.
Wind blowing from the east across the Atlantic Ocean and the
Caribbean Sea are largely responsible for the more humid condition of
the east coast of Nicaragua.

These same winds provide rainfall

through the entire length of the San Juan Valley as far as the lake,
3
where at San Carlos it might rain at any time of the year.
Moreover,
these trade winds help keep the temperature of the Atlantic coast at
o
an almost invariable 80 F. , while that of the more protected and con-

Arthur P. Davis, "Nicaragua and the Isthmus Routes," The Na
tional Geographic Magazine. X, No. 7 (July, 1899), 248.

sequently drier west coast averages several degrees higher.
Creation of a Waterway
About 30,0()0 years ago all of south Nicaragua from parallels
ten to thirteen lay at the bottom of the sea, forming a very wide nat4
ural canal which connected the two oceans.
A geological disturbance
later caused an uplifting of this strait and perhaps at the same time
formed a trough in a northwest-southeast direction through the width
of the country.

This "Nicaragua Rift" trapped a large quantity 5f sea

water in the center of the depression which eventually became sepa
rated into two.distinct lakes, now known as Lakes Managua and Nicara5
gua.
A logical consequence of the enclosure of the ocean water was
also the capture of its sea life.

Creatures such as the shark, the

saw fish, the tarpon, and many others found themselves in a largescale "goldfish bowl," completely surrounded by land and many feet
higher in elevation than their former habitat.

Over a period of thou*-

sands of years fresh water drained into this huge salt lake, gradually
diluting and eventually displacing the saline water.

This changing

chemical composition of the water forced a change in the aquatic life.
^What number of species of the former sea life died, unable to adjust

4
Archie Carr, High Jungles and Low (Gainesville, Florida:
versity of Florida Press, 1953), p. 90.

Uni

^Francisco TerAn and Jaime Incer, in their previously cited
book, take exception to this explanation: "Los investigadores del
servicio geologico naclonal . . . estAn convencidos de que la cuenca
de los lagos de Nicaragua nunca tuvo conexion con el mar," p. 71.

to the evolving situation, is yet undetermined.

Other species did

adapt, however, in a fight for survival to meet changing conditions.

6

One of the most curious adaptations was that of the man-eating
shark, the only one known to exist permanently in a fresh water envi.7
ronment.
Theodore Gill and J. F. Bransford,. the first to scientific
ally study the Nicaraguan shark, called it Eulamia nicaraguansis in
their address to the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia in
8

1877.

It later came to be named Carcharhinus nicaraguensis.

Some

times weighing hundreds of pounds, the Nicaraguan shark had to share
his domain with the even larger saw fish, or pez sierra, considered by
most knowledgeable persons to be more dangerous than the shark.

The

tarpon, or sabalo real, a game fish generally associated with the
middle Atlantic, is also found in the lake and its tributary streams.
Although not a dangerous fish, its several hundred pounds and some
times as much as eight-foot length make it capable of overturning a
sizable canoe.

The sardine and many other smaller fish live also in

Joaquin Zavala Urtecho gives an interesting, popularized ac
count of the aquatic life found in the waterway in his "La pesca en
Nicaragua," Revista Conservadora, XVI, No. 79. Hereinafter, this
journal will be abbreviated RC. A similar article by the same author
can be seen in English in Americas, III, No. 11 (November, 1951).
^If the lakes of Nicaragua are not of oceanic origin, as some
authorities claim, then some other explanation must account for the
presence of salt water species in presently'fresh water. The opposing
viewpoint is that the sea life slowly adjusted to a fresh water situa
tion by migrations up the San Juan River. The Machuca, or the lower
rapids are said to mark the boundary between freshwater and salt water
species. Zavala, "La pesca," p. 49. Experiments now being conducted
with tagged sharks should soon furnish additional evidence regarding
the two theories.
8
Ignacio Astorqui (S. J.), "Investigaciones de un Jesuita en
aguas de Nicaragua," RC, XVI, No. 79, 79.

the waterway as reminders of the lake's salt water past.
Rising water of the lake ultimately forced its way to the sea
through the southern, and lower, extremity of the Nicaraguan Rift;
this resulting stream later came to be known as the San Juan River.

9

Whether the San Juan took over the role of the stream which at one
time possibly emptied from the lake into the Pacific or shared this
function with the other stream for a time is not known.
Some investigators hold the opinion that at one time the level
of Lake Nicaragua was much higher, their belief based largely on the
10
locations of Indian artifacts found on the lake islands.
If we ac
cept this premise, then Indians living in the area of the lake must
have seen a much different body of water than the one we see today.
Its outline would have presented a different shape and its area would
have been a great deal more extensive than it is today.

Still, from

its surface protruded the tops of volcanoes and mountains, fashioning

It is likely that after the creation of the interior depres
sion, the San Juan was one of the streams which flowed into the re
sulting lake. As the lake filled, the river was forced to flow in the
opposite direction. Archie Carr, "Origen del Lago de Nicaragua," RC,
XVI, No. 79, 44.
1°
Wolfgang Haberland, "Conferencia y exposicion arqueologica,"
Nicaragua Indigena, V, No. 36 (enero-junio, 1963), 32-33; Arthur P.
Davis, "The Water Supply for the Nicaragua Canal," The National Geo
graphic Magazine, XI, No. 9 (September, 1900); "Physico-Geographical
Aspects of the Nicaragua Canal Question," The Geographical Journal, XV
(January-June, 1900). The author remains unconvinced by this theory.
As early as 1839, it was found that the lake fluctuates as much as
six and a half feet, sometimes more, between the dry season and the
rainy season. This annual rise in the lake as well as gigantic waves
driven on the shores of the islands by frequent severe storms would
have caused the Indians to build their villages on higher ground, ex
plaining the present location of artifacts.

dozens, even hundreds of islands ranging from a few square yards in
area, scarcely above the water level, to the huge, more than 100
square mile island of ftnetepe, whose two extinct volcano peaks, Con
cepcion and Maderas, now reach 5,280 feet and 4,572 feet respectively.
Another large island of 20 square miles, Zapatera, which now hugs the
shore a few miles to the northwest of Ometepe, must have been a
greater distance from the shore than it is today.

The Solentiname

archipelago occupied, just as it does today, a prominent position in
the southern extremity of the lake.
Although a part of Lake Nicaragua, just off Ometepe, measures
200 feet in depth, most of the lake is considered to be shallow.

11

The shallowness of the water and the sometimes violent gusts of wind
coming from the Atlantic through the San Juan Valley cause sudden
storms whose waves appear oceanic in size.

A nineteenth century world

traveller wrote that he had never seen "sea or ocean that could com12

pare with it [Lake Nicaragua] in violence or treachery."

These

easterly winds, which blow only by day, also push the water of the
western shore of the lake to a higher level, this increased level
later subsiding with the winds by night.
The remainder of the waterway, the San Juan River, being a more
active water feature, has probably undergone more change over the cen
turies than the lake.

The length of the stream probably has not dras-

11

Garr, "Origen del Lago," p. 44
12

Frederick Boyle, A Ride Across a Continent: A Personal Nar
rative of Wanderings through Nicaragua and Costa Rica (London:
Richard Bentley, 1868), II, 52.

tically changed since the days of its formation.

Its principal mouth,

however, has shifted farther to the south, the Colorado branch being
that outlet today.
Pre-Columbian Inhabitants
Wandering bands of Indians from North America probably saw the
Nicaragua waterway some 12,000 years ago during their generally southward migration down the isthmus tc the southern continent.

13

Those

who stayed behind in present Nicaragua found an agreeable climate,
sufficient land, and abundant food, lessening the need for a tightknit, highly organized political state such as those which developed
in Mexico and the Andes.

These simple people remained, then, peace

ful, semi-sedentary kinship groups, each under its own patriarch and
14
each evolving more or less independently.
Their needs being few,
these first occupants failed to effect a complicated weapons system,
either offensive or defensive.

These people were probably the semi

savage C'aribisis Indians, later called Caribees by Spaniards who found "
them living along the rivers

on the Caribbean coast, having been forced

into this less hospitable area over the centuries by more powerful
15
newcomers.

13 . '
S.
K. Lothrop, "Archaeology of Lower Central America," Ar
chaeological Frontiers and External Connections, Vol. IV: Handbook
of Middle American Indians (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1966),
pp. 180-181.
14
Bernardo Portas, Compendio de la Historia de Nicaragua (Mana
gua: Tipografia Nacional, 1918), p. 21; Lothrop, "Archaeology of
Lower Central America," pp. 180-181.
15
Ricardo FernAndez Guardia in his Historia de Costa Rica: El
Descubrimiento £ La Conquista (San Jose, Costa Rica: Libreria
Lehmann, 1941) calls these Indians Corobicxs.

Many generations later, descendants of the migrants who had
continued south returned to the Nicaraguan isthmus as invaders.
Chibchas from Ecuador raided and settled along the Atlantic coast;
other southern Indians came to this coast from Colombia and Vene16
zuela.
The progeny of these people may have eventually become the
17
people whose artifacts are found today east of Lake Nicaragua.
Stone statues found to the east of the lakes exhibit definite South
American characteristics. 18
To the west coast came conquerors from the north:

(1) Hokanos

also called Sutiavas, or Maribios; (2) Chiapanecos, termed Mangues,
Dirianes, and incorrectly called Chorotegas; and (3) Nahoas, all gen
erally favoring the western part of Nicaragua.

Probably one of the

first invading groups was the Chorotega, which came from Chiapas
(Mexico) during the Maya Old Empire period.

A later group, the

Nicarao, demonstrate a great similarity to that of the Tolteic cul19
ture found between Cholula and Veracruz (Mexico).
Just when these
two partly-civilized tribes came and settled on the shores of the
lakes and on the Isthmus of Rivas has not been definitely established
Pottery found among the ninety-odd aboriginal sites on Ometepe, how-

16
Alejandro Davila Bolahos, "Cuando vinieron los nahoas a
Nicaragua," Nicaragua Indxgena, VI, No. 38 (enero-junio, 1964).
17
Eudoro Solis, "Sobre culturas prehispanicas de Nicaragua,"
Nicaragua Indigena, VI, No. 40 (1965), 23; Portas, Compendio, p. 16.
18
Lothrop, "Archaeology of Lower Central America," pp. 181182.
19
Rafael Urtecho Saenz, "Estudio sobre la cultura e historia
prehispana del istmo de Rivas," Nicaragua Indigena, III, No. 30
(abril-junio, 1960), 33-34.

ever, dates back at least 2,000 years.
There appear to have been several successive invasions from
Meso-America.

The first migration very likely occurred in the third

century, A. D. , followed by at least three others, the last one less
than a hundred years before the coming of the Spaniards.

21

These in

vaders from the north not only came to dominate the lake area, but
22

they also crossed the isthmus to settle on the Atlantic coast.
Nahoa colonies extended from below the mouth of the San Juan River to
23
as far north along the Caribbean coast as Cape Gracias a Dios.
It is not unreasonable to imagine that Nahoas from the lake
area, over a period of perhaps many generations, slowly made their
way down the San Juan Valley to establish those settlements along the
Atlantic coast.

The fact that the Aztec Indians around Lake Nicaragua

were not isolationists but, on the contrary, had wide commercial and
24
cultural relations with outsiders lends support to this suggestion.

Eduardo Pe'rez-Valle, "Tras la huella de los nahuas," Nicara
gua Indigena, V, No. 36 (enero-junio, 1963), 38; Haberland, "Conferencia," p. 33.
21

Manuel Marla de Peralta, "Los aborigenes de Costa Rica," Revista de los Archivos Nacionales, Aho 2, Nos. 7-8 (1938) 435; Otto
Stoll, "Pueblos aztecas los pipiles," Nicaragua Indigena, III, No. 32
(enero-junio, 1961), 28; Alfonso Valle, "Los sutiabas," Nicaragua In
digena, III, No. 31 (julio-diciembre, 1960), 19.
22

Pe'rez-Valle, "Tras la huella," p. 5
23
Doris Stone, "Synthesis of Lower Central American Ethnohistory," Archaeological Frontiers and External Connections, p. 211.
24
Jose Dolores Gamez, Historia de Nicaragua, desde los tiempos
prehistoricos hasta 1860, en sus relaciones con Espaha, Mexico y Cen
tro America,(Managua: Tipografla de "El Pais," 1889), p. 40; Haber
land, "Conferencia," p. 36.

11
Moreover, stories persist that stone aboriginal ruins are to be found
in the almost impenetrable jungle north of the San Juan River.

If

such structures are ever located, they could help to prove that stonebuilding Nahoas did indeed use the waterway in their isthmian migra
tions.
A Mexican dialect was spoken at both extremities of the water
way, that is, around Lake Nicaragua and near the mouth of the San Juan
25
River.
Between the lake and the river mouth, however, other dia
lects were used.

The San Juan, in fact, seems to have been a border

between the Voto-speaking people to the south and the Rama and other
26
tribes to the north.
Corobici was probably the language used around
the headwaters of the river.

This tongue, spoken in the islands of

Solentiname, could be "the original tongue of the Isthmus of Rivas and
27
Ometepe Island.
The Indians of the two different parts of the Lake NicaraguaSan Juan River waterway differed greatly in culture.

The people along

the river and its mouth did not live in compact villages but pre
ferred settlements of wide-spaced houses, those houses often being
temporary in construction.

These dwellings, in some localities multi-

25
Guardia, Historia de Costa Rica, p. 251.
26
Thomas A. Joyce, Central American and West Indian Archaeology
(London: Philip Lee Warner, 1916), pp. 30-31; "El Capitan Antonio
Pereira, Gobernador de Costa-Rica, al Lie. Velazquez Ramiro, sobre su
expedicion a Sarapiqui," in Manuel Maria de Peralta, Costa Rica. Nica
ragua £ Panama en el siglo XVI (Madrid: M. Murillo, 1883), pp. 645646.
27
Stone, "Synthesis," pp. 212-213.

family ones, were built of wood poles and cane with roofs of leaves.
Nor were tree houses unheard-of:

"En algunas islas y rios hacen casas

sobre arboles como las picazas, donde duermen y guisan las comidas,"
/
28
wrote Lopez de Gomara about the Indians of Nicaragua.
The more highly civilized Indians on the lake islands and the
Isthmus of Rivas, on the other hand, had well-defined towns with cen
tral plazas, religious buildings, market places, and separate dwell
ings built on artificial mounds for the chiefs.

One of the principal

settlements of the West Nicaraguan Indians was Nicaraocalli, now the
city of Rivas.

Houses of these Indians were rectangular and well

built of wood with grass instead of leaf roofs.
kitchens and sometimes various out-buildings.

They had separate
Furnishings were

scarce, however, as in the houses of the Atlantic coast Indians.
The Pacific coast Indians used the 365-day Aztec calendar,
painted hieroglyphics in red and black colors on deerskins, made maps
showing the various geographical features of the country, and traded
widely.

An essentially agricultural people, their diet consisted

mainly of corn and beans.

They also cultivated tobacco and cacao,
29
the latter being used at times for money.
Most of our knowledge about the early Nicaraguan Indians comes
from the works of early visitors to the Americas.

The little archaeo-

28
,
Francisco Lopez de Gomara, Historia general de las Indias,
Primera Parte (Barcelona: Editorial Iberia, 1954), p. 345.
29
Anne M. Chapman, Los nicarao y; los chorotega segun las fuentes historicas (San Jose, Costa Rica: La universidad de Costa Rica,
1960); Gamez. Historia de Nicaragua, pp. 31-40, 57-61.
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logical work done in Nicaragua and the amateurishness of much of it
have not added much information to these sources.

Information is par

ticularly scanty regarding the Indians along the San Juan River portion
of the Nicaraguan waterway.

While no ruins have yet been discovered

in this area, an expedition inspired by .Jorge Espinosa, of Nicaragua,
did in 1970 locate some middens a few miles north of the San Juan's
mouth which radio-carbon tests show to be the oldest yet found in Cen
tral America.

Samples from one of the fifteen or more middens at this
30
location prove to be at least 6,000 years old.

Early chroniclers tell us that the pre-Columbian population of
31
Nicaragua was considerable, probably more than two million; however,
their estimates are based on contact with the Indians of western Nica
ragua and their remains, since few people ventured into the mountains
and jungles east of Lake Nicaragua.

Subsequent work on the Atlantic

coast may very well prove that the lower San Juan was also heavily
32
populated,

30
Letter to Jorge Espinosa from Associate Professor of Nuclear
Science Frank A, Iddings, Nuclear Science Center, Louisiana State Un
iversity, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, December 10, 1970. Copy of letter
in possession of the author.
31Pablo Levy, Notas geograficas
,
,
,
economicas
sobre la Republica de Nicaragua (Paris: Libreria Espahola de E. Denne Schmitz, 1873),
p. 29.
32
As late as the latter part of the seventeenth century, two
priests reported baptizing 40,000 Indians and founding eleven towns
in Talamanca (Costa Rica), just south of the lower San Juan. Domingo
Juarros, Compendio de la historia de la Ciudad de Guatemala (3rd. ed. ,
Guatemala: Tipografia Nacional, 1936), II, 160-161.

CHAPTER II

DISCOVERY AND EXPLORATION

1

The First Europeans
There are increasing reasons to suspect that other Europeans,
perhaps Englishmen and Italians, saw the Latin American mainland be
fore Columbus.

Jorge Espinosa, in his Nicaragua. Cuna de America.

believes that Nicaragua might have been the portion of the mainland
2

first visited by such an expedition or expeditions.

The same author

and others before him also suggest that even the word "America" itself,
or a very similar word, was used in reference to the New World among
European sailors severallyears before Columbus entered the American
drama.
Notwithstanding Other visitors who might have known Nicaragua
before Columbus, the latter did definitely sight the coast of that
country during his fourth and last voyage in 1502.

After touching the

1
Material for the following chapter came primarily from these
sources: David R. Radell, "Exploration and Commerce on Lake Nicaragua
and the Rio San Juan— 1524-1800." Journal of Inter-American Studies
and World Affairs. Vol. XII, No. 1 (January, 1970); Eduardo Perez
Valle, El Desaguadero de la Mar Dulce (Managua: 1958); Ricardo
Fern&ndez Guardia, Historia de Costa Rica: El Descubrimiento y La
Conquista (San Jose: Librerla Lehmann, 1941); Lyle N. McAlister,
"The Discovery and Exploration of the Nicaraguan Transisthmian Route,
1519-1545," The Americas, Vol. X, No. 3 (January, 1954); Manuel Marla
de Peralta, Costa-Rica. Nicaragua Y Panama en El Siglo XVI (Madrid:
M. Murillo, 1883); If information comes from sources other than those
named, these sources will be cited.
2
Jorge Espinosa Estrada, Nicaragua. Cuna de America (Managua:
1969).

islands and coast of Honduras, his several ships turned southward and
sailed the entire length of the Nicaraguan coast, stopping at least
once, perhaps twice, on those shores.

The expedition, in fact, lost

two men in a boat mishap at the mouth of a Nicaraguan River, named Rio
de los Desastres by Columbus in consequence of the loss and now called
Rio Grande.

Old maps and documents provide credible evidence that

Columbus' Cariay might also have been in Nicaragua.

Nevertheless,

Columbus' brief sojourn in Nicaragua had no lasting effect, and it
was almost a quarter of a century before the next Europeans are known
to have arrived in that country.

The history of Nicaragua during

this interval was still being made, however, farther to the south in
Panama.
Northward Advances from Panama
Balboa's discovery of the Pacifib Ocean from the Isthmus of
Panama in 1513 is a familiar story.

More significant than the dis

covery of the Mar del Sur itself, however, was the knowledge gained
that in places the strip of land between the two oceans was only fifty
miles wide.

The possibility of a road or canal across this narrow

isthmus was at once evident.

Moreover,, perhaps farther to the north

a channel bisected the land bridge, allowing direct navigation between
the two oceans.

If such a passage did exist, it almost certainly lay

in this area, since by that time both the continents proper were found
3
to have "uninterrupted coasts."
Subsequent exploration of this ter-

3
McAlister, "Discovery and Exploration," p. 259.

16
ritory between Mexico and Panama, therefore, became part of the larger
objective of finding a water passageway through the land.

The person

who found this strait could expect honors and riches theretofore un
equalled in the history of Spanish explorations.
Pedrarias D&vila, Governor of Panama, was quick to see the
importance of Balboa's discovery.

In 1519, Andres Nino, already a

well-known pilot in the Indies, went from Panama to Spain to beg per
mission for an expedition northward, but during his absence, Pedrarias
hastily dispatched Gaspar Espinosa in that direction.

This explorer

went by land perhaps as far as Nicoya; the ships which accompanied
his expedition sailed along the west coast of Nicaragua before turning
4
back.
In Spain, Nino met with little success on his own behalf, so he
took on a partner, Gil Gonzalez Davila, a veteran administrator in the
4

New World with some influence in high government circles.

Delayed in

every way possible by Pedrarias, the NinorGdnaalez. expedition was. nob
able to leave Panama until late 1521.

The members of the expedition

went by ship from the Bay of San Miguel, on the Pacific coast of Pana
ma, to the Pearl Islands, and from there to the Chiriqui coast of that
colony.

Gonzalez and his soldiers disembarked at that point with the

understanding that his group would rendezvous with Nino farther up the
coast.

Some time later Gonzalez did meet the vessels at the Gulf of

4
Francisco de Castaneda, in his first letter to the Crown,
March 30, 1529, Peralta, Costa-Rica. Nicaragua Y Panama, p. 56;
Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo y Valdes, Historia General y Natural de
Las Indias, Islas y Tierra Firme del Mar Oceano. Ill (Madrid:
Imprenta de la Real Academia de la Historia, 1853), 64.

San Vicente [ Nicoya] where he organized another expedition for a
'

*

second trek inland.
Continuing north and paralleling the Pacific coast, Gonzalez
eventually entered the territory of a powerful chief named Nicaragua.
One day as he neared the Nicarao capital of Nicaraocalli, from the top
of a hill he saw spread out before him a splendid sheet of water.
Unable to see the opposite shores, Gonz&lez must have thought that he
had stumbled upon an arm of the Mar del Norte [Atlantic^ or perhaps
5 .
the ocean itself.
Knowing that the distance between this newly dis
covered body of water and the Pacific was very short, his excitement
and imagination must have been boundless.

Gonzalez immediately headed

for the water, and on reaching it, he rode his horse into the water.
Finding that it was fresh instead of saline, he named it the Mar Dulce, or Freshwater Sea, and claimed it for the Crown.
The rise and fall of the water level on that side of the lake,
caused by strong winds blowing from the east at certain seasons, did,
6
as a matter of fact, give the appearance of a tidal sea.
The Indians
themselves considered this rise and ebb of Cocibolca, their name for
the lake, a tide, which actually it was, although not a lunar tide.
This inland sea eventually became known as Lake Nicaragua, for the
Indian chief by the same name.

The pilots whom he had with him, however, knew that this was
not the ocean proper, as we shall see a little later.
6
Ephraim George Squier gives a very good description of the
winds and motions of the lake in his Nicaragua; Its People. Scenery.
Monuments. Resources. Condition, and Proposed Canal (New York;
Harper, 1860), p. 644.

IfJMar Dulce was not the-Atlantic, Gonzalez reasoned, perhaps
then it connected somehow with that body of water, which he knew lay
to the east.

He asked the Indians if this sea was joined to the Mar

del Norte, but the natives, either misunderstanding the question or,
more likely, attempting to mislead these uninvited guests, said "no:"
"preguntando a los yndios si esta mar dulce se juntaba con la otra
salada, dizen que no."J
Some pilots who were with the expedition, however, told Gon
zalez, against the advice of the natives, that this sea did flow into
the Atlantic,

When GonzAlez sent a canoe into Mar Dulce, the recon-

noitering party went only a half league

8

into the lake; yet, even

though they had voyaged only one-twenty-fifth of the width of the lake
and had encountered no current, they returned to assure Gonzalez that
there was an outlet to Mar del Norte from the lake.

Why did these

pilots still contradict the Indians after having scarcely entered in
to the lake themselves?
It appears obvious to the author that the pilots with Gonzalez
had been by sea from the Atlantic side of the isthmus to this area
before or, if not, had studied the maps and talked with others who had

Letter to King Charles V from Gonzalez concerning his expe
dition to Nicaragua, March 6, 1524, Found in Maria de Peralta's
Costa-Rica, Nicaragua Y Panama. p. 17.
8
This distance would have been only a mile and a half to two
miles. They still could not have been the opposite shores. Read
Gonzalez's account in Costa-Rica. Nicaragua Y Panama, pp. 17-18.

been there.

They already knew of the large navigable river which

flowed from the lake into the Caribbean Sea (the Desaguadero), and
doubtlessly they also knew of the lake itself.

Ptolemy1s map of the

New World, published in 1513, clearly shows the mouth of the Desagua
dero nine years before the Gonzalez expedition and twenty-six years
before the first recorded navigation of the entire length of the San
Juan by Europeans (see Plate III, Map 1).

Compare the mouth of the

Desaguadero on the Ptolemy map with the same location on a map made
over two centuries later (see Plate III, Map 2).

It should be no

wonder then that these pilots with Gonzalez steadfastly held to their
belief that the lake emptied into the Atlantic in the face of facts
to the contrary.
This being a period of high secrecy and intrigue, however, it
is doubtful that the pilots told Gonzalez their reasons for belief in
1°
the existence of a water passageway from Mar Dulce to the Atlantic.
Even two decades after the Gonzalez expedition, the Desaguadero was
still an object of jealous secrecy and mystery.

In 1540, after a

descent of the Desaguadero from the lake to its mouth the year before,

9
A few miles south of Cariay, the Indians made signs to
Columbus by forming a circle with their arms, their fingertips
touching. Columbus thought that they were indicating an ocean, but
Samuel Eliot Morison concludes that the Indians "meant to convey the
idea of a bay, lake or widening of the river." They could have meant
Lake Nicaragua. Admiral of the Ocean Sea, a Life of Christopher
Columbus (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1951), 606.
10
In the opinion of the author, it was Nino rather than Gonza
lez who was responsible for the presence of pilots in the land expe
dition, a rather strange experience for the seamen. Nino, as a master
seaman, would have been in a very good position to pry information
from the members of previous exploratory voyages.

PLATE III
Map, I.--Ptolemy'8 Map of the New World, 1513
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a pilot who had been along on the voyage refused to tell the historian
11
Oviedo at what point the stream emptied into the Atlantic.
Amid
such close-mouthed voyages and expeditions, therefore, there is more
than a possibility that some part of the Desaguadero, perhaps even all
of it, had already been travelled before Gonzalez1 expedition of 1522.
Assurance from the pilots that Lake Nicaragua drained into the
Atlantic, although still unconfirmed, elevatfed the statiiBJofi::thhi Gbna'
zalez expedition from that of a wandering band of adventurers to an
important and historical excursion.

Since the Isthmus of Rivas, be

tween the Pacific Ocean and Lake Nicaragua, was only a foutbhofif the
width of the Isthmus of Panama, this discovery even eclipsed Balboa's
discovery in importance as a possible transit route between the two
oceans.

Faced afterward wxttr hostile Indians, bad weather, and dwin

dling provisions, the Gonzalez expedition retreated to the coast before
carrying out explorations on the lake.

Gonzalez rejoined his partner

at the Gulf of San Vicente, and the combined group returned by sea to
Panama, richer by some 112,000 pesos worth of gold and other booty
collected from the Indians.
Rivalry for Control of the Waterway
News of the discovery of a possible waterway which cut across
all but a few miles of the Central American isthmus brought many ex
plorers .eaggrrtbofind its outlet in the Atlantic and thereby claim
control of the transit route.

A natural claimant was Gonzalez, who

indeed began immediately planning another expedition from Santo Domin-

Oviedo y Valdez, Historia general y natural. IV, 62.

go.

Before he could get his expedition underway, however, his old ad

versary in Panama, Pedrarias, rushed men to Nicaragua under Francisco
Hern&ndez de Cordoba.

Cortes, who by this time might have heard of the

discovery, sent Cristobal de Olid southward.

These three parties con

verged on Nicaragua from as many different directions.

Since Hern&ndez1

party is the only one whose outcome -figures importantly in the history
of the waterway, it is enough to say of the other two candidates that
their efforts were unsuccessful.
From Panama, Hernandez hurried northward to Nicaragua, where he
made good Pedrarias1 claim to the waterway by founding Granada on the
north shores of Lake Nicaragua in 152-3 or 1524.

In the latter year

Herndndez asked the Crown for rights to Mar Dulce and "Eres islas en
el mismo mar [probably Ometepe, Zapatera, and Solentiname] y 'diez
leguas de tierra en cuadra a la salida de la Mar Dulce a la parte de
la Mar del Norte, y otro tanto en la parte de la Mar del Sur,MI obviously to gain control of a possible transit way.

12

At Granada, Hernandez reconstructed a brigantine from parts
brought overland from the Pacific, and then sent Captain Ruy Diaz in
it in 1525 to look for the outlet to the Mar del Norte.

In this first

Spanish vessel to ply the waterway, Diaz located the aperture and
sailed down the Desaguadero as far as the first rapids, which kept him
from going farther.
An official chronicler of the Indies, Antonio de Herrera, makes
it sound as if Hernandez himself were alone on the voyage.

Perez-Valle, Desaguadero. p. 13.

In fact,

according to Herrera, when the ship could go no farther on the stream,
Hernandez "envio a un capitan con alguna gente, anduvo ochenta leguas
por la tierra, y hallola muy poblada y con grandes arboledas de diver13
sas suertes."
If Hern&ndez went himself, however, he did not mention
it in a letter which he later wrote about his activities in Nicaragua.
Shortly after Diaz1 explorations on the Desaguadero, Hernandez sent
Hernando de Soto, who had been a member of the Gaspar Espinosa party
in 1519, to the river.

De Soto had no better luck than Diaz in getting
14
past the first rapids.
Later, Sebastidn Benalcazar succeeded in
getting as far as the second rapids, from where he descended farther
by canoe.
,

turn.

Lack of sufficient provisions, however, caused him to re-

15
During these explorations, Hernandez probably busied himself in

supervising the construction of a small fort which he ordered built on
16
the beach at Granada.
This stone and brick structure became the
first fortification on the waterway.

Known as El Fuertecito, it would

figure greatly in the history of Granada, especially during the 1850's.

13
'
Antonio de Herrera y Tordesillas, Historia General de los
hechos de los castellanos en las islas y tierra firme del mar oceano,
VII (Madrid: 1948), 79-80; Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of Central
America. II, Vol. VII of The Works of Hubert Howe Bancroft (17 vols.;
San Francisco: The History Publishing Co., 1886), 513.
14
Maria de Peralta, Costa-Rica, Nicaragua Y Panama, p. 76.
15
Perez-Valle, Desaguadero, p. 21.
16

Servicios Geografico e Historico del Ejercito, Cartografia
de Ultramar, Carpeta IV, America Central (Madrid: 1957), No. 54;
Gamez, Historia de Nicaragua, p. 113.

While these preliminary explorations were taking place, the
Crown appointed Diejgo de Salcedo Governor of Honduras, an area whose
territory could be Vaguely interpreted to include Nicaragua.

When

PB.d&arias returned to/Panama in 1527, Salcedp planned an expedition
under Gabriel ge,Rojas* ftut before it could start for the Desaguadero
Pedfariaa['returned .to.!stop; it, .Rivalry between, the two officials
ended ,wiih; P ^ a r ^ ^ r

w

■
-It was not Until 1529 that Pedrarias was able.to send another
,

'.

•

exploring party, in search of the outlet to the Atlantic.

There still

are many missing links in the various accounts of this expedition,
under the command of Martfn Estete.
It is increasingly clear that Estete made two expeditions in
the years 1528 and 1529.

On the first one, in the direction of Hon

duras, he probably founded a town which was later burned by the
Indians and its inhabitants killed.17

Instructions from Pedrarias on

the second Estete expedition called for the latter to explore the Des
aguadero and establish a colony in that area.

The settlement was sup

posed to be named Gante for the birthplace of Charles V [[Ghent,
Belgium]

»

a little "apple-polishing" on the part of the governor.

18

Shortly after this second Estete expedition left Granada, it

17
Castaneda's letter to the Crown, Costa-Rica. Nicaragua Y
Panamk ,' p. 81;
.18
.. .
.
!
"Carta de Pedrarias al Rey; sobre admihistracton de laprovincia, sus diferencias con Diego Lopez de Salcedo y de las expedictones quedespachoj" Leon, January 15, 1529, in1Coleccion' Somoza:
Documentos para la historia,de Nicaragua, comp, by Andres Vega Bolaiios (Madrids '1954-19571.1. 456; Pdrez-ValleU. Desaguadero, pp. 2728.

25
probably split, Gabriel de Rojas taking some of the men north into
gold-bearing country and' Estete continuing with the others by water
toward the Desaguadero.

19

On reaching the Desaguadero, the expedition

descended it as far as the first rapids, then disembarked to follow
the right bank to within a few miles of the Atlantic.

At this point,

however, Estete ordered the ascent.
Either on the way down the river or on his return, Estete might
have founded Jaen.

Herrera describes Jaen as "trente lieus de la mer

du Nort fur le dernier bout du grand lac, affavoir au commencement du
Canal, nomme el Defaguadero, par lequel avec des petites naffelles, ou
canoas entrent les marchandifes, qu1on apportoit par cy devant de Nombre de Dios . . . .

20

Jaen is shown at this point on the map of the
21

Audiencia of Guatemala in the first edition of Historia General.

19

,

Perez-Valle, Desaguadero. pp. 51-60.
20
Antoine de Herrera, Description des Indes Occidentales Qu* on
Appelle Auiourdhuv le Novveau Monde (Amsterdam; Michel Colin, 1622),
p. 40. The words are left in their original spelling.
21

Perez-Valle, Desaguadero, pp. 31-32. t^uch uncertainty re
volves around the whereabouts of Jaen, or Nueva Jaen. Most of the
sources and. old maps place this settlement at the location of presentday San Carlos, that is, at the point where the San Juan River leaves
Lake Nicaragua. Since they had hopes of finding the way to the sea
through that stream, this location was a logical place for a colony.
There is also evidence that Jaen could have been located between the
Oyate and Tepenaguasapa Rivers on the Chontales, or east coast of the
lake. Several maps show Jaen in the mountains farther to the east of
the lake, and a few maps, usually of British origin, even apply the
name Jaen to some small islands in Lake Nicaragua. Whether the settle
ment was founded at San Carlos or at another place, it did not last
long. Not only is the situation of the colony a matter of debate but
its date and founder are also in question.

Levy, without giving his source of information, also gives Estete
22

credit for giving the Desaguadero the name San Juan.

Regardless of

any other accomplishments, however, Estete failed in the primary objec
tive of the expedition, to locate the entry of the stream into the
sea.
At the death of Pedrarias in 1531, his son-in-law Rodrigo de
Contreras assumed the governorship and was confirmed in this office in
1534.

During the three years that he was waiting for official approv

al of his succession to governorship of Nicaragua, Contreras tried to
organize another expedition.

His efforts were hindered, however, by

Bartolome de las Casas, then in Nicaragua to defend the human rights
of the Indians.

A famine, caused by colonists' search for riches at

the expense of their crpps, also occurred in 1531, causing the offi
cial to devote his time to the correction of this matter.

Despite

these interferences, Contreras himself started out during this time in
an attempt to explore the Desaguadero, but a near-mutiny forced him
23
back without adding new knowledge to the subject.
Not wishing to
receive adverse publicity pending his confirmation of office, Contre
ras did not press the issue.

After de las Casas left the province,

however, the way was again open for new probes in the direction of the
Mar del Norte.

Pablo Levy, Notas Geograficas Y Economicas Sobre La Republics
de Nicaragua (Paris: E. Denne Schmitz, 1.873), p. 30. It is quite
conceivable that the Desaguadero was given the name San Juan by Estete.
23
Antonio de Herrera Y Tordesillas-, Historia- de los hechos de
los dastellanos. en las islas, ^ tierra-firme de el mar oceano, VII
(Asuncion, Paraguay: Editorial Guarania, 1953-55), p. 191; Levy,
Notas. p. 29.

In 1535 a notary in Granada by the name of Francisco Sanchez
i

sent a letter to Queen Juana which probably hastened the full explo
ration of the Desaguadero by several years.

"Y junto a esta ciudad

de Granada," he wrote, "(de que bebemos) esta una laguna de agua dulce
que baja 130 leguas, sale de ella un desaguadero que va a la mar del
Norte (que digo muy gran noticia) de mucha gente y muy rica de oro,
24
que de ella se llevo lo de Moctezuma y Yucatan. . . . "
Whether or
not this story stemmed from an old Indian legend or was merely a fab25
rication on Sanchez' part has never been determined.
Juana replied
quickly to this news from Nicaragua, however, by sending a cedula to
Contreras ordering him to have the Desaguadero explored as soon as
possible.

In that letter of September 9, 1536 to Governor Contreras,

Juana wrote that:
yo soy ynformada que junto a la ciudad de Granada, que es en esa
tierra, ay una laguna de agua dulqe que boxa ciento y treinta
leguas y sale della un Desaguadero que va a la mar del Norte,

24
Perez-Valle, Desaguadero, p. 61.
25
While this could have been only one of the many fanciful
stories which circulated during the period of exploration about the
riches and the supposed riches of the Americas, it is not entirely
illogical. Moctezuma1s gold could not have been taken entirely from
Mexico. Francisco Castaneda tells us that the Indians of Nicaragua
used the same methods of obtaining gold from the streams that
Moctezuma described to Cortes. Since the western portion of Nicara
gua along the lake and the island of Qmetepe had connections with
Mexico, the people from those areas could have shipped gold to the
northern Aztecs, down the Desaguadero and through the Caribbean Sea
to Yucatan where it was wrought and forwarded to the Aztec capital.
Although the Mayas of Yucatan did not have an ounce of gold or any
other metal in their land, they were excellent goldsmiths. In the
large canoe, which Columbus met in the Gulf of Honduras was equip
ment for smelting ore. Could the craft have been destined for the
San Juan River to trade the goods which it held for gold?

que es un rio muy grande, como el de Guadalquivir que pasa por
Sevilla, y que desde el dicho Desaguadero a la mar del Norte ay
noticia de mucha gente y muy rica de oro, y desde alii se llevo
a Yucatan el oro que tenia Montequma, y porque a nuestro servicio
conviene saber el secreto de dicho rio, yo vos mando que luego
hagays adereqar los vergantines que os paresqiere de gente y
bastimentos, y otras cosas neqesarias y enbieys con ellos una
persona de recabdo y de confianqa que descubra la dicha tierra
y sepa los secretos della. . . .
It was the year 1538 before Contreras found persons capable and
wealthy enough to head such an expedition.

Captain Alonso Calero

and his second-in-command Diego Machuca de Suazo received the ap
pointment to head the exploration party.
The Waterway Opened to the Atlantic
This new expedition, largely financed by its two leaders,
left from near Granada on April 7, 1539 with about a hundred soldiers,
many Indian bearers, and a few priests.
were forty horses and fifty hogs.

In the hold of a large bark

Besides the ship carrying the ani

mals, there were two lateen-rigged lighters, one with fifteen rowing
27
benches and the other with twelve, and four good-sized canoes.
The
smallest sail-carrying craft was named the San Juan, apparently chris
tened this in anticipation of its discovery of the outlet of the river

26
"Real Provision de SS.MM. el Emperador y la Reina Doha Juana
sobre los limites de la gobernacion de Cartago, y en particular sobre
los del Desaguadero o Rio de San Juan de Nicaragua." Costa-Rica.
Nicaragua Y Panama, pp. 116-117.
27

"Relacion de lo que el magnifico senor Capitan Alonso Calero
ha visto y descubierto hasta hoy dia en el viaje del descubrimiento
que va del Desaguadero por el muy magnifico senor Rodrigo de Contre
ras, Gobernador y Capitan General en estas provincias de Nicaragua
por Su Magestad," Costa-Rica. Nicaragua Y Panama, pp. 728-731.

by the same name.
The fleet, which had very likely been constructed at Zapatera
Island, wound its way northward through the small islands fronting
Granada until it reached the last ope of that group.
made final preparations for the departure.

29

There they

Because the lake was in

one of its ugly moods, the leaders decided that it was too risky to
start for the Chontales coast with the vessels so heavily loaded.
The boats instead left half of the cargo at this point and made two
trips with lightened cargoes to La Ceiba, another island lying a
short distance from the destined shore.

On La Ceiba the ships re

loaded and continued southeasterly along the coast, fighting against
a stiff easterly wind.
One day while sailing in the direction of the Desaguadero a
commotion occurred aboard the largest vessel when it was reported to
be taking water.

The entire flotilla hurriedly made for shore only

to discover that the ship was in no danger.

Realizing, however, that

It is absurd to consider that a mighty river might be named
for a small vessel--not even the largest in the fleet--as some writers
have suggested. It is very logical and a common practice even today,
however, to name a vessel for a body of water. This fact alone should
be enough to convince one that the Desaguadero had already been named
the San Juan, if not by Estete, then by others before him. Calero him
self in his "Relacion" helps to confirm this belief, since the San
Juan, the smallest of the ships, was the only vessel which he men
tioned by name. This was repeated several times during the course of
his report. The first official use of the name San Juan, however, was
not until 1575. Maria de Peifclta, Costa-Rica £ Colombia de 1573 a
1881 (Madrid: M. Murillo, 1886), p. 78.
29
Zapatera is ideally located and wooded, making it a natural
setting for a shipyard. Since this island was used to repair colonial
vessels and later steamboats, it is likely that the precedent was set
during the earliest times.

if the horses should be lost the expedition would be seriously affecf

ted, Machuca and some 6f the men took the horses to land.

The latter

started out in a southerly direction by land while Calero continued
with the fleet along the coast.
Calero, hugging the shore with the ships in his southward
course, later hove to at a point farther down the coast where a large
river emptied into the lake.
the two groups made camp.

When Machuca arrived at this location

When they made ready to renew the journey,

Machuca1s party stretched a rope across the river then pulled the
canoes along the cable to the opposite side, the horses swimming be
hind the canoes.

Farther down the coast, Machuca's entourage re

embarked and sailed with Calero to a place on the shore near the Balsillas Islands, where Machuca again disembarked with most of the men
and cargo.

The latter continued toward the Desaguadero, while Calero

and twenty men went to the Solentiname Islands in search of an Indian
guide.

Calero did succeed in capturing an Indian who knew the river

and the language used along the stream.

The whole expedition later

reunited at the opening of the Desaguadero, the present location of
30
San Carlos.
Upon regrouping at San Carlos, the party must have delayed to

30
The Calero-Machuca expedition had some women with it. Since
these women are not mentioned during the descent of the river nor
later, it is all the more reason to suspect that there was already
a settlement at San Carlos, where those women must have remained.
Its high ground and strategic location cried out for occupation.
Moreover, some of the best fishing in the entire waterway is found
at the point at which the San Juan leaves Lake Nicaragua. Certainly
a. colony had been planted here by this time.

rest and to make necessary repairs.

The accompanying priests must

surely have also said a mass before the departure for downriver.
Doubtlessly there was a great deal of anxiety on the part of the men,
considering the dangerous river creatures and possible Indian attacks
from the river banks which lay before them.
At last, on May 1, 1539 the expedition was ready to start the
descent of the San Juan.

Unless this was an exceptional year, this

time of year was the worst possible season to descend the river, since
the height of the dry season usually comes in early May when the river
reaches its lowest stage.

By 1539, after the attempts of previous

explorers, the Spaniards must have been aware of the difficulties of
navigation on the San Juan during the dry season, and knowing this
they probably began the descent very cautiously, with deep misgivings.
Rocks at several sets of rapids lie exposed in the .shallow water
during this time of the year, ready to dash to pieces any craft which
foolishly ventures too close.

Since the soldier of that day did not

consider the ability to swim a necessary qualification for his profes
sion, he was easy prey for the crocodiles and sharks which infested
the river in case of a boat mishap.
Calero and two other hidalgos led the expedition in one of the
canoes, no doubt peddled by Indians, probably including the guide
picked up on Solentiname.

After Calero1s craft came the other three

canoes, then the two smaller sailing boats, followed by the largest
vessel.

By the end of the first day, they had passed the islands of

Padre, Cano, and Medio Queso.

The next day about noon they approached

the first set of rapids (El Toro).

Noticing that the current vjas

quickening, Calero halted the other vessels and continued in his canoe
to investigate the condition of the river at these rapids.
On approaching El Toro rapids, Calero spotted four Indians
fishing in the swift water.

Since the fishermen had not seen them,

the captain and his men returned upstream to get reinforcements in
hopes of capturing some of the Indians.

Shortly Calero returned with

ten soldiers, followed by a second canoe with another ten men under
the veedor (royal treasurer) Alonso Ramirez.

Descending very quietly,

Calero surprised and captured three of the Indians, along with their
two canoes and six fish weighing a total of three hundred pounds.

The

fourth fisherman escaped by swimming ashore.
At some point near the El Toro rapids, the expedition halted
and set up camp.

From here Calero sent Machuca with twenty men in

two canoes to scout the river ahead to determine if it was possible
for the ships to continue.

At the same time, Damian Rodriguez with

twenty more men began the descent of the Sabalos River in the other
two canoes to search for the village of the Indian prisoners.
On his way to reconnoiter, Machuca crossed a second set of
rapids which the Indians called Casa del Diablo, or House of the
Devil, without incident and presently came to a third series.

This

third rapids became known as Machuca Rapids in honor of their dis31
coverer.
Probably informed b$r the Indians that these were the last
rapids, Machuca began the ascent.

Upon reaching camp, after j.tttot-dayp.',•

Actually this was a series of six rapids, at the end of which
was the worst part, the present Machuca Rapids.

absence, Machuca advised Calero that it would not be feasible to
continue with the boats.

Two days later Rodriguez returned from his

unsuccessful search on the Savalos River for the Indian village.
Possibly unconvinced by Machuca's report on conditions down
stream, Caleto himself, with a priest and forty men in four canoes,
set out on the river.

At the end of the second day they reached the

San Carlos River, which empties into the San Juan from Costa Rica
about half-way down the length of the Desaguadero.

The next morning

Calero and his party raided a nearby village, capturing several more
Indians.

Informed that another village was situated upriver, they

ascended the San Carlos and located the place, but raids from Indian
foes had reduced the population to the chief and four old women.
After taking the chief to camp and questioning him about the lower San
Juan, Calero began the ascent of the river to where the others waited.
The voyage which had taken only two days downstream, required five
days for the return against the current.
Arriving at the main camp, Calero sent Machuca up the Sabalos
River, and later ordered reinforcements of sixty men and a few horses
to follow him.

Calero waited almost two weeks for Machuca's return;

during this time Machuca sent back a messenger and some porters with
corn taken from the Indians.

Sending instructions for Machuca to meet

him downstream at Tori, a village south of the Sarapiqui River, Calero
and the rest of the expedition left again for below.
During the trip downriver, Calero's canoe overturned when it
was thrown against one of the protruding rocks at El Diablo rapids,
and had It not been for the help of his Indian boatmen, Calero would

have'drowned since he could not swim. 'Although ’ho lives were lost Urn
the accident, the river claimed much of the expedition’s armament When
the boat capsized.
quer.

After El Diablo were several more rapids to con

"Estuvo en el camino quatro dias, porque Ay cinco raudales, ’los
•I

quales son muy trabajosos de subir; traxo la jente muy trabajada y-muy
llagada de los pies, porque hera for^oso saltar la jente en los rauda32
les para pasar, digo, en la agua."
Without further .'rhisHflp,:bhe^pafty.
made its way to the mouth of the San Carlos where 'they wAlted'ten days
for Machuca.

When the other group did not come, the 'Calero party con

tinued downstream.

:•

At th-> mouth of the Sarapiqu£,- they stopped, to raid an Indian vil
lage only to find that the villagers had already burned it and ifiled.
I

Farther downstream, however, they surprised the village of Torsi.,
■ taking many captives and collecting spoils worth 170 castellanoa. ifiut
they were becoming desperate for food, and not finding sufficient-sup
plies at Tori, they pressed on farther down the river in search of
foodstuffs.
This led them ever nearer to their goal, and one day they beheCLti
before their eyes an endless stretch of water.

They had finally

reached the Caribbean, phe first known Spaniards to traverse the en
tire length of the San Juan River.

It had probably taken close to

two months to completely navigate the river.

During the descent,

they had had to work the boats across eight sets of rapids, the men
taking to the water to inch the vessels past these places and at
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"Relacion del senor Capitan Calero." Costa-Rica. Nicaragua Y
Panama. p. 733.

times having to portage goods around the shallows.

At the mouth of
33
the river, the party found "una barra algo trabajosa,"
which they
had to pass before entering the Mar del Norte.

At first Calero be

lieved that the body of water was another lake "porque la mar faze
alii un gran ancon," but on tasting the water he must have been con34
vinced otherwise.
After the Discovery
At the mouth of the San Juan, the party built a house or found
one already there.

Calero then ordered the ship to be dismantled and

a smaller craft made from itsparts.

While this was being done and

the men were resting, the SanJuan went north in search of Machuca,
who was expected to make his way overland to rejoin the main party.
Later Calero left one man at the mouth of the

river with amessage for

Machuca should he arrive, andhe explored the coast north of the San
35
Juan.
Not able to make contact with Machuca, after many days and
much searching, Calero took the fleet and the few remaining men south
ward.

They arrived in Nombre de Dios probably in November with only

nine Spaniards and twenty-five to thirty Indians.
At Nombre de Dios, instead of receiving help for the return
trip to Granada, Calero was jailed by the President of the Audiencia
Francisco Perez de Robles, who himself had designs on the area around
the mouth of the San Juan.

Calero later escaped and sought sanctuary

33
Ibid.. p. 736.
34
Ibid., p. 736.
35

Perez-Valle, Desaguadero. p. 114,

in the church.

From there he smuggled

of the voyage and his treatment at the

a letter to theCrown

telling

hands of Perez.

In the meantime, Contreras, not having heard anything from the
Calero-Machuca expedition, began fitting another party to go in search
of the explorers.

36

It seems, however, that before the new expedition

could get underway, Machuca returned from his overland wanderings.

At

his own expense, Machuca, then got together fourteen large canoes and
a few men and went to look for Calero.

Although Machuca did not open

ly accuse Calero of disloyalty, later events hint that Machuca might
have taken Calero's long absence as duplicity on the latter's part.
On navigating the waterway to the Atlantic coast, Machuca turned his
fleet southward.

There is reason to believe that he had gone all the

way to Nombre de Dios or very close to that port before he learned of
Calero s fate.

37

Assured that Calero had made it safely to Panama, Machuca or
dered the fleet to return to Nicaragua.

On reaching the San Juan, the

members of the party almost mutinied when they discovered that their
leader intended to attempt its ascent.

Machuca persuaded them to fol

low him, however, and the expedition made the ascent without incident.
In Machuca'8 own words, "por mi industria se navegaba facilmente y

Ibid.. p. 110; Oviedo y Valdes, Historia General y Natural,
IV, 62.
37

"Real Provision de SS. MM. el Emperador y la Reina Doha Juana
sobre los limites de la gobernacion de Cartago, y en particular sobre
los del Desaguadero o Rio de San Juan de Nicaragua," Costa-Rica. Nica
ragua Y P a n a m a p. 115,
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quedo de alii adelante por navegable."
The San Juan Unmasked

39

The Calero-Machuca expedition brought back a fairly good des
cription of the nature and appearance of the San Juan.

Its 120 mile

length was shaped roughly similar to that of a barbell--large on both
ends and smaller in the middle.

From the lake to the second set of

rapids, the width of the stream averaged about 325 yards and flowed at
a speed of from one to two miles per hour during the rainy season; for
the next thirty to forty miles, the river narrowed to as little as 110
yards and the current increased to two or three miles per hour, much
faster at the rapids; once again, below the Poco Sol (San Carlos) River,
the width increased to an average of perhaps 550 yards.

Two large

rivers, the San Carlos and the Sarapiqui, which flowed northward from
Costa Rica into the San Juan were responsible for the greater speed
and width of this portion.

Other smaller tributary streams, from both

sides however, also added to the river's volume.
Although the Indians recognized only five sets of rapids on the
40
San Juan, Calero mentioned seven.
He encountered the first set about

38 .
Perez-Valle, Desaguadero, p. 108.
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The description of the San Juan came largely from the follow
ing sources: John Baily, Central America. Describing each of the
States of Guatemala, Honduras. Salvador. Nicaragua, and Costa Rica;
their Natural Features.. Products, Populations, and Remarkable Capacity
for Colonization (London: T. Saunders, 1850); Incer, Nueva Geografia;
Mortiz Wagner and Carl Scherzer, La Republica de Costa Rica en Centro
America (San Jose: 1944); Ephraim George Squier, The States of Cen
tral America (New York: Harper, 1858).
40
Today we name eight rapids (from west to east): El Toro, El
Castillo, La Mica, Las Balas, Patricia, Purgatorio, Diamante, and Machuca.
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thirty miles down the river from the lake.

Called El Toro, this was

the stretch of water which had stopped Diaz and De Soto in their at
tempts to navigate the stream.

Ten miles farther downstream, the

longest drop on the river fell almost seven feet in less than a half
mile; called La Casa del Diablo by the aborigines, it later became
known as Santa Cruz, then finally El Castillo.

A few miles below El

Castillo began a series of several rapids which ended with those
named for Machuca.

The last set of rapids, because of its longer

length, its shallowness, and its rockier nature, was really more dan
gerous than those with a longer fall at El Castillo.
At each end of the river for a distance of from twenty to
twenty-five miles, the terrain was low and covered with tall reeds,
bushes, and scrubby palm trees.

Although both ends were occasionally

covered by water during the peak of the wet season, the one bordering
the sea was swampier.

At the beginning of this latter portion, the

river forked, the Colorado (named for its muddy color) going to. the
south and the lower San Juan continuing north.

The terrain which lay

between the two low-lying ends varied in height from a few feet above
the river banks to twenty and twenty-five feet.

Near the rapids, the

land became quite hilly, with several sharp ridges appearing.

Some

sixty-odd islands, each containing from a few square yards to many
acres, dotted the course of the river.
The return of the explorers from their successful descent of
the San Juan, with proof that it did indeed connect Lake Nicaragua
with the Atlantic, must have been a much-talked-about event among the
colonists.

This discovery "dio a la ciudad de Granada las posibilida-

39
des que tuvo en el siglo sigulente para enriquecerse y llegar a ser
41
una de las mas opulentas ciudades de la America Central."

41
Pio Bolaftos, "La ciudad tragica, monografia de Granada," RC,
II, No. 13, 2.

CHAPTER III
THE COLONIAL PERIOD
1540-1600
By the time Calero and Machuca opened the San Juan River-Lake
Nicaragua waterway to traffic, Granada had grown to about 100 vecinos
1
(citizens).
Trade from Granada which developed as a result of that
expedition was at first confined exclusively'to .Nombre’de >Dios,”a
precedent set in 1539 by Calero when he made for that port instead of
facing the ascent of the river which he had just conquered.
Nombre de Dios had early become the eastern terminus of an isth
mian route over which mule trains hauled the riches of Peru which
were to be shipped to Spain.

Now with navigation on the waterwayya

reality, the position of Nombre de Dios as the entrepot of the isthmus
was threatened by Granada.

The year following Calero's descent of the

San Juan, Queen Juana suggested that Nicaragua might provide a more
suitable transit route for communication between Spain and her Pacific
colonies in South America.
El dicho rio £San Juanj arriba puede aber nabegacion para el Peru
y para la Espeqeria, muy mejor y mas corta que por otra ninguna
parte, porque subidos los navios hasta la dicha laguna de Granada,
desde la dicha laguna hasta la mar del Sur diz que no ay mas de
quatro leguas de tierra que se puede carretear. . . .
Although hopes that the Nicaragua route would provide an easier avenue

Oviedo y Valdes, Historia general £ natural. IV, 35.
2

"Real Provision de SS. MM. el Emperador y la Reina Dona Juana
sobre los limites de la gobernacion de Cartago," p. 115.
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to Peru did not materialize, the early colonial history o£ that prov
ince was closely linked to that of Peru for other reasons.
First, Nicaragua furnished many men for Pizarro's army.

Both

Lopez de Gomara and Garcilaso de la Vega verify that Nicaragua was al
most depopulated because so many colonists left to join in the con
quest of Peru.

The early explorers of the Desaguadero, Gabriel de

Rojas, Hernando de Soto, and Sebastian Benalcazar, were among those
3
who flocked to Pizarro's side.
Moreover, the Indians of Peru not having been subdued, these
conquistadores often brought Indian slaves with them from Nicaragua
and other parts of Central America during the first few years of the
conquest.

4

In fact, the slave trade was the first profitable venture

of the Nicaraguan colonists.

Each cacique was to supply a given quota

of laborers, and a severe penalty awaited those who did not comply
with the demand.

Many of these Indians, branded on the face with hot

irons, were later shipped down the waterway to slavery in the Carib
bean islands; others were taken by ship to Peru from Realejo (Corinto), on the Pacific coast of Nicaragua; and still others were sent
5
overland to sell in Trujillo, Honduras, for exportation.
The high
mortality rate among the slaves on the way to the market apparently

3
Garcilaso de la Vega, Royal Cornmefttarles of the Incas, trans.
by Harold V. Livermore (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1966),
II, 731.
4
.
Jose Milla, Historia de la America Central (3rd ed.: Guate
mala: Centro Editorial "Jose de Pineda Ibarra," 1963), I, 347, 351,
370-371.
5
Francisco de Castaneda's letter to the Crown, 1529, CostaRica, Nicaragua Y Panama, p. 79; Jose Milla, Historia de la America
Central, I (Guatemala: Tipograffa de "El Progreso," 1879), 169.

did not worry the sellers since the supply of natives appeared inexhaustable.
The death rate was especially high on the slave ships.

Without

water and food and with little breathing space, many of them did not
g
live to reach their destinations.
There is no way of knowing how
many thousands of natives were sent abroad from Nicaragua into slavery,
but the number must have been considerable.

Even before the waterway

was opened, Pedrarias and other Nicaraguan officials had fitted "quin
ce, o veinte Caravelas, que no hacian otra cosa, que cargar EsclaVOS.

H7
Secondly, Nicaragua had early relations with Peru as a food

supplier to the latter colony.

Having already collected what gold the

Indians possessed and not having found rich mines in that area, colo
nists in western Nicaragua turned to planting.

The abundance of In

dian labor and the fertility of the soil combined to produce market
able quantities of agricultural goods by the time the waterway opened
the interior of Nicaragua to commerce.

Oviedo was awestruck by the

agricultural potential of that province:
Es de las mas hermosas e aplaqibles tierras los llanos de Nicara
gua que se puede hallar en estas Indias, porque es fertilissima
de mahiqales e legumbres; de fesoles de diverssas maneras; de
muchas e diverssas fructas; de mucho cacao . . . . Hay mucha copia

Two of the slave traders were Hernando de Soto and Hernando
Ponce de Leon, both later famed for their explorations in the present
United States. Pedro Pizarro, Relation of the Discovery and Conquest
of the Kingdoms of Peru, trans. by Philip Ainsworth Means (New York:
The Cortes Society, 1921), I, 146-150; Sofonias Salvatierra, Contribu
cion a la historia de Centroamerica (Managua: Tipografia "El Progre
so," 1939), I, 278.
7
Antonio de Herrera, Historia General. VII, 8.

de miel e Qera, e mucha monteria de puercos e venados e otras 8&1vaginas e conexos e otros animatess e muchas e buenas pesquerias,
assi de la mar como de los rios e lagunas: mucha abundancia de
algodons e mucha e buena ropa que dello se haqe, e lo hilan e
texen las indias de la tierra. . . .®
Nor was Oviedo's list complete.

Later, indigo, tobacco, dye-woods,

flax, sugar cane, and other products became export items for trade
over the waterway.

9

Since most of the labor in Peru was used in the

mines, many of Nicaragua's farm products ended up in that colony,
most of those goods going first to Nombre de Dios and from there
across the isthmus and by ship to Peru.
Realizing the competition which the Nicaragua waterway could
make for the Panama Isthmus route, Perez de Robles determined to
either get control of its outlet or take advantage of the transitway
by planting settlements along the Caribbean coast near the mouth of
the San Juan.

In February, 1540, his son-in-law, Hernan Sanchez de

Badajoz, set sail in two well-provided ships with sixty men and some
Negro slaves to found a colony in this area.

This force landed at

the mouth of the Tarire (Sixaola) River,, now in Costa Rica, where
Sanchez established a settlement which he named Badajoz.

Two months

later sickness forced the colonists to quit this, location and seek a
healthier one.

They called the new location, situated on some hills

overlooking Almirante Bay, Marbella.

Here Sanchez and his men set-

Oviedo y Valdez, Historia General y Natural. IV, 36.
9
Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of Central America, II, 169;
Portas, Compendio, p. 72; Bryan Edwards, The History, Civil and Com
mercial, of the British Colonies in the West Indies (London: John
Stockdale, 1793), I, 233.

tied down to wait for two barkentines of men, horses, and food from
Nicaragua and also a ship with supplies from Jamaica.

After Sanchez'
10
expedition had sailed, Robles allowed Calero to leave from Panama.
Having heard by this time about S&nchez' intention to sette

near the mouth of the Desaguadero, Gobernor Contreras began fitting an
expedition to dislodge those colonists from territory which he con
sidered his own.

Machuca, recognizing the impracticality of large,

deep-draft vessels on the San Juan, helped furnish the expedition
with many large canoes.
When the fleet assembled at Granada and made ready to cast off,
Machuca warned against taking passage directly across the lake because
of its quick-changing nature, likely to result in a violent storm.
Contrary to Machuca's advice, Contreras, eager to evict the poabhers,
directed the vessels into the open waters of the lake.

A sudden squall

almost destroyed the expedition and forced it back to Granada.

A

second attempt was more successful, however, and the fleet made it
safely to the aperture of the San Juan River.

On the way downriver,

Machuca and Contreras met Calero ascending the river in his lateenrigged boat.

Calero had left the other boat at the mouth of the river,

evidently intending to return to the coast as soon as possible.
argument ensued among the three officers.

An

Contreras, apparently sus

pecting Calero of seeking designs of his own, had the explorer ar
rested and sent to Granada.

He and Machuca, whosided with Contreras,

ilO
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then continued the descent.*
Upon making it to the mouth of the San Juan without incident,
the Machuca-Contreras expedition sailed southward along the coast un
til they reached Marbella.

The leaders immediately laid siege to the

fort with their ninety soldiers and complement of some four hundred
Indian servants and Negro slaves.

Sanchez surrendered after about two

weeks and was shipped to Spain in irons to stand trial.

Satisfied at

having expelled the squatters, Contreras headed toward the San Juan.
Before beginning the ascent, he paused to found the town of San Juan
de la Cruz at its mouth and appointed Gabriel de Leon its mayor.

The

12

expedition was back in Granada by the spring of 1541.
At about the same time that Contreras returned to Granada, an
other expedition was preparing to leave Spain.

In late 1540 the Crown

•s

had appointed Diego Gutierrez governor of an area which included per
haps a third of Central America.

This grant extended from north Pana

ma to central Honduras and from sea to sea, but it was not to include
those areas already settled.

In fact, later amendments to the charter

specifically forbade Gutierrez from trespassing within a fifteen
league distance of Lake Nicaragua or interfering with any settlements
which Contreras might have already made along the San Juan River.

11
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Most of Gutierrez1 men had already deserted at ports of call en
route by the time he arrived in August, 1541, with a ship and a barkentine.

Those few who remained fled the company soon after arrival

on the mainland.

With no hope of colonization left, Gutierrez and

his four or five remaining followers left for Nicaragua, ascended the
San Juan in the bark, and proceeded to Granada.

Gutierrez had to re

main in Nicaragua for two years before he could finance another expe
dition.
During this time, Gutierrez succeeded in assuring Governor Con
treras of his good intentions in upholding the restrictions of his
land grant.

He even persuaded the governor to become a partner in the

second attempt.

In return for a share of the treasure to be collected

from the Indians, Contreras furnished supplies for the expedition.
Backed by this official and two other wealthy men, Gutierrez was ready
to sail from Granada by late 1543 with sixty men in two barkentines.
Gutierrez1 second expedition crossed the lake, descended the
river, then followed the coast southward to the Suerre River, in Costa
Rica.

At a point about six miles above its mouth, he founded a set

tlement.

Conditions were very bad from the outset, however, and after

several months the soldiers deserted en mass one night, making their
way to the mouth of the San Juan River.

From there they found passage

up the river to Granada in some ships which had come from Nombre de
Dios.
Just as Gutierrez, left with only his nephew, one sailor, and a
few personal servants, was preparing to abandon his venture, he was
saved by a bark from Granada which arrived with more men and provi-

sions.

During the following months, Gutierrez ruthlessly extorted

gold from the Indians.

In December, 1544, he and about a half of his

men were killed during a raid in the interior of Costa Rica.

Survi

vors of the expedition escaped to the Atlantic coast and fled up the
14
San Juan to sanctuary within Nicaragua, probably in early 1545.
By the 1540's, the waterway had made Nicaragua a base of opera
tions for the conquest of other parts of Central America.

That prov

ince' s agricultural products and her numerous Indians available for
burden bearers provided everything needed for such expeditions.

There

were "many Caballeros of the nobility, who foregathered at the port of
the Province of Nicaragua ready to join expeditions into various
15
places."
Within only a few years after Calero's descent, the San Juan
River-Lake Nicaragua waterway was in continuous use.

The earliest

travellers on the waterway showed that "pueden subir o bajar todo el
rio barcos que tengan de carga cuatro cientos arrobas," or about five
tons.^

As early as 1544 citizens of Granada asked the Crown for "fif

ty husky Negroes" to use in deepening the San Juan to make it more
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navigable.

^

The two terminal points of the waterway, Granada and San Juan
de la Cruz, later called San Juan del Norte, had already been estab
lished by that time.

Granada, founded by Hern&ndez a generation

earlier, was perhaps not flourishing in the 1540's, but it did at
least possess all outward signs of permanency.

San Juan del Norte

early became an information and coordinating point for trade over the
waterway, especially when pirates discovered this lucrative traffic.
A third settlement on the waterway, at the juncture of the river and
the lake, later known as San Carlos, had possibly also been estab
lished by that time.
In the 1540's, explorers still searched the jungles north of
the San Juan for the fabled gold of Montezuma and for the immense
population supposed to lie in that area.

Diego de Castaneda led such

a party into this part of Nicaragua in 1548.

Like Manhuca, Castaneda

got hopelessly lost in the mountains of Chontales and eventually found
his way to the San Juan.

He and his men then descended the river on

flatboats which they built, and they probably returned up the waterway
18
aboard ships coming from Nombre de Dios.
As a result of the New Laws of 1542, Contreras stood to lose
his many encomiendas, his principal source of wealth.

He later went

to Spain to plead his case before the Crown, but he was eventually
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stripped of those possessions.

To avenge their father's alleged mis

treatment, Pedro and Hernando Contreras, aided by Juan Bermejo, led a
revolt against the crown.

During the rebellion, Bermejo destroyed all

the shipping on Lake Nicaragua to keep word from reaching Panama prematurely.

19

The rebels laid much of western Nicaragua to waste, then

left from Realejo to conquer Panama.

After the Contreras brothers and

their followers left Granada, officials in that city rigged up a frig
ate, armed it, and sent Diego Almaraz down the waterway in it to Nom20
bre de Dios to warn that colony.
Shortly after this, Melchor Verdugo arrived on Lake Nicaragua
from Trujillo with three or four frigates.

At Granada he collected

about 200 men who were loyal to the crown and sailed down the waterway
21
to Panama to help fight the revolutionaries.
After the revolution was stamped out, Juan de Cavallon, who had
become the Alcalde Mayor of Nicaragua in 1553, began the organization
of native settlements in conformity with royal instructions.

This ac

complished, he turned his attention to the area farther south, by now
called Costa Rica, in the belief that the region would fulfill the ex
pectations of its name.
A brave but poor and debt-ridden man, Cavallon sought financial
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help In organizing the expedition.

He found this in the person of a

wealthy former Franciscan friar, Juan de Estrada de Rdvago.

The re

sulting agreement called for an advance on Costa Rica under their
joint leadership.

It was decided later, however, that Cavallon should

go overland along the west coast, and Estrada would take a contingent
of men over the waterway to the Atlantic coast.

They both then would

turn inland and meet somewhere in the interior of the country.
Estrada's party left from Granada for the Caribbean coast in
October, 1560.

His two heavily-loaded ships and several canoes car

ried, besides the necdssary provisions, seventy well-armed and qqiijpped soldiers and somewhat over two hundred Negro slaves and Indian
porters.

On crossing unpredictable Lake Nicaragua, a sudden storm

almost sank one of the frigates and did destroy most of its cargo!
They descended the San Juan without unusual trouble, but at its mouth
the other ship almost capsized in trying to pass the sand bar, losing
all the cargo and very nearly losing its crew.
In spite of the loss of most of its food and supplies, the ex
pedition continued to Almirante Bay, where Estrada founded a colony.
From there, he sent one of his two ships to Nombre de Dios for provi
sions, but before it returned, sickness and starvation forced them
back up the coast to San Juan del Norte.
river to Granada to appeal for help.

Estrada sent a canoe up the

Before the provisions from in

terior Nicaragua reached him, however, he and his men had already as
cended the San Juan to Nueva Jaen.

Some time later Estrada made it

back to Granada with only thirty men, most of them sick and utterly

exhausted.

22

his associate.

His own attempt a failure, Estrada turned to supplying
Cavallon's overland expedition fared somewhat better;

but, receiving word that someone had replaced him as Alcalde Mayor of
Nicaragua, he left that unfriendly area in early 1562, disappointed at
the scant results of his hard labor.
Cavallon1s successor, Juan V&squez de Coronado, found himself
faced with a domestic Indian revolt on the islands of Solentiname, a
situation which had developed during the Contreras revolt some four
teen years before.

Governor Vdsquez personally leda force in a bar-

kentine across Lake Nicaragua to the islands, where he succeeded in
putting down the insurrection.

Not long after th£?, he laid plans to

stop rebel leader Lope de Aguiere from descending the waterway to the
coast, from where the latter expected to go to Panama and from there to
23
Peru.
After these brief actions concerning the waterway, most of
Vasquez' time was spent in exploring Costa Rica.
Probably beginning with de-las Casas, there developed among
the religious orders much interest in Christianizing the Indians along
the Mosquito Coast and in the mountains of eastern Nicaragua.

The

waterway became a highway over which the clergy could travel to the
coast, then up the coastal rivers into the interior.

Priests also

made sporadic visits to villages along the San Juan and its tribu
taries as early as the mid-sixteenth century; in 1562 Fray Juan de
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52
Torres died in an Indian settlement on the banks of the San Juan.

24

In December, 1573, Captain Diego de Artieda Chirino received
the governorship of Nicaragua as well as a capltulacion (contract) to
colonize Costa Rica.

In keeping with the terms of his agreement with

the crown, Artieda's three ships carried men, women, and livestock
when they left Spain in the spring of 1574.

When the expedition

neared Nombre de Dios, it lost one of the vessels in a storm.

In

sailing north from Nombre de Dios along the coast, another ship with
all its cargo was lost near the mouth of the Belen River.

Many of

the survivors of that shipwreck transferred to the one remaining ves
sel which was already badly overloaded.

Those who could not crowd on

to this ship were forced to folfcow the coast on foot to the mouth of
the San Juan River.

At the river mouth, the last ship foundered.

Most of the survivors of this unfortunate expedition eventually made
it up the waterway to Granada.

25

Almost immediately after arrival in Nicaragua, the new governor
ordered the construction of three vessels at the

shipyard at Granada,

with which to execute his promise to pacify and colonize Costa Rica.
In early 1576, Artieda sent a frigate of agricultural products down
the waterway bound for Nombre de Dios to be traded for manufactured,
goods which he would need for his project.

English pirates at the

mouth of the riverl seized this ship along with another one‘which had
made the descent with it.

Before leaving with their prizes, they
r
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castrated two priests who had been aboard the vessels.
A few months later, Artieda, recently returned from a trip over
land to Costa Rica, set out in his newly constructed ships in search
of the pitates, probably as much to punish them for the act against
the two friars who both had later died from their wounds, as to re
cover the captured ships.

The governor navigated the waterway and

skirted the coast as far south as Almirante Bay in his two frigates,
26
one bark, and a longboat.
Not finding any trace of the pfrates, he
entered the Chiricamola River and there planted a colony near its
mouth.

After his return to Granada, he sent fresh troops and addi

tional provisions to the settlement, but the town did not survive
beyond 1578.

Difficulties with the Audiencia of Guatemala would

hinder further efforts to subdue Costa Rica and would eventually end
in the revocation of his rights.
Capture of Artieda1s ships by freebooters was not an isolated
incident.

By the 1570's, pirates were a menace to Spanish shipping

in the Caribbean.

In fact, attacks were so frequent in that area

that much of the commerce there shifted to the Pacific coast.

Even

the farther Pacific coast, however, was not immune from enemy attack.
During the next decade, filibusters began preying on the west coast
trade.

With sea-robbers of various nationalities patrolling both the

Atlantic and the Pacific coasts, the SahoJdan River-Lake Nicaragua
water route became increasingly important in Central American commerce.
Since Granada's inland position supposedly made it safe from
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buccaneer attacks, that city became an entrepot for goods from all
over Central America.

Products were brought overland by mule train

to Granada, and from there they were transported by ship down the
waterway to San Juan del Norte.

If no pirates were reported in the

area, the vessels continued from there to Panama or to Cartagena.

Not

withstanding the various precautions taken by Spanish shippers, bucca
neering became popular enough by the late 1580's to cause pirate
strongholds to be established at present Bluefields and near San Juan
Bay.

27
Despite pirate bases near the mouth of the San Juan, a brisk

trade continued between Granada and the Caribbean ports.

Nicaragua

furnished agricultural goods and small quantities of gold from the
mines of Nueva Segovia in return for Negro slaves and manufactured
28
goods.
"Aqui [Granada] hazen muchas fragatas grandes," wrote a con
temporary in 1594, "que van por este Desaguadero con muchos bastimentos, ansy de mayz, miel, sebo, gallinas y otras cosas a Panama y Nombre de Dios."

29

While large vessels regularly plied the waterway,

passage over it during the dry season was not made without difficulty.
For this reason, the bulk of the trade over the waterway was carried
30
on in large canoes.
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By the 1590's, Granada was at the height of its prosperity.

It

had two hundred permanent vecinos, fifty more than Leon, the capital of
31
the province.
A shipyard near the city turned out vessels especial
ly adapted to navigate the waterway with the riches from Granada.
Until the mid-1590's, apparently little thought had been given
by buccaneers to the idea of ascending the 220-mile-long waterway to
attack Granada.

The first interest in this challenge seems to have

originated during the 1595 Drake and Hawkins expedition to the Carib32
bean.
To keep from returning to England empty-handed after the
sorry failure of this expedition, Drake turned his eyes toward Granada
in a last hope for success.

Fortunately for Nicaragua, while Drake

was waiting for favorable winds to carry his fleet up the coast and
through the waterway, dysentery and perhaps cholera broke out aboard
the ships.

Many died, including Drake, and the survivors gave up the

p r o p o s e d a t t a c k on Granada.

Granada still lay prosperous, defenseless, and untouched at
the end of the sixteenth century.

Pirates were becoming increasingly

bold, however, raiding commerce on the San Juan River all the way up
to the lake.

This threateningly close activity of the buccaneers

caused the citizens of Granada to petition Philip III in 1598 to have
33
defenses built along the San Juan.
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The Seventeenth Century
The beginning of the seventeenth century found Nicaragua in a
state of rebellion, reportedly caused by crown prohibitions against
grape and olive culture as well as its laxness in protecting commerce
on the San Juan River against pirates.

It was probably this uprising

which prompted Philip III to establish a presidio and garrison at San
34
Carlos in 1602.
In that same year construction also began on Fort
Santa Cruz, probably situated at the rapids of El Diablo since these
rapids came to be called Santa Cruz for many years.

35

During its half

century of existence, Fort Santa Cruz did somewhat protect commerce
on the San Juan.
When a revolt by the Talamancan Indians of Atlantic Coastal
Costa Rica caused an exodus of Spaniards from that area in 1610,
Nicaragua resumed her old character as a base of operations for that
area's reconquest.

In answer to an appeal from their sister colony,

colonists in Nicaragua began preparing to go to her aid.
of volunteers left overland.

One party

Some forty others under Sebastian Chacon

de Luna sailed from Granada in a frigate bound for the Atlantic
36
coast.
This ship with its men and supplies went down the waterway
and arrived on the east coast of Costa Rica in June, 1612.

The help

they gave was negligible, however, and it was some years later before
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the Indians were pacified.
When Fray Antonio Vasquez de Espinosa visited Granada the fol
lowing year, 1613, and again in 1621, he was impressed by the progress
of that city and by the activity on the waterway.

"La ciudad," he

wrote, "es de mucho.trabo y''Comercio,. por dos puertos, que tienq, el de
la Grande Laguna, al norte, por cjonde se nauegan por ella, y su deaguadero los frutos de la tierra, que son Anil, Cochinilla tabaco,
xarcia, brasil, Corambre, Gallinas, Mais, y otras a Cartagena, y puerto Velo jjPortobelo],

de donde bueuen Cargados de retorno de mercade38
rias, y vinos a la ciudad que es muy abastecida."
At that time
there were from ten to twelve ships which made Granada their headquarters. 39

Every year some frigates from Granada joined the convoy
40
at Havana for the voyage to Spain.
While most of the vessels plying
41
the waterway were perhaps twenty to thirty tonners,
ships of "well
over a hundred-ton burden" could navigate the waterway during the wet
42
season.
Although passage across the lake, barring the appearance
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of her sudden, fierce storms, was a relatively easy matter, descent
and ascent of the San Juan could be difficult and dangerous.

The same

sand bar which Calero found at the mouth of the river was at times
43
passed only "con grandissimo trabajo y dificultad."
The most serious impediment to transportation on the San Juan
was the series of rapids called El Diablo, Santa Cruz, or later El
44
Castillo which contained numerous "lajas y penascos."
In 1620, a
memorandum to the king asked that the rocks at the various rapids be
removed and the river cleared of obstructions.

This could be easily

done, the letter suggested, during the dry season when the rocks lay
exposed.

Not only would this measure aid commerce but it would also

be a military advantage in transporting troops to pacify still numer45
ous "infidel Indians living on the tributaries of the San Juan.
Because of the several rapids, frigates sometimes took as long
as two months to negotiate the length of the San Juan, loading and
unloading their cargoes several times during the voyage.

Indians and

sometimes mules were stationed at the worst places to help with por
tage of goods; the Indians also built warehouses at these portages to
protect the cargoes in bad weather.

46

Passengers on the vessels

making this trip were forever embarking and disembarking, much of the
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time in insufferable heat and attacked by hordes of gnats and other in
sects.

The combination was sometimes too much for the travellers.
47
More than a few died before completing the voyage.
In 1620 a colonist in the Kingdom of Guatemala called for the
Crown to complete the water transit across the Nicaraguan isthmus by
building a canal through the remaining strip of land.

Although there

had been interest in a transitway across the isthmus for almost a
hundred years, this was the first formal proposal for building a canal
48
across Nicaragua.
An empty treasury and almost continuous war with
the other European nations, however, kept the Crown from considering
this proposition.
Partly because of these wars and neglect from the home govern
ment, pirates were able to entrench themselves along the
49
Coast by the 1640's and 1650's.

quito

The Mosquito Indians, in their ha

tred for the Spanish, generally welcomed the freebooters, and the
latter freely mixed with the natives.

During the mid 1600's, pirates

and Indians ascended rivers and traveled overland to attack Spanish
settlements in interior Nicaragua, becoming ever bolder in their raids
and drawing increasingly nearer to Granada.

By the early 1660's the

pirates had taken possession of the mouth of the San Juan River and
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were capturing ships which dared use the waterway.

It is estimated

that some five hundred of these adventurers were living at that time
50
near the mouth of the river.
Hearing that freebooters had taken the entrance to the river,
the mayor of Granada began drilling the citizens in preparation for
an attack by the pirates.

Tired of marching and answetiqg.alarm bills

calling an alert, Granadians complained to the governor in Leon to
prohibit these things.

The governor complied with the petition and

forbade ringing the church bells except by his express order.

This

meant that if an attack occurred, in order to alert the militia a mes
senger must be sent to Leon and return with written instructions from
51
the governor.
An earthquake in 1663 perhaps did more to impede traffic on
the San Juan than the pirates.

This shock, as well as previous ones

in 1648 and 1651, no doubt seriously affected commerce on the river.

52

After this natural catastrophe, ships drawing from 80 to 120 tons
which used to navigate the entire length of the waterway, now had to
unload their cargoes on to shallow draft vessels for the ascent of the
river.

One large ship which had come from Havana to Granada before

the earthquake afterward found itself trapped in Lake Nicaragua, un
able to descend the San Juan.

Even an unusually high flood which came
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the following year did not raise the water level enough to allow the
ship1s exit through the river.

53

But if the effects of the earthquake harmed commerce on the
San Juan, they did not discourage the pirates' use of the stream.

In

1664 the famous buccaneer Francois 'L'Olonnois, having wrecked his
ship farther up the coast, arrived at the mouth of the San Juan to try
to capture another vessel.

Unsuccessful in his efforts, he continued
54
down the coast and was later killed by Indians.
In June of 1665, John Davis led several canoes of buccaneers
and Mosquitoes up the San Juan and across Lake Nicaragua.

Hiding by

day and paddling by night, this small force fell upon a dazed Granada
on June 30 in plain daylight, put the few defenders to rout, and plun
dered the city until far into the night.

By the time permission ar

rived to ring the alarm bells, the pirates had finished the sacking.
On leaving with much booty and many Negro slaves, they burned.the
vessels lying at Granada to keep them from giving chase.

The pirates

stopped on Ometepe long enough to divide the spoils, then apparently
retreated to the southern part of the lake.

This was the first

sacking of Granada, whose interior position had kept her safe from
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attack for almost a century and a half.
As a result of the raid on Granada, the alcalde as well as the
Governor of the province were punished.

When Juan de Salinas y Cerda

became the new governor, he was charged with the responsibility of ex
pelling the pirates from San Carlos, at the beginning of the San Juan
56
, ,
River, where they had taken refuge.
He also sent Jose Vasquez Coro
nado with reinforcements and provisions down the waterway to the post
at the Santa Cruz rapids.
A threat on the part of Granadians to evacuate the city unless
defenses were provided sent Salinas himself on an inspection tour on
the San Juan River in July, 1666.

As a result of his review of the

river's defenses, Salinas selected a ridge on the left bank opposite
the mouth of the San Carlos River as the site for a second fort.

He

personally supervised the construction of the log and earth affair,
which was finished in August of the same year.

Named El Castillo de

San Carlos de Austria in honor of King Charles II, this hastily built
fortification would not last long in the hot, wet climate of the
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lower San Juan River valley.

Although Fort San Carlos took the

place of Fort Santa Cruz as the main defense of the river, its loca
tion so far from Granada, the base of supply, made the site imprac
tical.

In the face of enemy attack, a message would take days to

reach Granada, and reinforcements would arrive too late.
The new fort met its first best when a pirate force under
Gallardillo attacked in 1670.

By this time, the timbers of the pali

sades were rotten and only 37 men out of a garrison of 70 could be
mustered against the attack.

Left with these few men and only four

small cannons, Commandant Gonzalo Noquera y Rebolledo was forced to
surrender the fort.
the torch.

The buccaneers then put the wood structure to

58

Before surrendering the fort to the pirates, Noquera had dis
patched a messenger up the San Juan to warn Granada.

When the bucca

neer chief found out about this, he sent a canoe with twice the usual
number of paddlers after the courier.

This swift-moving crew over

took Noquera1s man three days later, enabling the pirates to attack
Granada without warning.

The pirates sacked Granada against little
59
little resistance and retreated with impunity down the waterway.
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Following the raid of 1670, Bishop Alonso Bravo de Laguna and
other important people appealed to the Crown to solidly fortify the
San Juan River against pirate attacks.

In answer to the appeal, Queen

Mariana appointed an expert in artillery, Fernando Francisco de Esco
bedo, acting Captain-General, with specific instructions to personally
see to the fortification of the San Juan.

Escobedo, the first Captain-

General to visit other provinces in the Kingdom of Guatemala, made a
thorough survey of the river in 1672 and selected a site for a new
and much stronger fort.

El Castillo de la Inmaculada Concepcion was

ordered built at the same location of old Fort Santa Cruz, on a hill
bordering the right bank of the San Juan and overlooking the Santa
60
Cruz rapids.
When El Castillo was completed in 1675, it was the largest
defense installation built in Central America up to that time.

Of

brick and stone, its rectangular form measured 90 feet wide and 195
feet long, with walls four feet thick.

The one entrance to the fort

was protected by a drawbridge and a ten foot wide moat which sur
rounded the structure.

Fourteen cannons of various sizes and several

stonethrowers covered traffic on the river from both directions.

Also

at the bottom of the hill directly beside the^xiver was a platform,
with two cannons, placed almost at the level of the water so that its
weapons could fire broadside into vessels.

A hundred soldiers and
61

several artillerymen made up the permanent garrison of El Castillo.
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In accordance with Escobedo's recommendations, lighter defenses
were placed at several other points along the river.

At least nine

military positions were established at rapids, on islands, at mouths
of rivers, and other strategic places between El Castillo and San Juan
del Norte.

By the mid-1670's, then, pirate activity on the San Juan
62
itself was effectively eliminated.
These defenses came too late to save Granada's faltering trade,

however.

Pirates still preyed on merchant vessels entering and leaving

the mouth of the river.

In the late 1670's, hearing that buccaneers

had captured complete control of the river mouth, the people of Grana
da began leaving the city in anticipation of future attacks.

When

Bishop Andres de las Navas visited Granada in 1679, he found living
63
there only twelve Spaniards and a few Negroes and mulattos.
The
fears of the Granadians were well-founded.

Afraid to attempt the

ascent of the San Juan, the freebooters now turned to raiding from
the Pacific side of the province.
In 1683 a buccaneer expedition came overland from the Pacific
to sack and burn Granada in spite of the city's defenses.

Again in

1685 pirates led by Groquiet and Townley, took the city.

This time,

however, the marauders had to content themselves with only burning the
city, because the townspeople had already put their valuables aboard
ships and taken them into the middle of the lake.

Since the Granadians

had taken care to remove all the vessels from the shore, the pirates
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had no way by which to pursue the treasure.

64

Pirate raids or the threat of raids haunted the citizens of
Nicaragua until the signing of the Treaty of Ryswick in 1697.

Even

though after this date there would be no more trouble with buccaneers,
commerce on the waterway had suffered irrevocable damage.

By the end

of the seventeenth century, the waterway lay almost empty of traffic.
65
This trade would not recover for another half century.
The Eighteenth Century
With the cessation of buccaneer raids, trouble now came to the
Nicaraguans in the form of the Mosquito Indians from the Atlantic
coast.

Hatred for the Spanish rather than love for the British had

early made English vassals of this mixed group, predominantly Indian
but with varying degrees of Negro and Caucasian blood.

England, as

early as 1687, had officially recognized a separate Atlantic coast
nation under a Mosquito "king."

By the early 1700's, the British had

well supplied their Mosquito allies with arms to use qgainst the near
by Spanish.

These people, who needed little encouragement to begin

where the buccaneers left off, were a constant source of irritation
for Crown officials during the eighteenth century.

66

Beginning their raids in 1705 with an attack on Muy Muy, the
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Mosquitoes found a new victim each following year.

They even crossed

the mountains to attack the Chontales plains east of Lake Nicaragua.
Once they took canoes upon the lake itself and intercepted provisions
on their way by boat to the fortifications on the San Juan River.

In

another foray on the lake, they made prisoners of Christian Indians
67
who had been assigned to the island of Ometepe for their protection.
To stop Mosquito activities on Lake Nicaragua, in 1711 Bishop
Benito Garret y Arlovf ordered built at Granada four special vessels
armed with eight stonethrowers.

On their first confrontation with the

enemy, however, the 125 man crew was overawed by the Indians and re
fused to attack.

At the same time that Mosquitoes were harassing

commerce on the lake, a party of them slipped past the fortifications
on the lower San Juan and went as far upriver as El Castillo, where
68
they succeeded in stealing some canoes.
In 1724 news reached Granada that there were 22 canoes of
armed Mosquitoes on the San Juan.
soldiers in search of the invaders.
prise belonged to the Spanish.

The Governor sent two boats of
This time the element of sur

The soldiers came upon the Indians

near the mouth of the Colorado River and routed them in a short but
69
sharp engagement.
In an attempt to stop these worrisome incursions, by 1727 as
many as twelve military posts had been placed along the San Juan at:
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(1) San Carlos on the lake; (2) the mouth of the Sabalos River; (3)
the mouth of the Poco Sol; (4) Santa Cruz rapids; (5) Bartola Island;
(6) Diamante rapids; (7) Machuca Rapids; (8) the mouth of the San
Carlos; (9) the mouth of the San Francisco River; (10) the mouth of
the Sarapiqui; (11) the fork of the lower San Juan and the Colorado;
70
and (12) San Juan del Norte.
While the British had for many years encouraged first the buc
caneers, then the Mosquitoes in their attacks on Spanish settlements,
Britain's official interest in Nicaragua was not shown until 1739.

In

that year, William Lea, having been informed that his government in
tended ;to.',strike at Spain by taking the current war to the Indies, sug
gested that the attack be made on Nicaragua.

With 2,000 regulars and

Mosquito allies using piraguas, he said, the force would ascend the
waterway, take the whole Isthmus of Nicaragua, and therefore sever
the Spanish empire.
ficial attention.

Lea's suggestion received a great deal of of
The following year the British sent Robert Hodgson

to the Kingdom of Mosquitia as an agent of the government, and he of
ficially proclaimed the area a protectorate of Great Britain.

One of

Hodgson's first acts was to urge the Mosquitoes to seize El Castillo,
71
but the natives refused.
At about the same time that Hodgson came to the Mosquito coast,
royal engineer Luis Diez de Navarro received an order from the Spanish
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Crown to conduct an inspection tour of defenses in Central America.
D£ez was instructed to put defenses in order but with a minimum of
expense.

After spending a year and a half in examining the military

situation of the provinces, the engineer reported that defenses were
little more than a pretense.

For the San Juan River-Lake Nicaragua

waterway, Diez recommended that only one defense position be retained,
that of El Castillo de Inmaculada Concepcion.

Since the crown had

authorized very few funds to strengthen the position, the engineer
only ordered an outside wall built and the moat around the structure
deepened.

In addition, a few changes were made in the composition of

the garrison.

After some three-quarters century of existence, other

fortifications on the San Juan were abandoned, leaving El Castillo as
72
the single defense of the river.
A British invasion scare in 1745 led to more improvements on
the castle at Santa Cruz rapids.

Hearing that a force was preparing

to attack Nicaragua through the waterway, the king instructed Com
mander-General of Nicaragua, Jose Lacayo y Briones, to strengthen the
bastion of El Castillo.

To enable Lacayo to carry out his instruc

tions, the Crown sent to Nicaragua 800 individual firearms, twelve
73
cannons, and 100 crack soldiers from Cuba.
Even though the expected
attack up the San Juan did not materialize at that time, British forces
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70
occupied San Juan del Norte.

74

In the ensuing peace, however, it was

returned.
Mosquito and British incursions into Nicaragua not only took the
form of military activity but they also assumed a more subtle style of
invasion with the appearance of contraband trade.

Although illicit

trade was not as rife in Nicaragua as it was for example in the neigh
boring colony of Honduras, still by the 1750's it was becoming a serious
problem.

British merchants from the Mosquito coast ascended the San

Juan River as far as El Castillo, where they sometimes bought cacao from
even the fort commandant.

75

„

,

Sargento-mayor of Granada, Jeronimo de la

Vega y Lacayo, reported to Charles III in 1759 a considerable clandes76
tine trade with the British.
Illegal or not, Granada's trade, almost ruined by seventeenth
century pirate raids, had recovered by the mid-eighteenth century.

By

the 1750's, Granada had grown into a fair-sizedi city of some 600 houses,
400 of them boasting roofs of tile instead of straw.

A broad avenue

went from the lake to the city, situated on rising ground about a mile
from the water.

Four principal streets ran north and south, and
77
others intersected them at right angles.
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71
Another war with Britain again brought commerce to an abrupt
halt in 1754.
waterway.

This war was the first one to directly involve the

As a consequence of the hostilities between the two coun

tries, a force of British and Mosquitoes ascended the river and at
tacked El Castillo in 1762.

Although the fort commandant had just

died and the garrison was on the verge of surrendering, the young
daughter of that officer, Rafaela Herrera, took charge and led the
78
men in a successful defense of the castle.
The invaders withdrew
to the mouth of the San Juan, dominating the entrance to the river
for the next several years.

In fact, so strong was their position

there that when additional troops were sent from Spain to Nicaragua
in 1771, they could not pass that point.

The reinforcements were

forced to go to Panama, where they crossed the isthmus then went up
the Pacific coast to Nicaragua.

79

By the 1770's, conquest of Nicaragua by an invasion through
the waterway had captured the imagination of many Britishers.

In

1773 Bryan Edwards, a resident of Jamaica, called the attention of
the Crown to the possibilities and advantages of control of the lake
and river.

In his memorandum to the king, since a sandbar at its
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mouth restricted the passage of larger ships, Edwards advised the use
of flat-bottomed troop barges in the invasion of the San Juan.

The

harbor of San Juan del Norte, on the other hand, he said, was "very
capable of containing from ten to fifteen ships of war, with shallow
water berths of about three fathoms; and there is room enough for one
hundred sail of transports besides. . . . "

80

Evidently his observations

made some impact upon the Foreign Office, for in the last few years of
the decade "the San Juan River and Lake Nicaragua became the objects
81
of careful consideration by the Imperial government.
Aware of the desires of the British, if not their intentions,
the Spanish government was not idle during this time.

In early Febru

ary, 1778, an American, Jeremiah Terry, left from Spain with permis
sion from

the crown to woo the Mosquitoes to her side.

In August of

that year

Terry metwith heads of the Mosquito tribe at the mouth of

the San Juan River, where the two parties apparently effected a com
mercial and friendship treaty between Spain and the natives.

As a

result ofthis agreement, Terry founded a trading settlement near
location.

that

Not long afterward, however, complications between the Span

ish and the Indians caused a massacre of the leader and most of his
82
men at that post.
At about the time of the Terry massacre, Matias de Galvez,
Captain-General of Guatemala, arrived in Central America for an inten
sive inspection of defenses.

Finding El Castillo in a bad state of
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of repair, he ordered the deficiencies corrected.
inspection, the castle was put in good order.

Almost three hundred

men and 36 cannons defended the venerable fort.
edge of the river supported four more cannons.

As a result of the

The platform at the
He also appointed

Ignacio Maestre head of the navy at Granada and instructed him to su83
pervise the building of a fleet for use on the lake.
As Galvez conducted his tour of inspection, Robert Hodgson, Jr.,
new British supervisor in Mosquitia, laid plans for the conquest of
Nicaragua before Lord North's government.

The plans called for Brit

ish regulars and Mosquitoes to ascend the San Juan in small-flatbottomed boats and capture El Castillo.

From there they would take

possession of Lake Nicaragua and open a route from a port on the lake,
probably Granada, to the Pacific port of Realego.

In other words,

Hodgson sought a transit route across the Nicaraguan Isthmus for
Britain.
When Hodgson1s plan— not an original one by any means— was put
into effect, its coordinator was Governor John Dalling in Jamaica.
Dalling elaborated the plan to include a convergence of troops on Lake
Nicaragua from three directions:

through Costa Rica to the south edge

of the lake; from Bluefields also across land to the Chontales area of
the lake; and up the San Juan River.

Gamez,

For some reason, however, by the

H i s t o r i a de N i c a r a g u a , pp.

266-267.
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time the attack came the first two phases of the plan had been elimi84
nated.
Captain Horatio Nelson transported the first contingent of
British troops, some 500 men under Captain John Poison, to Cape Gra
cias a Dios in early 1780.

Then they made their way down the coast of

Nicaragua, picking up some troops of the 79th regiment and some Mos
quito allies as they went.

The combined force arrived at the mouth of

the San Juan on March 24, 1780.

It was in the middle of dry season,

and the river was obstructed with an endless chain of sandbars.

More

over, the canoes which were expected from the Mosquitoes had not ar
rived.

Nelson, realizing that the soldiers were untrained to face

such a situation, furnished two longboats from the Hinchinbrook, and
he moved upriver in late March with two hundred men in these boats and
other canoes.
quitoes.

Captain Poison was:in command of the regulars and Mos

Without the help of the Indian rowers and Nelson's forty-

seven men, it is doubtful that the attacking force could have ascended
the river.
On April 9, the expedition's scouts reported a Spanish outpost
situated on Bartola Island.

Several stone-throwers at the battery

easily commanded passage on both sides of the island.

Not being able
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75
to get safely past this location, Lieutenant Thomas Mounsey volunteered
to lead some men to take the position.

In four boats, the party of

soldiers, sailors, and marines, including Hor&tiooNelson, made a landing
on the island and stormed the battery.

After firing several rounds,

two of the defenders escaped by swimming; the fourteen who remained
surrendered the post.

The force, along with the Spanish prisoners,

then continued to within a short distance of El Castillo.

On April

11, they made camp in a wooded area beside the river a few hundred
yards east of the castle.
That same day, Poison sent an officer and fifty men upriver to
85
take San Carlos.
At the same time, he sent another party to prepare
a position on a hill located just to the southwest of El Castillo and
overlooking the fort, a deficiency pointed out by Navarro almost forty
years earlier.

On the twelth and thirteenth, the troops were engaged

in getting their artillery pieces set up on the opposite hill, since
that time called Nelson's hill in honor of the help that officer gave
in locating the cannons.

By the morning of April 14, the British had

four cannons in two different positions on Nelson Hill.

They began a

bombardment of the castle that same day, but the ammunition did not
last more than two or three days.
April 18 found the attackers within forty yards of the castle
wall.

From here sappers began digging toward the fort walls, but
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because the hill was almost solid rock they accomplished Only about
three yards a day.

With the castle completely encircled, on April 28

Poison asked its commandant, Juan de Ayssa, tosurrender.

The next

day Ayssa complied with the demand, surrendering the fort and its 220
persons with full honors of war.
cularly bloody one.

The campaign

had notbeen a parti

The Spanish commander reported 37 killed in the

bombardment; Poison listed only nine killed and six wounded for the
attacking forces.
Nelson did not witness the surrender of the fort.

On about

April 24 he left for

San Juan del Norte almostdead with fever and

dysentery.

the same time that Nelson

At about

reachedthe mouth of

the river, a new officer, Brigadier General Stephen Kemble, arrived in
that port.

Governor Dalling had selected Kemble, who hadbeen making

war against the colonists in North America, to direct the rest of the
campaign of taking the lake and a route to the Pacific.
The General and his reinforcements reached El Castillo in midMay.

Kemble spent several weeks scouting the terrain, especially that

between El Castillo and the lake.

Conditions at the captured fort,

built to hold only about fifty men comfortably, were so unhealthy that
camps were-'establishedf’upriver.. PolsonJiS men^camppddonr.the right '
bank of the river about halfway between the Medio Queso and Pocosol
Rivers.

The senior officer, chose a place at the mouth of the Sabalos

River on the opposite, bank for his camp.

A lookout was stationed far

ther upstream near the mouth of the Medio Queso.

At these places the

British settled down to await additional troops for the lake attack
(see Kemble's map, Plate IV).

FtATK IV

Kemble's Map ot Waterway, 1.780

Source: New York Historical Society, The Kemble Papers, II, Vol. XVII; Collections^ of the_ New York
Historical Society (New York: By the Society, 1885).

During the siege of El Castillo, word of the British invasion
reached Matias de Galvez who was still in Granada.

Gdlvez swiftly

organized 500 militiaraen'.arid -.transported:them"across;:the 1lakeiinoeveyy
available vessel to San Carlos to erect a forward defense against the
attackers.

By the time Kemble arrived upriver to take charge of Brit

ish forces, the hastily-built installation at San Carlos was almost
completed.

Named Fort San Carlos for Charles III, the square structure

was Situated on a promontory at the junction of the river and the lake.
An earthen wall three and a half feet high and two feet thick
formed the perimeter of the fort, and from this breastwork rose a
double row of wood stakes about four feet high.

The space between the
86
two parallel rows of stakes was "filled up with Straw and dry trash."
In the walls were twenty cannon embrasures, sixteen of them already
containing their pieces, the other cannon on the way.

Within the en

closure was a shed large enough to shelter and sleep the garrison.
The only gate for the fort faced the lake.
At the beginning of the San Juan River, Galvez stationed two
armed vessels, a sloop and a schooner.

Several smaller craft kept con

stant communication between the fort and the ships.
If Galvez had only known the condition of the British and Mos
quito forces, he could have saved himself the trouble of mustering
militia and building the fort.

Early in the campaign, even before the

surrender of El Castillo, dysentery broke out among the besieging
troops.

That, bombined with fever, sharply reduced the effectiveness
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of the soldiers.

To make matters worse, lack of transportation on the

river had caused all medicines, considered the least important items
at the time, to be left at San Juan del Norte.

By the time the med

icine was mobtnneeddd, enough able men could not be found to make the
trip.

On May 2, 1780, Poison wrote that "there is but one Captain of
87
the Regulars now fit for Duty, and not one Regular Soldier on Duty."
About two months later, Kemble noted in his journal that the few sol
diers who were fittest "cannot stand six hours' duty.

They are without

shoes or stockings, their limbs are swollen to an enormous size, and
fountains of water issue from their legs, feet, and thigs, attended by
88
fluxes."
On July 31, Kemble descended the river and took up quar
ters at Bluefields, up the coast from San Juan del Norte, leaving Sir
Alexander Leith in command of the dying troops.

Leith himself later

departed for San Juan del Norte, placing a subordinate in charge.
The situation of the British troops becameoso bad that "at
r;

;length, even the task of burying the dead was more than the living
could perform, and the bodies were tossed into the stream, of
left for beasts of prey, and for the gallinazos, those dreadful
carrion-birds, which do not always wait for death before they
begin their w o r k . 89

Sickness, hunger, and the constant dampness of the rainy season
haunted the dwindling troops and took their daily toll.

Some time

later the British commander received permission to withdraw the troops
to the coast, leaving only a skeleton garrison at El Castillo with
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orders to destroy the castle before retreating.
The demolition crew had alreddy spiked the cannons and was
carrying out this task when on January 3, 1781, Captain Tomas de Julia
arrived with troops from San Carlos to retake the fort.

The remaining

garrison slipped out of the fort that night, leaving behind six sol
diers too ill to be moved.

The next day Nicaraguan troops retfoccupied

El Castillo.
After an occupation of about nine months, the British left de
feated, more as a result of the climate and of mismanagement than from
opposing forces.

Several hundred dead left behind— victims of malnu

trition, disease, the climate, poisonous reptiles, and enemy sniper
bullets— marked this defeat.
Because it was obvious after the British attack in 1780 that El
Castillo could not successfully defend the San Juan, the Spanish mon
arch ordered it demolished.

Besides, destruction caused by the siege

and later by British demolition engineers rendered the castle unten
able as living quarters for a garrison.

Regardless of the royal order,

for some reason El Castillo was not destroyed.

In fact, it seems -to

have been re-occupied in 1781.

A plan of the fort of that year shows
90
Nelson's Hill defended by four stone-throwers (see Plate V).
Farther up the waterway, in that same year Manuel Galisteo, a
royal engineer, made a study of the Isthmus of Rivas to determine the
possibility of digging a canal across that strip of land.

Galisteo

calculated the difference in the levels of Lake Nicaragua and the Par.
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PLATE V
Upper San Juan River, 1781
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cific at a little more than 134 feet.

He reported that to build such

a canal would, therefore, drain both Lake Nicaragua and the San Juan
River. 91
After the British invasion, responsibility for the defense of
the waterway shifted upriver to Fort San Carlos.

During an inspection

made in 1785, however, this provisional fort was found to be in a de
plorable state of deterioration.

Its wood palisades were reported "ab-

solutamente inutilizada," and they were ordered replaced with posts of
92
"madera negra."
Not until 1793 did the Crown decide to substantially improve
Fort San Carlos.

In that year a brick and masonry fort was built on

the tallest hill at that site, a position it still occupies.

The el

aborate plans for the structure were probably never carried out; nev
ertheless, the result was formidable enough.
rounded an inner stone wall.

A hardwood palisade sur

Around the fort was a deep ditch, over

which a drawbridge allowed entrance to the building itself.
93
the fort lay an almost impassable marsh.

Behind

An inspection report recommended that a garrison of from 150 to
200 regulars be stationed there.

It further proposed that floating

batteries be built on log rafts and placed at the departure of the San
Juan from the lake.

Since Mosquito Indians were still making incur-
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92
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sions up the river, batteries of four large pieces were also suggested
94
at the fork of the lower San Juan and at El Castillo.
In 1796, a royal decree recognized San Juan del Norte as an of
ficial port of trade.

A subsequent order called for the colonization
95
of the Mosquito Coast, including the port.
As the century ended,
both San Juan del Norte and Granada were being fitted as commercial
ports.

Prospects for the future of the waterway looked good.
1800-1821
Abandoned and repopulated several times during the more than two

and a half centuries since its founding, San Juan del Norte in 1800
held out hope for recapturing the waterway1s lost commerce.

Work be

gun on the port facilities in the late 17901s continued into the new
century.

A huge sand deposit at the mouth of the river, however,

threatened to undo the advantages of the new port.

During the dry

season, there was passage of scarcely five feet over the obstruction.
While the situation was not overly serious, a witness wrote that the
96
sand bar did "perjudique en manera alguna a los traficantes."
A
few years later an Englishman found a better passageway through the
mouth of the river which would admit vessels drawing up to 25 feet of

94
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water.

97

By this time, however, much traffic had been lost to the

Colorado branch, although the mouth of that river itself occasionally
98
was clogged with sand.
Until 1803, the Spanish government kept only a sergeant and
four soldiers at San Juan del Norte, doubtlessly not wanting to pro
voke an incident with the Mosquito Indians who controlled the surrounding area.

99

This half-amicable relationship ceased in 1803, how

ever, when a party of 80 Mosquitoes burst into the port and made de
mands on the post commandant for ammunition and other war material.
In the face of possible attack by the Mosquitoes, officials sent down
river a sizable detachment to reinforce the small garrison at San Juan
100
del Norte.
Perhaps this incident hastened plans to improve defense faci
lities at Fort San Carlos.

A drawing of the fort for that year shows

some additions and changes of the defense situation at that point.
Trenches now connected the forward batteries for better communication,
and the barracks and other supporting structures were better ar101

ranged.
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Probably also as a result of the Mosquito threat, the crown pro
vided funds in 1804 for the "creacion de la plaza de guarda" at San
Juan del Norte and allocated another 200 pesos annually for its maintenance.

102

There is no evidence, however, that the protection and

rehabilitation of the port attracted Spanish colonists as had been
hoped.

The settlement at the mouth of the San Juan would remain mi

nuscule for another couple of generations, its situation little
103
changed by conversion to a royal port.
In the early nineteenth century, Mosquito Indians and smug
glers on the waterway still worried royal officials.

In 1804, owners

of two merchant ships reported that their vessels had been attacked
by Mosquito Indians on the lower San Juan.

About 100 more troops from

San Carlos were rushed down the river to reinforce the garrison at
San Juan del Norte for the expected attack, but when after several
months no Indians were reported seen in the area, crown authorities
began to suspect the authenticity of the complaint.

They possibly

suspected a ruse- to concentrate most of the troops at the mouth of the
San Juan so that contraband traffic through the Colorado would have
a better opportunity to nayigate the waterway unobserved.
As in the North American colonies under British rule, smuggling
by the early 1800's had probably come to be viewed as an honorable,
perhaps even patriotic enterprise by nationalistic Nicaraguans.

102
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It

had become so common, in fact, that post commanders not only winked at
the practice but themselves also bought contraband ..good8 through an
agent.

Transactions were made in "gold dust, doubloons, and dolr

lars,i'i^^^

.

Crisanto Sacasa himself, who had made several profitable

voyages over the waterway to the Antilles in the Tres Amigos. was
suspected of smuggling by many people in Granada.

106

By the time the revolution erupted against the crown, in Nica
ragua a battery had been established on an island in San Juan harbor.
The sandy island was small and "overgrown with bamboo, mohoe, and
107
cane shrubs and bushes. . . . "
The battery's twelve 24-pounders
were mounted on a heavy wood platform, surrounded by a breastwork of
earth and sand.

Its pieces were arranged so that their fire covered

the south entrance of the river as well as the more navigable northern
entrance.

Near the battery were several houses capable of quartering

about 100 men.

108

Other defense points dotted the shores of the rest of the
waterway.

Upstream at the mouth of the Sarapiqui, opposite the site

of old Fort San Carlos, a sergeant and "three or four miserable looking fellows" manned another small battery.

109

Farther up the San Juan
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at El Castillo, the castle apparently served only as quarters for some
soldiers, but eight brass cannons on the plataforma at the water's
edge covered traffic from both directions.

At the head of the river

towered Fort San Carlos, its fife able to rake vessels on either the
lake or the river.

This fort not only served for defense but it also

was used as a prison for convicts and "vagabonds of all deSCrip,
.4
,,110
tions.
There were other defensive works on the lake itself.

The small

port of San Miguel, on the Chontales coast, lay protected against over
land attacks by the Mosquitoes, long a menace on the east coast of the
lake.

Two outposts dominated the shore of the lake between this port

and San Carlos, one located a few miles south of San Miguel and the
other about seven or eight miles north of San Carlos.

111

Across Lake Nicaragua at Granada, the ancient fort built by
Hernandez de Cordoba still stood vigil for that city.

A short dis

tance up the coast, a lakeshore battery added its firepower to that
of the fort.

An additional battery rested on the nearest island of

Las Isletas.

By the second decade of the century, however, these

works around Granada were in a very bad state of repair, perhaps not
even operable.

112

During Spanish America1s long, sporadic struggle for separation
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from the parent country, Nicaragua was not the scene of bloody battles
like some of her sister colonies.

No major campaign took place in

that province; nevertheless, a few clashes did occur during that time,
several of them on the waterway.

The first confrontation which in

volved the waterway came in January, 1813, the year following a dis
turbance in Granada.

In this action a group of patriots from Granada
113

took San Carlos by surprise, capturing its commandant and garrison.

Not long after that, the patriot ship Mitchell anchored in the
mouth of the Colorado, and three boats of men ascended the San Juan
to attack the battery at La Trinidad, at the mouth of the Sarapiqui.
At that location they put to flight the Spanish defenders and took as
war prizes two small ships found there.

After spiking the cannons,

the nationalists returned downstream.
On another occasion, the ship Centinela from Buenos Aires
fought a two hour duel with the Spanish garrison at San Juan del Norte.
At the time the attack occurred, two royal schooners were resting in
the harbor.

The Flor del Mar, carrying a crew of fity men, mounted

ten cannons and a pivoting 18-pounder in the prow.

The smaller, 250

ton Estrella also had a crew of fifty but was fitted with only eight
6-pounders and a pivot gun.

At first sight of the Centinela, the cap

tains of these Spanish vessels placed them end to end across the mouth
of the harbor, their sides toward the enemy.

In spite of heavy fire

113
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from both the island battery and the two ships, the patriot vessel
prepared to ram and board the Flor del Mar and the Estrella. The
direction of thw wind changed, however, and the attackers were forced
to retire.
115
ment.

A few men were killed on both sides during the engage-

Just before this incident occurred at San Juan del Norte, a
British trader had put into the harbor in his fifteen-ton ketch.

Even

though he had regularly called here for several years in his contraband
trade on the waterway, this time the port commandant, Francisco Sallablanco, arrested tyiim as a spy for the patriots.

Only the timely ar

rival of a new superior officer kept him from being shot.

He was then

sent under custody up the waterway to Granada to clear himself of
charges made against him. . In the meantime, most of his trading goods
116
disappeared.
In May, 1821, the Captain General of Guatemala gave orders to
repair and strengthen defenses along the waterway, especially those
of San Juan del Norte.117

Before this could be done, however, the king

dom of Guatemala had broken away from Spain.

About two weeks later,

on October 3, 1821, Colonel Crisanto Sacasa proclaimed the independence
of the province of Nicaragua.

The change from royal to national gov

ernment was apparently a gradual process in Nicaragua.

"So late as

the year 1822," a British visitor writes, "when I crossed the Lake of

115
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Nicaragua to the city of Leon, thheSpanish authorities were, notwith
standing the declaration of independence, and various revolutionary
movements in the city of Guatemala in 1820, still in undisturbed pos
session :..bf:,the government of that part
118
America . . . .

Nicaragua

of Central

By the time independence came to Central America, the Nicaraguan
waterway was in decline.

At the height of its prosperity in the seven

teenth century, however, the whole Western world had known about that
water avenue into the interior.

Its commerce during the colonial peri-

fcddhhdabeen so important, in fact, that it had attracted numerous free
booters.

Moreover, its potential as an isthmian transit route had

provided food for several British intrigues and at least two actual
attempts to wrest that area from Spain.

Largely because of the depre

dations of these buccaneers and the later British incursions, activity
on the waterway had slowed measurably by 1821.

Roberts. Narrative, p. 31.

CHAPTER IV
INDEPENDENCE AND INSTABILITY, 1821-1855
The Non-Adjustment Period
With the coming of independence, military posts along the
waterway gradually and peacefully fell under the domination of Grana
dians.

The absence of funds, however, probably left these defenses

very weak.

It seems that except for a small force at San Juan del

Norte and a militia garrison at San Carlos, the military positions
along the waterway were left abandoned after Spanish withdrawal.
Fort San Carlos, one of four remaining forts in the whole of
Central America, was in very bad condition after some thirty years
of use.

This installation, maintained at a cost of 1,500 pesos a

year during Spanish ownership, had long before the revolution been
1
considered a liability by the crown.
Now in the hands of the na
tionalists, it continued to deteriorate in spite of periodic plans
for its renovation.
After the revolution, in the absence of the strong, staying
hand of the royal government, an open split occurred in the Nicara
guan population.

Much of the country, led by Gonzdlez Saravia,

joined Iturbide's Mexican Empire.

Granada, on the other hand, re-

^Vicente Filisola, La cooperacion de Mexico en la independencia
de Centro America. Tomo XXXVI de Documentos ineditos o muy raros para
la historia de Mexico, ed. by Genaro Barcia (Mexico: Libreria de la
Vda.de Ch. Bouret, 1911), p. 80.

mained a part of Guatemala.

This cleavage brought to surface ancient

hostilities between the two cities which under 300 years of Spanish
rule had been kept largely confined to bickering and blustering.

As

Mexioo- invaded Guatemala in a war of annexation, a state of anarchy
developed in Nicaragua.
The Assembly of Guatemala, expecting attacks from either the
Mexicans or the Spanish, or both, rushed troops to forts Trujillo,
Omoa (both in Honduras), Peten (Guatemala), and San Carlos (Nicaragua).
At Fort San Carlos battle strength rose to a battalion of regulars,
sent by Guatemala, and a battalion of militia and a company of mulat2
toes from Granada.
In the north, Guatemalan troops were not able to
stop General Vicente Filisola's advancing Mexican troops, and in early
May, 1822, Guatemala becameeaapart of Iturbide's imperial system.

Not

willing to join a political union which included the arch foe of Leon,
Granada became a completely independent entity.
The beginning of the year 1823 saw Crisanto Sacasa in Granada
still resisting pressure to join the Mexican Empire.

As he wavered

in his decision, many people in Granada suspected that he intended to
deliver the city to the monarchists; therefore, in early January, 1823,
Cleto Ordonez led a revolt which overthrew Sacasa.

The fallen leader

was bound in Shackles, transported across the lake, and jailed in Fort
3
San Carlos, already well-known by this time as a political prison.
While Sacasa lingered in confinement at Fort San Carlos, Saravia
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led an unsuccessful attack on Granada.

The Leonese troops retreated,

and both cities frantically began fprtifying thefaselves.

Amid this

situation, Iturbide's paper empire crumpled when he was forced to ab
dicate on March 19, 1823, leaving the two cities armed to the teeth,
each daring the other to make the first move.
During this time, at least two events of a diplomatic nature
occurred which involved the waterway.

Shortly after Ordonez's coup,

Granadian officials at San Juan del Norte seized the Sinacan, a Brit
ish merchant schooner, as a war prize.

The ship was flying a neutral

flag; moreover, Britain had not been at war with either Mexico or Gua
temala, much less with Granada.

Nevertheless, the ship's cargo was

confiscated and sent up the waterway to Granada, where most of it ul
timately vanished.

The Governor of Jamaica sent a note of protest to

the government demanding compensation for the loss of the goods.

Re

lations with Britain from the outset, then, promised to be no better
after independence than they had been under Spanish rule.

A

Also in 1823, not long after Iturbide's exile, Minister Mariano
Montealegre arrived in Granada from Costa Rica to negotiate a union be
tween that country and Nicaragua.

Article 7 of the proposed treaty
5
would have opened traffic on the San Juan River to both countries.
Another provision called for sharing the upkeep qf facilities at San

Perez, Sacasa. •£., 11; Filisola, La cooperacion, pp. 19, 314.
^This was especially important to Costa Rica, since only two
years before river traffic had begun on the Sarapiqul, a principal
tributary of the San Juan. "Documentos sobre el descubrimiento de
un camino al Rio de San Juan por Sarapiqul, hecho por don Joaquin
Mora Fernandez," BAN. Ano III, Nos. 1 and 2, 1938, p. 84.

Juan del Norte, Costa Rica paying one-fouthh of the maintenance costs.^
While Montealegre parleyed with Nicaraguan officials about use of the
waterway, a British citizen then living in Costa Rica, Richard Trevit
hick, made plans for placing a transit through that country.

He plan

ned to use water transportation up the San Juan and the Sarapiqul as
far as possible, then go overland by railroad to the Pacific.^
While these events were going on, Sacasa plotted his escape
from Fort San Carlos.

His first attempt was discovered, and the fort

commander threatened to shoot him if he should be caught again.

With

the help of Miguel Gutierrez and Juan Diaz, however,.around July 1,
1824 a second try proved successful.

Still wearing shackles, Sacasa

made his way to a small waiting boat, and Nicolas Perez rowed him
8
across the lake to safety.
On the opposite shore of the lake, Sacasa
sought temporary refuge at his plantation on the coast near Rivas, and
there he had his chains removed.

He then hurried from Palmar to Mana

gua, where, with some 800 men under his command, he hastily threw up
9
barricades against a possible attack.
The battle of Jinotepe between
Sacasa and Ordoriez later that spme month provided the opening shots for
a civil war which intermittently tore the country apart for the next
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several decades.
Probably taking advantage of Nicaragua's domestic troubles, In
1824;a small force of British and Mosquitoes from Bluefields tempora
rily took San Juan del Norte in the name of the native king.

This was

the first of many times that this port would change hands among the
Nicaraguans, the British, and the Mosquitoes during the national peri11
od.
Perhaps the capture of San Juan del Norte was responsible for
plans made the next year for colonizing the San Juan River valley.

12

In 1825, the five isthmian states bound themselves together un
der a common government known as the Central American Federation.
Manuel Jose Arce, first president of the Federation, put an end to the
civil war which had begun in 1824; however, domestic intrigue and part
isan rivalry continued in Nicaragua.

Former chief-of-state, Manuel

Antonio de la Cerda, was executed in late 1828, and his followers were
convicted of treason and jailed in Granada.

It was decided to send

Cerda's men over the waterway to San Juan del Norte and from there in
to exile.
A military escort under Juan Orozco left with eight prisoners
by boat probably in late January, 1829, ostensibly to deliver the men
in San Juan del Norte,

During the voyage across the lake, the party

stopped to eat on the uninhabited island of Sacatoza, also called ;
—
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ensued after the meal, and the soldiers, probably encouraged by Orozco,
murdered the prisoners.

A Negro servant of one of the slain, earlier

castrated in Granada, was wounded in the massacre ;and pretended' to bb
dead.

At the first opportunity, he escaped unseen to the other side

of the island.

When the revelers sobered up, they weighted the bodies

of the victims with rocks and threw them into the lake.

Later that

night, they built a large fire, supposedly to signal their companions
in Granada that the prisoners had been permanently eliminated from the
power struggle.^
The next day, Cutani, the Negro escapee, frantically signaled a
passing boat in an attempt to get off the island.

When the boat drew

closer, however, he saw too late that it was the escort party's vessel.
The weak, wounded man tried to hide, but the troops found him and this
14
time made certain that he was dead.
Orozco and his men returned to Granada with the story that their
craft had overturned and that the prisoners, with hands and feet in
chains, had been unable to save themselves.

A few days later, however,

the bodies washed up on a beach near Granada without chains but with
—
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Vijil, El Padre Vilil. p. 5; Sara L. Barquero, Gobernantes de Nicara
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some rocks still in the clothing of the victims.

This discovery caused

much furor and added to the hatred already burning between the political factions.

15

During the thirteen years existence of the Federation, the idea
of excavating a trans-Isthmian canal through Nicaragua gained in popu
larity in both the United States and Europe.

In the very first year

of that government, its minister in Washington sought a treaty with
16
the United States for the construction of such a canal.
Other coun
tries, France, the Netherlands, and particularly Britain also showed
obvious interest in the project from time to time.

In recognition of

the potential importance of the waterway as an isthmian transit, in
1833 the British began regular mail service to San Juan del Norte. 'At
the same time the Royal Navy made an informal survey of the waterway.
The head of the investigation team suggested putting a steamboat on
the San Juan above El Castillo rapids and another one below them to
tow the river barges.

17

In 1836 the British threat increased when

they began large scale exploitation of timber/along the Mosquito Coast,
setting into motion disputes among Honduras, Nicaragua, and Costa Rica
18
concerning ownership of those shores.
Probably also with an eye on
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the waterway as a site for a canal, Nicaraguan forces re-took San Juan
del Norte in 1836.
The following year, President Francisco Morazan appointed en
gineers John Baily and Juan Batres, of Guatemala, to study the possib
ility of a canal across the Nicaraguan isthmus.

This was the first

scientific survey to be conducted for this purpose.

20

The Baily surveying party gathered in Granada not long after
the appointment to make preparations for the task.

Among the mem

bers of the expedition was Pepe Batres, a poet and brother to Juan
Batres.

The commission left from Granada and navigated the waterway

to begin the calculations at San Juan, which at this time contained
very few inhabitants.

It is said that Morazan ordered the evacuation

of that port to facilitate the canal study; however, according to
contemporary travel accounts, that location was almost uninhabited
prior to the survey.

If the few people living at San Juan del Norte

did indeed leave, the depopulation is more likely due to a yellow
fever epidemic.

This disease was not confined to the Atlantic coast

of Nicaragua alone but was part of an Isthmian-wide epidemic, beginning in the late 1830's and continuing into the 1840's.

21

At San Juan del Norte, most of the Baily expedition fell vic
tim to the fever.

Several died from it, including Juan Batres.

Baily
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himself contracted the fever and lay at the point of death for a
while.

Sick and discouraged, the commission left the coast after a

few weeks and returned to Granada to recover its strength.

A parti

cipant of Baily1s investigations called this first effort to map a
canal route a "fatal expedicion que no ha producido m&s que una per22
dida irreparable y gastos, no piensa en terminar."
Nevertheless,
Baily later returned to the coast and concluded the feasibility re
port.
While the survey of the canal was being made, Nicaragua dis
joined herself from the Federation and the organization collapsed.
Once again anarchy was the order of the day in Nicaragua.

Hostil

ities between the Liberals, or Democrats, in Leon and the Conserva
tives, or Legitimists, in Granada kept the country in constant tur
moil.

A visitor to Nicaragua during this time presents a grim pic

ture of the situation:
Nicaragua was formerly the richest state in productions next to
San Salvador, but is now the most wretched and impoverished of
all, this has been brought about by the never-ceasing revolutions,
which have entirely demoralised the population, and made life
and property even more insecure than in any of the other
states.23
The late 1830's saw action between the Democrats and Conserva
tives on the waterway.

The Democrats won control of the isthmus of

Rivas, and from there they sailed across the lake in schooners to
take possession also of San Carlos and El Castillo.

22
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lake at the same time resulted in a victory of the Democrat vessel
24
La Perla over the Santa Cruz. Whether or not it was the Democrats'
intention to dominate the proposed canal site is hard to prove, yet
their interest in the waterway as well as the Rivas Isthmus leddsrone
to believe that this was their motive.
If domination of the waterway and a possible canal route was
the objective of Democrats, they were not without rivals.

In 1839

the Mosquito king goanted 22,500,000 acres, including both sides of
the lower San Juan, to some United States citizens.

Agents for the
25
colonization company arrived at San Juan del Norte that same year.
On the heels of these prospective colonists but on the opposite
side of the isthmus came John Lloyd Stephens, lawyer-writer-politician
who had been assigned a confidential mission to Central America by
s

President Van Buren.

It seems that this mission was to inspect the

canal route and get all the information possible about the Baily find
ings.

Following the trail of Baily and sometimes using the very same

camping facilities and survey lines that Baily had used a few months
before,. Stephens made his way across the Isthmus of Rivas.

At Granada,

Stephens met Baily himself, who, probably dispairing of ever receiving
compensation for his work, gave the traveller complete access to the
results of his survey.

The material given him by the British engineer

apparently satisfied Stephens, for there is no evidence that he himself
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ever navigated on the waterway.

26

When British marines took San Juan del Norte in 1841 and sent
the Nicaraguan commander, Lieutenant Colonel Manuel Quijano, up the
coast into exile, this port became the focus of world diplomatic at
tention.

The United States and many Latin American countries protes

ted this act on the part of Great Britain, forcing that country to
later give up possession of the port.

At about this time, even Co-

lombia began preparing claims to the Mosquito Coast.

27

Regardless of periodic sandbars at the mouth of the river which
sometimes hindered shipping, the harbor of San Juan del Norte in the
mid-1840's was considered "large, safe, and well situated for the
entrepot of the trade of the states of Nicaragua and Costa Rica."

28

Little had been done on the waterway itself, however, to encqurage
commerce; ". . . las vias de comunicacion en el interior eran dificiles y no enteramente seguras . . . y la carga nicaragiiense era despachada y recibida con bastante incertidumbre, por lo cual y por los
frecuentes trastornos. . . .

„29

In the mid-1840's the idea of a trans-isthmian canal across
Nicaragua possessed the British foreign office, and by 1846 this in-
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terest manifested itself in its threat to re-take San Juan del Norte.

30

In the following year, British officials, acting in the name of the
Mosquito king, officially claimed that San Juan del Norte was a part
of Mosquitia.

At the same time, they warned Nicaraguan authorities of

their intention to annex San Juan del Norte to the Kingdom of Mosqui
tia.

Notwithstanding the avowed objective of the British government,

President Francisco Castellon made no effort to fortify the port
against attack.

". . . Costaria millones,1' he protested, "y enviar
31
una fuerza de 200 hombres al expresado puerto, era inutil y caro."
True to their warning, on January 1, 1848, a party of British
and Mosquitoes took San Juan del Norte.

After setting up a tariff

schedule, most of the British left, leaving the port in the hands of
the Mosquitoes.

George Hodgson, a Mosquito, was appointed Governor
32
of San Juan del Norte and S. W. Little the port captain.
Retaliation from the Nicaraguans, however, was swift.

San

Juan del Norte had been under the Mosquito flag hardly a week before
General Jose Trinidad Munoz descended the waterway, probably from Fort
San Carlos, and regained the port.

Munoz then departed for Granada,

taking Little and Hodgson with him and leaving Captain Antonio Salas
in charge of the troops.

Salas selected La Trinidad, at the mouth of

Felipe Molina, Al Publico (a broadside), San Jose, Costa
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Document 3, Bancroft Library.
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the Sarapiqul, as the best defense location against the expected re
turn of the British.' He did not have to wait long.
Twenty-five boats, each carrying eight armed men, arrived under
the Bfcitish Consul-General in Mosquitia, Patrick Walker, on January 25,
1848.

The force quickly took possession of San Juan del Norte and be33
gan planning an attack up the San Juan River.
Later, two warships
anchored in the harbor, one of them bringing Captain Granville Lock,
designated to head the river campaign.
On February 11, Lock started upriver with from 250 to 300 men
in small boats.

The next day, he reached La Trinidad and took that

position from the Nicaraguan forces in a sharp skirmish which lasted
three hours.

In the contest, the British lost four men, including

Patrick Walker, and had thirteen wounded; Nicaraguan casualties amounted
34
to twenty killed and about forty wounded.
The way was then open to
the lake.

British forces continued upriver, taking El Castillo and

finally occupying Fort San Carlos.

From here Lock began negotiations

with Nicaraguan officials.

33
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On March 7, 1848, Lock met with Nicaraguan commissioners Fran
cisco Castellon, Juan Zavala, and Jose Marfa Estrada on the island of
Cuba in Lake Nicaragua, and the four of them signed an agreement known
as the Treaty of the Hundred Islands.

That convention called for Nica

raguans to return the two Mosquitia prisoners and the captured flag.
The delegates from Nicaragua also promised to recognize Mosquito occu
pation — but not their ownership—

of San Juan del Norte.

Lock, in
35
return, agreed to withdraw all British troops from Nicaraguan soil.
At San Juan del Norte a fixed tariff was re-established.

The

name of the port was also changed to Greytown, in honor ox Sir Charles
Grey, Governor of Jamaica, who had ordered the Lock expedition up the
San Juan River.
The British incursion up the San Juan River into Nicaragua
alarmed the United States Department of State as well as many influen
tial Britishers.

This along with Mosquito-British occupation of San

Juan del Norte pushed the United States and Britain dangerously close
to a serious confrontation as each nation sought control over the
Isthmus of Nicaragua.

Francis J. Clark, the American Consul in Grana

da, left for Costa Rica to assemble material concerning transit rights
across the isthmus.

Shortly afterward, the United States sent Elijah

Hise to Central America to counter astute British Consul Frederick
Chatfield and to stem growing British influence.

Britain answered the

challenge by placing permanent vice-consuls in the Central American

35
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republics.^
By 1848 many foreigners had begun arriving in Nicaragua, es
pecially Germans, Belgians, Americans, and British, to take advantage
of gold discoveries and trade and farming possibilities in that coun
try.

More important for the later history of Nicaragua, however, was

thevnews in that same year of rich gold mines found in California.
President Franklin K. Pierce's confirmation of this discovery in a
message to Congress on December 5, 1848, loosed an avalanche of
people bound for the gold fields.

Many went overland, others by sea.

At first most of those who used water transportation took the route
around Cape Horne; however, some crossed the Central American isthmus
at Panama:and continued from the other side by ship.

Nicaragua did

not receive the attention of California-bound travellers as a possible
isthmian route Until 1849.
37
The First "Californians"

'•

Doubtlessly, some foreign adventurers and other individuals had
crossed the Nicaraguan Isthmus before the mid-nineteenth century.

The

first organized group to make the crossing, however, was a party of
Argonauts from New York in early 1849.

George Gordon was the leader of
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this diverse group, which included several recent Yale graduates.
Gordon chartered the brig Mary at New York and advertised in
the newspapers for members to form an organization for a trip to San
Francisco via Nicaragua, an untried route.

The price of a ticket was
38
also the holder1s share in the corporation.
Obligations of both the
company and its members were spelled out, though somewhat vaguely, on
the passage ticket.

A sample ticket read:
State Room Passage.
GORDON'S PASSENGER LINE
to

San Francisco, via Lake Nicaragua and
Realejo
Received of Roger S. Baldwin, Jr., the sum of one hundred and
thirty dollars being in part for his passage to SAN FRANCISCO,
in the above line.
On payment of Balance, One Hundred and Thirty Dollars, this
Receipt secures to him passage in the Mary, Captain Hayes, from
New York to San Juan de Nicaragua, from thence per Steam Boat
Plutus to GRANADA, on Lake Nicaragua; or, navigation permitting,
to Managua, Matiares or Nagarote on Lake Leon, as may be most
convenient for landing; and a passage from Realejo, on the Pa
cific, to San Francisco, with Hammock, Bed, and Bedding for the
voyage, and Camp accommodations during detention on land, en
route.
The following provisions will be provided, viz:
FOR BREAKFAST.- Coffee and White Sugar— Ham, Fish, Sausages-White Biscuit--half a pound Preserved Fruit to each ten persons.
FOR DINNER. - One third of a quart of Soup made from Kensett
& Co.'s preserved Soups--Salt Beef or Pork--Potatoes, Hominy,
Peas, or Rice--Rice or Flour Puddings.
FOR SUPPER. - Tea and White Sugar--Ham, Fish, or Sausage-White Biscuit— half a pound of Fruit Marmalade to each ten per
sons.
The above is to be served up during the voyages, and on the
Lake and Land transit, circumstances permitting.

38
Prices varied from 250 to 300 dollars, depending upon the ac
commodations.

Saloon Passengers will be expected to form into Messes, and
the Gentlemen in rotation to receive and serve up their own
meals from the Cooks (in the manner pursued in the U.S. Service).
Passengers who take State Rooms will have a Steward provided
who will expect a fee of $5 from each passanger. The provisions
are alike in both cases.
One Hundred Pounds of personal Baggage will be carried free
if packed in round covered Valises or Bags weighing not more than
125 lb. each package; freight above that weight taken at $6 per
100 lb. Passengers are expected to assist in packing, stowing
and unloading Baggage and provisions if necessary.
Any extra charges for passports, or transit Duties to be borne
by each passenger. The general Customs Business will be trans
acted by an agent of the Line at San Juan or San Carlos without
charge.
Gentlemen Passengers, if required, will have to walk from
Graiiada or Lake Leon to Realejo (1 1/2 or 3 days' march).
The Line provides an agent to charter vessels at Panama, Aca
pulco, and other Pacific Ports, so as to avoid detention at
Realejo.
In the unexpected event of Vessels not being procured, $75 of
the passage money and 60 days' provisions will be refunded to
each passenger at Realejo, which will procure passage in the
Mail Steamers which touch there.
On the arrival of the passengers at San Francisco each pas
senger will have handed to him
1 Barrel White Biscuit.
1/2 Barrel Flour.
1 1/2 lb. of Tea, in 1/2 lb. leaden packages.
6 lb. of Ground Coffee, in 1 lb. leaden packages.
15 lb. White Sugar.
1 Cheese (boxed up) about twenty pounds.
Which.'will:.furfiish' one person with all necessary provisions, ex
cept meat, for three months.
Every Gentleman passenger is required to provide himself with
a Rifle or Musket. All Powder must positively be placed in the
hands of the Agent of the line.
, 39
Geo. Gordon
On February 20, 1849, almost three weeks after the proposed sailing
date, the Mary departed New York with 136 "associates" aboard, in
cluding Mrs. Gordon and another woman.

Also on the ship was a dis

mantled steamboat named the Plutus whose hull had been made to dis-
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connect into two sections.

This small steamer was to be used to

ascend the waterway.
Weathering a storm off Bermuda, the Mary finally reached the
Mosquito Shore on March 12, 1849.

A few more miles of sailing to the

south brought her to San Juan del Norte.

Sailing past two British

warships, the vessel came to anchor about a half mile from the port.
Native canoes came out to take the passengers abhoce.
After a few days in Greytown, the novelty of their strange en
vironment must have changed from excitement to apprehension for most
of the members.

Goods from the Mary were brought ashore, and each

man had to stand guard duty for eight out of every;:twenty^fourhhours.
Most of the associates also complained that they did not receive
enough to eat;

One of the crew probably expressed the sentiments of

the whole expedition in these words from his diary:

"When I saw the

sails of the Mary, already outside of the harbor, the first feeling
40
of regret came over me since I left N. York."
Discipline was almost non-existent in the organization.

Every

night some of the men regularly got drunk in the town taverns.

Fric

tion also rose between the Gordons and many of the other members.
Wrote one of the travellers:

"Some of the boys this evening are having

their sport at the expense of Mrs. G. by playing and singing national
airs in the streets, because she spoke disrespectful of and refused to
41
make an American flag."
Others thought Gordon too independent,
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since he rejected a suggestion that a committee help him in making de
cisions.
At Greytown the engineers and machinists who had bean brought
42
a}.ong to assemble the Plutus began their work.
By March 19, the
steamer had been put together and its engine mounted.

It was launched

that day amid much cheering, its American flag flying, but a leaking
boiler kept it from getting up steam.
28 were also unsuccessful.

Other attempts on March 26 and

Finally on March 30, the engine apparatus

was condemned, removed from the hull, and the Plutus, which might have
been the first steamboat to navigate the waterway, was fitted with
43
oars.
In the meantime, some bongoes (very large canoes) arrived at
Greytown from their voyage over the waterway from Granada.

The bon

go merchants gave the Association much valuable information about the
water route.

Gordon also sent an exploring party in two boats up the

San Juan to scout the river.

About a week later, a message from the

leader of the reconnaissance team arrived from San Carlos, and there
was much excitement when Gordon refused to divulge its contents to the
other members.

One can guess that the report of conditions on the

river during the dry season was not a cheerful one.
During the three weeks spent at Greytown, the members got to

42

It is not certain whether or not these men left with the
Mary on March 24, or if they were in part or all members of the
Association.
43
Several years later the engine of the Plutus still lay
rusting at the edge of the harbor at San Juan del Norte.

witness a visit of the Mosquito king, described as "sixteen years of
age and black as the ace of spades."

A British surveying party also

arrived at about the same time to lay out streets and run lines for
public buildings.
It was not until probably April 4 or 5, 1849, that all the
cargo had been loaded on the converted Plutus and it made ready for
the voyage.

When the vessel got under way, it held only about 60 of

the members of the Association.

Fortunately, as it turned out for the

others, they had to go upriver in canoes and bongoes.

Some of the men

had already departed by the time th<i*'Plutus was launched.

The trip,

it seems, was a marvelous adventure for those who ascended the San
Juan by canoe or by bongoj the ones who stayed with the Plutus did not
have such a pleasant experience.

From the outset of the voyage up

river, numerous sandbars in the lower San Juan gave the ex-steamboat
trouble.

Crews of twenty men took turns rowing the craft for three

hours at a time.

Rowing, however, is probably not the correct word

for the means of propulsion for the awkward craft, since much of the
time it had to be poled through the shallow water or pushed over the
sand bars by hand.
When the Plutus reached the rapids, "where there was no chance
for anything but a canoe or bungo to get through amongst the rocks,"
one witness wrote, "we would jump out into the water, which was about
waist deep, and separating the two parts of the boat, and lift each
section over the rocks, working it along inch by inch, and would be
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Ill
sometimes 24 hours in getting the length of the boat on our pas45
sage."

At other times in the swift water, the boat had to be pulled

upstream by ropes attached to trees on the banks above those places.
Much of the expedition's baggage was left at Machuca Rapids to
lighten the craft.

Gordon went ahead to Granada to try to hire bon-

goes to pick up the equipment.

Whether or not the baggage was ever

delivered is not known.
To make matters worse for the Plutus members, food supplies
dwindled to starvation level.

Because of the unexpected delay at

Greytown, most of the food had already been consumed.

When the ves

sel left for the trip upriver, there remained only a little rice,
sugar, and bread, with small quantities of tea and coffee for a
voyage expected to last no longer than five or six days.
"When our provisions gave out," one of the voyagers later re46
ported, "we began to feel and look serious."
There were no farms
along the river at that time from which to buy meat and fruits.
Occasionally, they were able to buy a few bananas from passing bongoes, but these did not last long among the five dozen people.

More

over, the men, having no previous contact with the tropics, were
afraid to venture into the dark jungle which enclosed the river on
both sides to hunt.
After the first few days out, they learned to find eggs of
alligators, turtles, and iguanas.

Doolittle, Statement, n.p.
46
Ibid., n.p.

At times the men shot aquatic birds

112

from which they made soup.

Only on one day during the trip, however,

did the travellers have more than enough to eat.

On that day they

caught a shark (much to their surprise) which weighed about 100 pounds.
Some men also killed a young alligator and a large black monkey with
their rifles.

For supper they had fried alligator tail steak, shark

chowder, and stewed monkey.
After a struggle of twenty-one days on the river, the Plutus
crew arrived at San Carlos, its occupants almost starved.

They stopped

just long enough at San Carlos to gorge themselves on beef steaks,
chicken, and eggs.

Afterward they rigged a sail on the Plutus and

started across the lake for Granada.

One of the men who made that

voyage remembered that ". . . as night came on a strong wind sprung up,and made the bay [lake3 very rough, and we pitched and tumbled, and
lost our sails, and lost control of the boat, and floundered and
bounced round till the next morning, when the wind died away, and we
47
took to our oars, and made our way to the shores of Granada."
When after twenty-two days on the waterway they reached Grana
da, a military force of perhaps 150 men were awaiting their arrival.
They remained in the Plutus, on the beach of Granada, for more than a
day before an official gave them permission to disembark.

The members

stayed in Granada several weeks before they got word that a ship lay
in the harbor of Realejo.
In Granada, the arrival of this very colorful group of North
Americans was a novelty to the populace.

47
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Everything possible was done

to welcome the travellers.

The patience of the Granadians was prob

ably strained, however, before this first group of Californians left.
Most of the men seem to have been in their early twenties.
Boisterous, wild, and full of energy, they had cut a wide swath
through Nicaragua.

At Greytown they indulged too much and too often

on the strong spirits offered by the usually quiet taverns of that
port; at El Castillo they climbed up to the old fort and scrawled
their names boldly over its outer surface; on the voyage of one
group across Lake Nicaragua, a fight developed between the bongo men
and the Californians; in Granada groups of Association members strode
the streets late at night, drunk and singing at the full capacity of
th^jir lungs.

During one drinking bout, a member of the;<party stabbed

a friend and afterward fled the city.

On another occasion, a few

men climbed Mount Mombacho, the ancient, extinct volcano which over48
looks Granada, and planted an American flag on its crest.
A travel
ler who crossed the Nicaraguan Isthmus not long after this lively
group remarked that the Gordon Association members had behaved "most
scandalasly.

maney of them left their mark £.] i see a good maney
49
half white babeys here & sum of the weman is very proud of them."
On June 22, 1849, on the heels of the Gordon expedition, the
schooner Francis sailed into Greytown harbor bearing on board a new
United States official to replace Hise.

Ephraim George Squier, the
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114
first ministerial'-level diplomat from the United States to Central
America, stayed in Greytown a short while before taking a bongo named
50
the Granadina upithe waterway.
On his voyage up the San Juan and
across Lake Nicaragua, Squier made some of the most acute observations
that had ever been written about the environment up to that time.
As Squier made his way across the lake toward Granada, many
boats were leaving that city to seek protection in San Carlos against
a suspected attack by anti-government caudillo Bernabe Somoza.

Later,

that debonair insurrectionary is supposed to have crossed the lake in
a schooner and taken San Carlos.

The commandant of the garrison who

surrendered to Somoza was allegedly tried for cowardice but later ex
onerated and restored to his position.

Somoza was captured and shot

on the orders of General Jose T. Munoz at Rivas only a few days after
, 51
Squier presented his credentials to the government in Leon.
The Birth of a Transit Route
By the latter part of 1848, a millionaire shipper named Corne
lius ("Commodore") Vanderbilt was pondering the idea of extending his
passenger service to the West Coast of the United States.

However,

the voyage around the tip of South America was too long and risky, and
a shorter route across the Isthmus of Panama had already been opted.
In studying maps of Central America he became enchanted by the Nicara-
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guan waterway, which went all the way from the Atlantic to within
little more than twelve miles of the Pacific.

By early 1849 he had

determined to pursue the possibility of establishing a transit across
52
Nicaragua either by canal or by water-land connection.
Without wasting a moment, the Commodore organized a company to
put the plan into effect.

The principal promoters included, besides

Vanderbilt, Joseph L, White, Nathaniel Wolfe, Edmund H. Miller.

By

February, the directors had made sufficient plans to send a represen
tative, David L. White, to contact Nicaragua officials.

It is not

known exactly when White arrived in Nicaragua, but it must have been
at about the same time that the Gordon party began its crossing, perhaps even sooner.

53

Washington not only gave its blessing to the ven

ture but also directed Squier to help with the negotiations.
After several weeks of talks, the Nicaraguan government an
nounced its willingness to grant a charter to the company for the ex
cavation of a canal through Nicaragua.

The agreement, approved by

Nicaragua officialdom on September 26, 1849, gave exclusive rights to
the Atlantic and Pacific Shtp Canal Company to bridge the two oceans
by any route which it chose.

The contract, which contained thirty-

eight articles, was to extend for eighty-five years after the opening

52
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steamboats be introduced on the San Juan.
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Correo del Istmo de Nicaragua (Leon), March 1, 1850, p. 4,

of the canal.

Revisions later permitted the company to establish in

the meantime a transit route across the isthmus.
Not long after the agreement was made, the canal company hired
an engineer, Oscar W, Childs, to begin surveying a route.

At the same

time, it gave an order to Jeremiah Simpson for two shallow-draft
steamboats for the San Juan River.

Work also began on an ocean-going
54
steamer to service the distance between New York and Greytown.
In the meantime, the company acquired another steamboat, the
Orus.to test the fitness of the San Juan for use
sels,

by mechanical ves

Bought from the Panama transit company, the 250 ton Orus had

already been operating on the first seventeen miles of the Chagres
River for about a year.

Not being able to suitably navigate the swift,

shallow Chagres, however, this clumsy craft was sold to the Nicaraguan
company and replaced with lighter draft vessels.
David L. White arrived in Panama in early January, 1850 to pick
up the Orus. From there he sailed to Greytown, arriving at that port
on January 21,

Since it was the beginning of dry season, the Orus re

mained in Greytown harbor while Childs and his team of surveyors went
yp the San Juan in bongoes to remove some dEjthe worst obstacles from
the stream.^

They had with them "poderosas maquinas para limpiarlos

y para levantar hasta el peso de 22 toneladas y allanar los raudales y
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cualquiera otro obstaculo que pudiera presentarse."

While the Orus lay at anchor in Greytown harbor, a Nicaraguan,
Raimundo Selva, ariived in that port down the San Juan on his way to
the United States.

In Greytown, Selva tried unsuccessfully to collect

a debt from Louis Beschor.

When Beschor would not pay the debt, Selva

prodded some Nicaraguan bongo men into an attack on the customs house.
Police took both Selva and the sailors prisoners and administered to
58
them a public beating.
Not long after this incident, a second group of Californians
arrived in Greytown.

This expedition had come down the Mississippi

River from the Mid-West and sailed from New Orleans on March 26, 1850,
It got to Greytown on April 13, but transportation upriver was not
59
available until more than two weeks later.
Most of them later took
passage for California from Realejo, the closest Pacific port from
Granada.
By the time the summer rains began to increase the depth of the
San Juan, the first of the new steamers had arrived at Greytown after
being towed across the Atlantic.

The 120 ton Director was a double

side-wheeler built with an iron hull and a shallow draft especially
for river navigation. It brought with it 70 tons of coal for its trial
60
run on the San Juan.
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The Orus entered the San Juan through the deeper Colorado branch
in August, 1850.

With not a little difficulty it made the ascent of

the stream as far as Machuca rapids, where it was forced to remain
while engineers blasted away at rocks in those waters.

In September,

Director steamed up the lower San Juan from Greytown and joined
61
the others boat at Machuca.
Several weeks later enough work had been done at that point to
attempt the passage of the rapids.

When the Orus started the ascent,

it looked as if she was going to make it, then she began losing ground
and was swept, scraping and bumping, downstream.

The steamer came to
62
rest at the foot of those rapids too badly damaged for further use.
With great difficulty the Director successfully mounted the
swift water and continued to El Castillo.

She anchored there for sev

eral weeks longer while the demolition crew worked on the obstructions
at those rapids.

In December, a party of Eastward-bound Californians

saw there "moored a small American steamer waiting for appliances to
63
ascend the rapids."
The "appliances" about which he wrote were prob
ably a hawser, that is, a long rope or cable for pulling the boat up
stream.
While the Director fought its way up the San Juan, finishing

Palma Martinez, La euerra nacional. p. 142; Folkman, "West
ward Via Nicaragua," p. 96; Squier, Central America. I, 80.
62
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1 AS

touches were being put on the new ocean-going steamer.

The Prometheus.

triple-decked and displacing 1,207 tons, departed from New York on its
maiden voyage to Greytown on December 26, 1850, with Vanderbilt, his
64
wife and two daughters, and other well-known figures aboard.
It proba
bly towed '.the steamer Sir Henry Bulwer. the second of the specially
built craft for the San Juan.

The two vessels came to anchor in Grey-

town harbor twelve days later.
By the end of December, the Director had been pulled by rope up
El Castillo rapids and was on its way to Granada.

After over four

months on the waterway, the little steamer touched the end of the water65
way at 7:00 a.m., January 1, 1851.
Upon the arrival of the first
steamer to navigate the lake, church bells were rung, and all the popu
lation of Granada came to the beach

to

looking craft.

on

City officials were

inspectthe strange, awkward-

hand tomeetDavid L. White,
66
who had seen the vessel through its initial voyage.
The head priest in Granada, Agustfn Vijil, marvelled at the ar
rival of the Director, realizing what promise it held for the future
of his country.

"jFelfz d’
ia, feliz ano, feliz epoca, feliz para

siempre Granada!," he wrote, in giving permission to ring the church
67
bells.
One Nicaraguan historian writes that "el ano que 1851 ama-
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necio para Nicaragua lleno del mas grande optimismo."

On the very same day that the Director reached Granada, at the
other end of the waterway Greytown abolished all duties and harbor
fees.

It now became a free port in accordance with the Clayton-Bulwer

Treaty of the preceding year.

After four months as a free port, how

ever, the town found itself without revenues to pay its officials;
therefore, the port imposed a small tax on ships calling in that har,
69
bor.
A few days after the Director completed its voyage, the Bulwer
left upriver with Vanderbilt and some passengers.

At San Carlos most

of the passengers disembarked to wait for the Director on its call
from Granada, and Vanderbilt continued in the Bulwer to the Isthmus of
70
Rivas to confer with the surveyors.
When he arrived there he found
Childs in the city of Rivas working on the canal site report.
this time John Baily, who had surveyed a site for a canal a

By

decade earlier, had a book in circulation.

His book advised that if

the San Juan River were used for a canal route:

(1) the Colorado

River had to be blocked off by a dam to restore depth to the original
stream, (2) the channel from that point to the sea had to be deepened,
71
4nd (3) rocks must be removed at the various rapids.
It is not
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known if Childs used any of Baily1s findings or not, but he must have
at least read the latter's appraisal of the situation.
In late January, when Vanderbilt prepared to leave Nicaragua, he
and his engineers still had not decided upon the direction of the pro
posed canal from Lake Nicaragua.

Vanderbilt did decide, however, on

the route for the isthmus crossing.

On horseback he made his own obser

vations and found the most favorable conditions for the crossing to be
on the section of the Isthmus of Rivas between Virgen, a tiny port on
the southwest shore of the lake, and San Juan del Sur, on the Pacific
cioast. ^
In July, 1851, the first crossing was made over the new route,
and once again Vanderbilt was on hand to supervise the event.

After

this time few travellers continued to use the old route to Granada,
then overland to Realejo.

Passengers now took the Bulwer from Greytown

to El Castillo rapids; then a short voyage by bongo took them from
there to El Toro, where they caught the Director for the voyage to Vir
gen.

At Virgen, a twelve mile ride by horse brought them to the shores

of the Pacific.

The total distance of the transit was a little more

than 200 miles:

120 miles on the San Juan; about 70 miles from San Car

los to Virgen; and a bit more than twelve miles across the isthmus to
the ocean.

Later that summer the transit route was turned over to a sub73
sidiary corporation known as the Accessory Transit Company.
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Lane, Commodore Vanderbilt, p. 94; Folkman, "Westward Via Ni'
caragua," p. 110. "En Aguas de Nicaragua," RC, II, No. 10, 14. By
late 1850, the Nicaraguan Government figured that between 1,500 and
2,000 Californians a month were crossing that isthmus. Correo del
Istmo. December 26, 1850, p. 3.

Prelude to Filibusterism
In the fall of 1851, Greytown followed its restoration of har
bor tariffs with the passage of regulations also covering the use of
the San Juan River.

Vanderbilt, president of the transit company,

still ignored the fees, claiming that they were in violation of the
Clayton-Bulwer Treaty.
Vanderbilt came to Greytown on the Prometheus in November to
take the new lake steamer Central America up the river.

Just before

returning to New York, port authorities came aboard the liner and de
manded that it pay the harbor tax.
ordered the Prometheus to set sail.

Vanderbilt bluntly refused and
Before it could leave the harbor,

however, the British brig-of-war Express fired a warning shot toward
the vessel and then placed itself in such a position as to prevent the
Prometheus' departure.

Vanderbilt paid the fee under protest.

The

United States and Britain were on the verge of war over this incident
74
when the latter disavowed the action of the Express.
In early 1852, Childs released his report, which estimated that
the canal could be built for around $ 32,000,000.

That summer dele

gates of the company went to London to seek financial backing, but
75
they failed to get the necessary support.
This spelled the end of
the canal promotion.

From this point onward, more attention was given

to the transit operations.

Rodriguez, Palmerstonian Diplomat. pp. 329-330; Folkman,
"Westward Via Nicaragua," pp. 90-91, 154-155.
75
Lane, Commodore Vanderbilt, pp. 99-100.

Because of the quarrel with port authorities, the transit com
pany began moving all its facilities across the harbor to Punta Arenas,
where they built an office, a wharf, warehouses, and several other
buildings.

Businessmen in Greytown were hit hard by this loss of rev

enue, since the free-spending Californians were discouraged by the
transit company from going across the harbor.

Probably in an attempt

to persuade the transit to return, Greytown declared itself completely
independent in the fall of 1852.

The company refused,to relocate, how

ever, and relations between Greytown and the transit company wore very
76
thin.
By this time, the Webster-Crampton agreement had granted the
transit company monopoly of steam navigation on the waterway and al
lowed the use of certain places along the route for wooding stations.
Also by 1852, the advantages of the Nicaraguan crossing were providing
keen competition for the Panama company.

In 1851, only two out of

every fifteen persons crossing the Central American isthmus used the
Nicaragua passage; a year later, one out of two persons were crossing
,
77
by that route.
Throughout the year 1853 the number of passengers over the Ni
caraguan isthmus increased, and company officials could hardly provide
enough vessels to take care of the rapid growth.

Operations were

showing a handsome profit for the transit company.

The government of

Nicaragua, however, received little benefit from the fat dividends of

Portas, Compendio, p. 130; Froebel, Seven Years' Travel, p. 14.
i

Rodriguez, Palmerstonian Diplomat, p. 342.

Fig. l.--Fruto Chamorro
that corporation.

Because of factionalism and frequent changes in

government, the transit company refused to make payments to Nicaragua
as the contract called for.

Officials of the company alleged--not

without some reason--that they did not know to whom payments should be
made.

It was, of course, to the advantage of the transit company that

Nicaraguan political factions remain at odds, and directors of the
organization showed themselves exceedingly astute at maintaining this
78
situation.
In early 1854 General Fruto Chamorro issued an ultimatum
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for the transit company to pay the government or see its assets attached.

79

Before he could act on this threat, however, friction be

tween the Democrats in Leon and the Legitimists in Granada had devel
oped into a full scale civil war, much to the delight of the company.
By early summer of 1854, the Leonese (the Liberals) had laid
siege to Granada and had occupied the Isthmus of Rivas.

From Virgen,

Democrat forces sailed across the lake in the schooner La Perla to
take possession of the rest of the transit route.

During the voyage,

they encountered a boat carrying the Conservative commandant of San
Carlos, Francisco Argiiello, who with his garrison was fleeing that
location.

They were taken prisoner, and the Democrats went

tin

to

occupy San Carlos and El Castillo, both having already been aban80
doned.
An American by the name of Sigur was made commander of the naval
forces.

He not only succeeded in capturing the Legitimist schooner

Santa Cruz but he also made incursions on the Chontales coast, during
which he took many prisoners.

By late June of 1854 the Democrats

had firm control of the waterway. • When Maximo Jerez took possession
of El Fuertecito on the beach of Granada, the Conservatives were
completely cut off from use of the lake.
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Fig. 2.--Maximo Jerez
Later that summer, the Legitimists succeeded in retaking the
fort and lifting the Democrat siege.

Now taking the offensive, they

began repairing old, worn-out vessels laying off the beach at Granada
82
to give battle to the Democrats on the waterway.
While the Grana
dians were reconditioning those boats, however, their opposition cap
tured an emissary of the Salvadorean government who had been parleying
with the Conservatives.

He was taken to Virgen, and from there he was

sent down the waterway, probably in one of the transit company vessels,
to Greytown.

On another occasion, Nicaraguan emigre's in Costa Rica

tried to return to cause a rebellion in Democrat-held territory.

These

men were intercepted near San Carlos by Democrat Captain Ramon Selva.
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Perez, Obras, pp. 51, 71.

Several of that party were killed and the others, including their
leader Domingo Valenzuela, taken prisoner.

83

Nor was all the excitement restricted to the upper part of the
waterway in 1854.

During that same summer antipathy between the cit

izens of Greytown and the transit company reached a climax.

Much

earlier, transit property had been stolen while town officials looked
the other way.

Then in May, 1854, one of the riverboat captains de

liberately shot and killed a citizen of Greytown.

Tension mounted.

When Greytown authorities later came aboard ship to arrest the
murderer, United States government official Solon Borland defied them,
protesting that the United States did not recognize the authority of
Greytown.

Later when Borland came ahhore, a mob formed in front of

the commercial office, and in an effort to speak to the crowd Borland
was hit on the head by a flying bottle.

On receiving this information,

Washington sent the ship-of-war Cyane to Greytown with instructions to
support the American officials in whatever decision they made regarding
the incident.
Commercial agent J. W. Fabens called for an apology for the at
tack made on Borland and for an indemnity of $24,000 for the transit
company1s stolen property.

When Greytown authorities did not answer

the note, the commander of the Cyane warned that unless the demands
were met by 9:00 a.m. the next morning, he had been instructed to des
troy the town.

Still he received no reply.

The next morning marines

and sailors from the Cyane went ashore to help move property out of

Ibid., pp. 55-57j Perez, Memorias, p. 86.

the town, and at nine o'clock the shelling began.

It was kept up in

termittently until that afternoon, when a few men went ashore to set
fire to anything which had been left standing. Greytown was complete84
ly destroyed.
Immediately afterward, however, the people returned
to build new and better structures.
By late summer Legitimists at the other end of the waterway,
had reconditioned some vessels and were ready to begin a campaign to
retake the waterway.

In mid-September, General Ponciano Corral in a

schooner named the Sara closed in on and boarded the Democrat ship La
Esperanza.

In the successful attack, he killed forty of the men and

took others prisoner.

A few escaped in a small boat.

Several days

later, Corral found both the Santa Cruz and La Perla;::abandoned. His
return to Granada with the three captured vessels was a cause for
joyous celebration in that city.

Reconquest of the rest of the water

way was now only a question of time.
After repairing the captured vessels, Corral left in them for
San Carlos, which he occupied after finding it deserted by the enemy.
Occupation of this location was of supreme importance to both sides
since the customs house there provided practically the only revenue of
the country.

84

Not long after the retaking of San Carlos, Legitimists
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discovered Cleto Mayorga, a prominent Democrat official, on board one
of the transit steamers during a customs inspection.
85
arrest to Granada.

He was sent under

By mid-December* the Legitimists were ready to march on El Cas
tillo, which, cut off from the rest of their forces, had been kept sup
plied by the transit company.

With five vessels and a hundred men,

Corral reached a point a short distance above the fort on December 15,
1854.

He divided the troops into four platoons of twenty-five men

each and assigned the leader of each party a particular point of the
castle to attack.

Corral remained with the boats to provide artillery

fire if it were needed.

In the battle the Legitimists lost two killed

and twenty wounded before taking the fort.

The Democrats had about

fifty dead; others escaped into the hills or by water to Greytown.
With the capture of Rivas a few weeks later, the Legitimists once
again held sway over the transit route.

86

The situation looked bad indeed for the Liberals.

Not willing

to accept defeat, they began negotiations in late 1854 and early 1855
with several Americans and other adventurers in an effort to bring
in outside help.

A few deals were made:

Thomas F. Fisher got per

mission to bring 500 soIdier-immigrants; Byron Cole was to supply 200;
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and C. C. Hornsby agreed to furnish others.

87

It was Cole's contract, however, which would change the course
of events in Nicaragua, for his fell into the hands of an already
well-known, though unsuccessful filibuster, William Walker, lawyerdoctor-journalist-adventurer.

Fresh from the failure of his disas

trous campaign in northwest Mexico, Walker saw unlimited possibilities
for an Anglocized Central America, with himself, of course, as the
redeemer.

The situation in Nicaragua in 1855 presented just the op

portunity which he sought.

Wells, Walker1s Expedition, pp. 41-43; Lorenzo Montufar,
Walker en Centro-America (Guatemala: Tipografia La Union, 1887),
p. 60; Portas. Compendio. p. 135.

CHAPTER V
1
FOREIGN INTERVENTION
1855-1857
William Walker Arrives
Short, slender, grey-eyed William Walker spent his thirty-first
birthday aboard the Vesta with fifty-eight of his followers en route
from San Francisco to Corinto, Nicaragua.

2

When the ship arrived at

that port on June 16, 1855, the adventurers headed directly for Liberal
headquarters in Leon, where they were warmly received by Democrat
leader Francisco Castellon.

Most of the men immediately became citi

zens of Nicaragua by signing a declaration form, the official procedure
for naturalization.

Walker was appointed to the rank of colonel, and

his men were divided into two companies known collectively as the Amer-

The author prefers to use the term "foreign intervention" in
stead of "filibusters" for this particular chapter. The latter, he
feels, is too restrictive since men from neighboring countries also
participated in Nicaraguan affairs during this three year period.
There is, besides, some doubt on the part of the author that the word
filibuster accurately describes Walker and his men. Although these
strangers were filibusters in every sense of the definition upon ar
rival, can that description still be used following their acquisition
of citizenship. Still, since the word hafe gained popular acception,
the author will use it with the same application as the words mercen
nary and adventurer.
2

These men became popularly known as the "Fifty-Seven Immor
tals;" however, Walker puts the number at fifty-eight. William
Walker, The War in Nicaragua (Mobile: S. H. Goetzel, 1860), p. 34.

Fig. 3.— William Walker
ican Phalanx.
The men were eager for combat.

Although Walker had not been

trained for a military career, he at once recognized that control of
the transit route, which also meant control of the entire waterway,
was a strategic necessity.

Nicaragua's principal means of revenue

came from customs collections made at San Carlos, an important point
on the transttWay.

A more urgent reason for getting control of the

waterway, however, was for the recruitment of troops.

3

The city of

There is also evidence that Castellon made Walker Governor of
Rivas, which, of course, was not under Democrat control. Letter from
Julius de Brissot to Fayssoux, from San Juan del Sur, September 14,
1855. Item No. 19, Fayssoux Collection, Latin American Library,
Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Rivas, dominating the narrow isthmus between the lake and the ocean,
was the key to possession of the western terminus of the transit.
This place, then, was Walker's first military objective.
Walker and his men, including some native troops, left in the
Vesta from Realejo and landed a few miles north of San Juan del Sur.
From this location Walker led his force to an attack on Rivas on June
29, 1855; but the Legitimist soldiers, forewarned and well-entrenched,
easily defended the city.

The defeated adventurers left Walker's top

two officers and eight others dead on the battlefield when they re
treated to Leon.
Walker had proved to be only a weak threat to the Legitimists
during this first encounter, but a more formidable and devastating foe
was approaching at the same time from another direction.- The first
case of cholera, the dread of all Central America during this period,
showed up among the Conservative garrison at El Castillo in June,
4
1855.
A boat transported some of the affected men up the waterway to
Granada, and before long a full-fledged epidemic hit the Conservative
bastion of Managua, then Granada itself, decimating the Legitimist
army.

5
It is likely that because of the epidemic, the Legitimist gar

rison at El Castillo was pulled out, for in July the transit company
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Fig. 4.--Francisco Castellon
sent a private army of about fifty men by steamer to occupy El Cas
tillo to protect company property.

This forcej consisting of French

and Germans, with a few Poles and Italians, later offered its services
to Patricio Rivas and the Legitimists at San Carlos.
6
went on to join Corral's army.

From there they

After his defeat at Rivas Walker began reorganizing his army,
and soon he was ready for a second attempt at winning the isthmus.
Disobeying Castellon's orders, Walker and his remaining men, comple
mented by 120 natives under Jose Maria Valle,

left Realejo on August

23, 1855, and disembarked at San Juan del Sur.

On the night of Sep

tember 2 these Democratic troops marched over the transit road and
occupied La Virgen.

Here at this lake port, General Santos Guardiola,

6

"Nicaragua and the Filibusters," De Bow's Review and Indus
trial Resources, Statistics, Etc., XX (1856), 691; Walker, The War,
pp. 146-147.
^Valle, from Chinandega, had been imprisoned at San Juan del
Norte in 1844 for his revolutionary activities but had escaped shortly
after being confined.

Fig. 5.--Santos Guardiola

whose Honduran force had recently been defeated by General Jose Trini8
dad Munoz, attacked Walker's camp early the next morning.
The attack
was repelled with heavy loss to the Hondurans but without the death of
a single member of Walker's unit.

Although a defensive action, the
9
battle at La Virgen was Walker's first victory in Nicaragua.
Walker takes Granada
Following the action at La Virgen, Walker'withdrew to San Juan

Munoz was mortally wounded in this battle. Since he was a
strong opponent of any foreign intervention, Walker did not mourn this
loss to the Democratic faction; Montufar, Walker en Centro-America,
pp. 101-102.
9
William V. Wells, Walker1s Expedition to Nicaragua (New York:
Stringer and Townsend, 1856), pp. 55-58. News of the victory reached
Castellon as he lay dying of cholera.

del Sur where additional volunteers swelled his ranks to 250 men.
During the five weeks that.he spent at this Pacific port, he made
plans to take Granada, which, with most of the Legitimist army facing
him on the isthmus, was left scarcely defended.

Early in the morning

of October 11, 1855, therefore, the bantam leader led his men from
the Pacific coast back to La Virgen determined to capture Granada.
At six o'clock of the evening of arrival, the La Virgen came
to anchor offshore.

With the main body of troops hidden from view,

Colonel C. C. Hornsby took a small detachment of men and commandeered
the vessel for transportation to Granada against the protests of both
the captain, Joseph N. Scott, and the transit company agent, Cortland
Cushing.

At two o' clock in the afternoon of the following day Walker

began loading his men aboard the steamer, and by five o'clock they were
crossing the lake toward Granada.

By ten o'clock that dark night of

October 12, 1855, the boat was anchored near the shore about three
miles to the north of Granada at a place called Tepetate.

A cable

was stretched from the steamboat (whose every light had been extin
guished) to the shore, and the men pulled themselves to shore along
this cable in a metal barge.

It was three o'clock in the morning
10
before all of the troops were ashore.
The first objective, capture of the tiny fort on the edge of
the lake, was accomplished with little difficulty.

El Fuertecito

Walker, The War, p. Ill; Obregon Loria, La campana del trinsito, p. 52; Wells, Walker's Expedition, p. 63; Perez, Obras, pp. 133
134; Montufar, Walker en Centro-America. p. 119.

(the little fort), it was called, was defended by about forty men
armed with only one twenty-four pounder and two eighteen pounders.
Lt. Col. Charles Gilman, who had arrived at San Juan del Sur little
more than a week before, led twenty-five men in the charge against
the battery, and after the exchange of only a few shots, took the
location against little opposition.

Most of the surprised Legitimist

garrison made its escape from there by boat.

11

The main force went on to attack Granada which was situated on
rising ground about a mile from the lake, and within minutes the city
was in their hands.

When Legitimist General Ponciano Corral in Rivas

discovered Walker's plan to take Granada, he sent a messenger by land
to warn the city; but the courier had arrived too late.
already been taken by complete surprise.

The city had

12

Shortly after the fall of Granada, some of the leading citizens
of the city asked the United States minister, John H. Wheeler, to use
his influence to effect a conciliation between the two warring partisan
groups.

Therefore, Wheeler and Democrat Minister of War Juan Ruiz

went by steamer to San Jorge, the lake port nearest Rivas, from where
they continued to the Legitimist stronghold to talk with Corral about
some kind of compromise.
not there.

When the commissioners arrived, Corral was

Wheeler, whom the Conservatives looked upon as simply an

an accomplice of Walker, was forcibly detained at Rivas; and only the
threat of United States intervention convinced the provincial governor
to release the minister.

In the meantime, when after two days Wheeler

11
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12
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had not returned from his mission, Walker sent Captain Scott in the
La Vireen to San Jorge.

Not finding the emissary there, Scotfired

four cannon shots in the direction of Rivas, three miles away, before
steaming back to Granada.

At about this same time Wheeler was on his

way to La Virgen, and from that place he later took the steamer back

V 13
to Granada.
Even though the Democrats now occupied the Legitimist capital,
the latter, by dominating the Isthmus of Rivas, still controlled the
transit route.

The situation after the conquest of Granada, then,

really was essentially the same as it had been before October 13, 1855.
A few days after the capture of the city, however, a series of incidents
occurred which worked to place public opinion in favor of the Demo
crats.
Popularity Mttunts for the Democrats
During the attempted negotiations with the Legitimists, sixty
new recruits led by Parker H. French and Colonel Birkett D.

Fry

landed

among the normal load of transit passengers at San Juan del Sur.
French, an unscrupulous promoter who had appointed Fry to his rank
withqu^ consultation with Walker, decided to take San Carlos before
reporting in Granada.

Probably unaware that the whole Legitimist army

waited only a few miles away, the mercenaries accompanied the passen
gers to La Virgen.

There French took possession of the 1^ Vireen and,

along with the passengers and specie bound for New York, steered for

13
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San Carlos.
It was beginning to rain as the vessel came within sight of San
Carlos and anchored a safe distance from shore.

Three men left the

steamer in a small boat and took to shore a note from French to the
commandant demanding the surrender of the batterjr.

In answer to the

message, the officer took the men prisoners and opened fire on the
vessel, which, fortunately for the passengers, was lying out of range.
A party under Colonel Fry landed and made a half-hearted attempt to
take the position, but heavy rain wet the ammunition for their brass
field piece and forced them to return to the steamer.

The La Virgen

then proceeded to Granada, deposited the fresh recruits ashore for
Walker, and took passengers back to La Virgen to await transportation
for Greytowrt.

The 250 passengers were temporarily housed in the tran

sit company building, which was simply a huge warehouse surrounded by
a log palisade.

15

Only moments before the arrival of the passengers at La Virgen,
a Legitimist force under Captain Francisco Gutierrez entered the town.
Since the La Virgen had been used--voluntarily or not--in the capture
of Granada and the attempted capture of San Carlos, it was natural for
the officer and his faction to suspect that the transit company had
16
openly declared for the Democrat side.
During the confusion which

William 0. Scroggs, Filibusters and Financiers, the Story of
William Walker and his Associates (New York: MacMillan Co., 1916,
pp. 118-119.
15
Wells, Walker's Expedition, pp. 71-72; Walker, The War, pp. 91
and 1221.
■^Walker makes it clear that at this time the transit company
was not willingly aiding the Democrats.

must have accompanied the almost simultaneous arrival of both groups,
shots were heard, and believing himself fired upon by the passengers,
the captain ordered his soldiers to open fire on the transit building.
At the end of this brief encounter, three United States citizens lay
dead and several wounded.

Many of the passengers fled, and others who

stayed had their arms confiscated.

Finding no filibusters among the

travellers, Gutierrez soon left with his troops.

They took with them
17
transit agent Cushing, whom they ransomed for two thousand dollars.
Following the attack on the transit building, the La Virgen
appeared at that port at one o'clock the next morning, but not re
ceiving the customary signal from the transit house, it left.
hours later it returned and discovered what had happened.

Several

It was the

next day, October 21, 1855, before the dispersed passengers could be
assembled and taken aboard the steamer.

Many were still missing.

At about the same time that the French episode was occurring
at San Carlos and the Legitimist attack was being made at La Virgen,
steamers were transporting a group of west-bound passengers up the
San Juan River.

Not aware of the latest incidents, the San Carlos

picked the passengers up at El Toro for the last leg of the voyage
to La Virgen.

Since both of the lake steamers were now armed and

since one of them had just been used in an attack on his post, the
commandant at San Carlos was convinced that the Democrats had won the
transit company to its cause.

Besides, it was no doubt common know-

^^Scroggs, Filibusters and Financiers, p. 119; Perez, Obras,
p. 140; Montufar, Walker en Centro-America, p. 125.

ledge by this time that filibusters were being brought to Nicaraguan
shores free of charge by the ocean steamers.
This being the situation when the San Carlos approached from
downriver, the commanding officer, probably suspecting another assault,
ordered the unsuspecting vessel fired upon by both cannon and riflemen.
The pilot house of the craft was riddled by bullets.

At the same time

a twenty-four pound shot crashed through the side of the steamer and
killed a woman and her child.
foot of another child.

The same projectile also tore off the

The surprised vessel, accustomed to stopping

at San Carlos for the routine customs inspection, changed its course
and instead limped away toward the opposite side of the lake, its
18
engines damaged by the shots.
At some point in the lake the two steamers, La Virgen and San
Carlos, met each other and exchanged reports of recent occurrences at
the two lake ports by the same names.

Realizing that passage downriver

was now impossible for the New York bound group, Captain William A.
Bushnell, head of the lake fleet and apparently acting pilot of the La
Virgen. ordered the almost three hundred passengers of the San Carlos
onto his vessel.

Then he dispatched the latter steamer to Granada to
19
inform Walker of the state of affairs on the waterway.
Bushnell

headed his steamer with its four hundred passengers, many of them
stricken with cholera and others wounded, to a hospital located on the
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20

island of Ometepe.

On approaching Ometepe, however, a canoe stopped

the vessel and reported that the island has been taken by the Legiti
mists.

Surely enough, on being warned, the captain looked through his

glass and observed ^he occupying force preparing a defense against the
21
steamer's arrival.
By this time the situation on board the vessel was desperate.
The steamer could not anchor at any of the regular ports of call for
fear of being shelled; also apparently the ships had orders not to
come to Granada, probably because of the threat of another cholera
epidemic.

Yet this was the third straight day on the!.lake, and pro

visions of ham, beans, salt pork, bread, tea and coffee, meant to last
only three days at most, were almost exhausted.

There was no medicine

for the sick and wounded; that found in the first aid box had already
long since been used.
ously low.

Moreover, fuel wood for the steamer was danger

"Words fail to picture the extremity of misery to which

the occupants of that unfortunate vessel were reduced," wrote a sur22
geon who chanced to be among the east-bound passengers.
During these several days in the La Virgen. the plague was ex
acting its toll of the miserable passengers.

The dying begged for a

drink of cool water to slacken their feverous thirst.

Victims of the

20
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fever piled up almost faster than the bodies could be removed.

At

first some attempt was made to give each victim a sort of funeral
before the corpse was plunged into the lake.

As the number of deaths

mounted, however, the dead were tossed unceremoniously into the dark
lake waters.

Those who were half-well hardly had strength enough to

cane for the sick.
We who strove to aid these afflicted ones had no longer even
words of consolation to offer; we were speechless from fatigue
and weak from fasting. Twice every night--just after dark and
before daylight— the captain, the purser, myself, and two of
the crew, or passenger volunteers, would go the rounds of the
ship, and, from staterooms, pantries, cabin settees, forecastle,
and deck, gather and throw overboard the cold, loathsome, dis
torted b o d i e s . 23
During the third night on the lake, the steamer eased up to the
■

,3

village of San Jorge, and a small boat was sent ashore to take on a
load of wood.

Once again the La Virgen passed by Ometepe to look for

signs which might indicate re-conquest of the island, but not finding
any encouraging evidence, the vessel steamed away toward Granada.

On

the morning of the fourth day on the lake, the steamboat made for Gra
nada.

Upon arrival at that city quarantine officials reluctantly per24
mitted the surviving passengers to disembark.
A Compromise Government Formed
The Democrats were enraged upon hearing accounts of the incic*
dents on the lake, and sympathy mounted in:-*their favor in many places.
Probably realizing that many Democrats saw these occurrences as excuse

23
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24
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enough to take vengeance on the Granadians and their property, Legit
imist leaders stood ready to come to terms with the opposing party.
On October 23, 1855, leaders from both sides decided on the formation
of a new government which would include members of both groups.

That

same day the steamer Central America brought news that Legitimist gar225
risons had abandoned San Carlos and.iElCCaSfcillo.
Patricio Rivas, one-time government administrator in Greytown
and in 1855 the customs officer at San Carlos, was chosen provisional
president of the new coalition government.

A Legitimist of moderate

political views, Rivas was one of the few men acceptable to both sides.
A steamer was sent to San Carlos to inform Rivas of his selection as
president for the next fourteen months, and Rivas arrived in Granada
on the same vessel on October 30, 1855 to take his oath.

General Corral

was made minister of war, according to the agreement, and Walker became
commander-in-chief of his army.

Many leading citizens lent their ef

forts to unite the factions and heal the old political wounds.

Padre

Augustin Vijil was one of the warmest supporters of the new government
and later even became for a short time minister to the United States.

26

After the inauguration of this government, Walker's men gradual
ly replaced the Legitimists at strategic points along the waterway,
i.e., La Virgen, San Carlos, and El Castillo.

Also, Corral was charged

with treason and executed on November 8, 1855, eliminating Walker's
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most likely adversary.

This proved to bevan unpolitic move on Walker's

part, however, because Corral was very popular, and his death turned
many people against the Rivas-Walker government and especially against
the foreigners.
On November 10, Wheeler recognized the new government, although
the United States did not confirm the recognition.

Parker H. French 1

left by steamer soon afterward bound for Greytown, then to the United
States as the Minister plenipotentiary from Nicaragua.

Also the tran

sit company, seeing that Walker was in firm control of the situation,
committed itself to the government.

A company representative even

lent Nicaragua $20,000.
If the situation seemed optimistic at the moment, the RivasWalker administration was not without its problems.

President Juan

Rafael Mora of Costa Rica was considering a declaration of war against
Nicaragua, at least partly in anticipation of getting hold of the tran
sit.

To the east, on the Atlantic coast, another trouble also posed

itself against the Rivas government.

An American colonization company

had laid claim to thousandsodf acres around Greytown said to have been
bought from the Mosquito king, and in the fall of 1855 a party of setI

lers under H. L. Kinney landed at Greytown and threatened to take that
port.

A duel of words ensued between Kinney's and Walker's respective

newspapers, the Central America (Greytown) and El Nicaraguense (Grana
da).

When Kinney came to Granada on February 11, 1856, to make an

agreement with Walker regarding his company, the latter sent Kinney
back down the waterway by steamer under armed guard.

Eventually the

colonization promoter's project collapsed from lacfc of support from

146
the transit company and from Walker.

27

In early 1856 Lake Nicaragua was astir with vessels of all des
criptions.

The Rivas-Walker government appointed J. R. Swift captain

of the port of Granada.

Two schooners, the General Walker, described

as a "clipper yacht," and the Sarah. made scheduled trips to other
lake ports from Granada.

28

On February 18, 1856, the Rivas-Walker compact committed its
most serious blunder.

On that day Rivas, who, as former customs of

ficial, harbored unpleasant memories of the attitudes of transit com29
pany employees, revoked the charter of the transit company.
The
next day a new agreement was made with Garrison and Randolph, friends
of Walker.

When the transit property was attached by the government
30 „
the company holdings included at least a dozen steamboats
"besides
a railroad track, twenty-nine launches, lighters, yawls, and rowboats,
with wharves, office and warehouse buildings, shops, machinery, and

27
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other material."

Although the government had reasons enough to annul the com
pany1s charter, Vanderbilt looked upon the revocation as a betrayal
of his help to Walker.

After all, he had sent Walker 250 recruits
32
free of charge just before the confiscation.
, When a representative
of Walker, Domingo Goicuria, shortly afterward patched up affairs be
tween Nicaragua and Vanderbilt, the official was rebuked by Walker and
33
told to mind his own business.
On March 17, 1856, Vanderbilt stopped
service of his ocean going vessels to and from the Nicaraguan Isthmus.
Foreign Invasion
Not long after Nicaragua's transferral of transit rgghts, Costa
Rica declared war on her northern neighbor.

Troops under President

Mora himself left for Nicaragua, bound for the Isthmus of Rivas.

On

March 21, 1856, the Costa Ricans soundly defeated a Nicaraguan-filibuster army under Louis Schlessinger near the border at Santa Rosa
(now in Costa Rica).

It was not until three days later that Walker,

lying very sick with fever, heard news of the disaster.

He immediate

ly dressed himself and left by steamer for La Virgen, where he arrived
the next morning.

After failing in several attempts to dislodge Mora

31
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32
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from Rivas, Walker withdrew his troops from the isthmus on April 5,
1856.

Leaving from La Virgen, the San Carlos went across the lake to

San Carlos, where it exchanged some soldiers and left others for the
garrison at El Castillo, then made for Granada.

Mora's troops occu

pied La Virgen two days later, killing nine transit company workmen
in the process.

They then went on to burn the new $120,000 wharf and

, ,
34
ransack the transit company buildings.
While Mora was moving up the isthmus, the Sonora had landed at
San Juan del Sur with 600 passengers and 116 recruits for Walker.

The

first assignment for these new troops, headed by a nephew of Walker,
was to accompany and guard the gold bullion on its way to New York
across the Nicaraguan isthmus.

On reaching El Castillo, which was

defended by fifty filibusters, all "Californians," they found the gar
rison preparing to abandon the position, having heard a rumor that
Walker had surrendered.

When the party got to Greytown, Walker's

nephew disbanded the recruits, and most of them continued to New York
35
without even getting a glimpse of their commander.
After the Costa Rican victory at Santa Rosa, Legitimist sympa
thizers dm Chontales, on the northeastern shores of the lake, took
advantage of the situation to rebel against the Rivas government.
Walker sent Goicuria with two companies by steamer to San Ubaldo, a
small port on the Chontales coast.

Goicuria dealt

severely with the

34
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rebels, then returned by land to Granada.

36

At the same time that Mora's army was advancing up the Isthmus
of Rivas, troops under General Florentino Alfaro were descending the
Sarapiqu! with the mission to cut off Walker's eastern communication.
These soldiers were cutting a road to the San Juan from a point a few
miles up the Sarapiqu£ when some filibuster troops tinder Captain John
M. Baldwin fell upon them.

The filibusters, part of a garrison of

from forty to fifty men kept at the mouth of the Sarapiqu!, suffered
only one killed and two wounded.

More than twenty Costa Ricans were

killed and several wounded, including their leader, and the rest fell
„ 37
back toward the capital.
With Salvadorean and Guatemalan troops approaching from the
north and Mora in possession of the western end of the transit line,
the prospects for the future looked dreary for Walker.

A cholera out

break at Rivas which decimated Costa Rican ranks and political dis
turbances in Costa Rica combined, however, to force a withdrawal of
troops from Nicaragua in that same month.

Walker was temporarily saved.

When the Costa Ricans abandoned the isthmus, Walker brought rifle and
light infantry battalions by steamer and reoccupied the area.
Walker Goes It Alone
Relations that summer of 1856 between Walker and many of the
Nicaraguans became increasingly strained.

Finally, in June President

36
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Rivas denounced Walker as dangerous to the country and stripped him of
his rank and position.

Undaunted by mounting opposition against him,

Walker had himself elected president of the republic and was inaugu
rated on July 12, 1856.

Rivas promptly called for help from the other

Central American countries.

Most of the members of the two opposing

parties temporarily forgot their differences and made an agreement on
38
September 12, 1856, to unite against'Walker.•

This left Walker to

depend almost entirely on his fellow adventurers for support in facing
the Allied armies.
The Allies closed in on Walker's citadel from the north and Gua
temalans briefly took the city in mid-October, 1856, during the lead
er's absence.

On Walker's return, however, he quickly regained posses

sion of Granada.

In coordination with the advance from the north, Cos

ta Ricans under General Jose Maria Cahas prepared for an invasion from
the south again.

To meet this threat, Walker brought troops on the

San Carlos to occupy La Virgen in mid-November, 1856, leaving Frederick
, 39
Henningsen in charge of Granada.
By the fall of 1856 Mora had recognized that Walker's chief ad
vantage lay in his control of the transit route; therefore, the new
campaign which began on November 2, 1856, was directed solely against
the instrument "que constantemente traian refuerzos y elementos y fa40
cilitaban rapidos movimientos a los filibusteros."

The plans called

38
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39
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40
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for a three pronged attack against the "highway of filibusterism:"^
(1) by sea to San Juan del Sur; (2) by land to the Isthmus of Rivas;
and (3) by the San Carlos to get control of the steamers on the San
t
42
Juan.

Fig. 6.--Jose Maria Cahas
Evacuation of Granada
With the Allies beginning to envelop Granada and with the Costa Rican
forces facing him in strength, on November 18, 1856, Walker gave
orders for Henningsen to burn the city and join him on the isthmus.
Evacuation of the capital began the next day„

Both the San Carlos

and the La Virgen shuttled the sick, wounded, women and children and

Walker, The War, p. 305, attributes this phrase to his
enemies.
42
Calvo, La campana nacional, p. 45, 47.

their possessions to Ometepe.

By November 22, this had been almost

accomplished, and now Henningsen set to work loading ordnance and ,
other valuable goods on the steamers.

In the process, however, the

men, knowing that the city was to be burned, began looting the houses,
and they became very drunk on stolen liquors.

44

The lack of discipline

which resulted slowed down evacuation of the city.
Most of the cargo had been loaded on the La Virgen and Henning
sen was setting fire to the city on November 24, 1856 when the Allied
troops from Masaya began pouring into Granada.

When the army entered

Granada unexpectedly, Henningsen was trapped in the center of the city
with 227 able men, 73 wounded and some 70 women, children, and sick
45
soldiers.
Although they had several cannons, most of the ammunition
had already been taken aboard the La Virgen. Twenty-seven filibusters
who had been helping load the steamers were cut off from the rest in
the old fort by the lake.

46

The steamer fired a few shots at the on-

43
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Fig. 7.--Frederick Henningsen

rushing Allied troops, but seeing that this had' little effect, it
pulled away from shore and headed for La Virgen to report to Walker.
Getting word that Henningsen was besieged at Granada, Walker
immediately left from La Virgen in the San Carlos on November 25 to
investigate the condition.

Finding the group of soldiers at the lake

fort in good spirits, he supplied them with additional food and pro
visions on November 26 and left them there to cover Henningsen's re
treat.

Afterward, one of the defenders deserted and told the Allies

how small the number of men was that occupied the fort.

He also ad

vised them that by using a large metal barge they could approach the
fort from the rear.
With this information, the besiegers attacked the fort on the
night of November 26.

Much of the walls of the fortification had

been destroyed to make way for a new pier which had been built, there-
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by leaving the occupants of the installation with little protection. 47
All except one were killed or captured in the Allied assault on their
position.

The only defender to escape from this point after the

attack swam out to the San Carlos and gave news of the loss to Wal
ker.
The filibuster leader stationed the San Carlos at Granada out
of range of artillery fire, and put the La Virgen in constant service
between it and his headquarters to keep him informed.

In the mean

time, the besieged force in Granada kept fighting its.way toward the
lake, putting the torch to buildings as it went, until it was pinned
down midway between the city and the.lake. i'Some^of :the men diedoof
sickness and hunger before Walker decided to send a rescue force.
On Ometepe

49

50

If the situation of the besieged in Granada was bad, that of

47
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the evacuees to Ometepe was as bad or worse.

When the order was given

to abandon the city, the sick and wounded were removed first.

William

K. Rogers was placed in charge of their transferral.
The men who were able to stand had to drag themselves by the
best possible way from the center of the city to the wharf, a distance
of over a mile, sometimes using for support the rifles which they had
been ordered to carry with them.

Those unable to make the trip under

their: own power were jostled and bounced down the slope in carts and
wagons.

When the steamer was loaded, about two hundred sick and

wounded covered both decks and filled the saloon.

Flies and vermin

covered the bloody bandages or open wounds and sores of the patients,
and they no longer had the strength or the hope to fan them away.
The smell of rotting flesh and unwashed bodies mingled in the heat to
produce an odor so nauseating that the attendants sought refuge from
the stench on the hurricane deck.
It was already dark when at last the ship got under way.

It

went first to La Virgen, where it took on a few more patients, then
made for the town of Muigalpa on Ometepe Island.

In sharp contrast

to the daytime temperature, night on the lake was cold and damp.

Most

of the men lay in the chilling breeze without blankets and with onl£
the hard deck for a bed.

By the time the steamer anchored off the

island, several of the unfortunate soldiers had already died, probably
as much a result of overexposure, rough handling, and lack of attention
as from their original ailments.

The facial lines and expressions of

about twenty others indicated that death was near for them.

Many were

dying of sheer starvation, not having eaten in three or four days.

On reaching Ometepe, as if the trials of the twenty-four hour
voyage were not enough, the men had to be transferred aboard a metal
barge to be taken ashore.
steamer

When the launch was pulled alongside the

the latter was about eight feet higher, making the removal of

the patients a difficult task.

A witness writes that "the sufferings

of the wounded and drying, as they were passed down frorn the deck of
the steamer to the floor of the launch, were truly horrible, although
we handled them with extreme care.

Some screamed with agony, others

groaned and cursed, but the majority bore themselves with manly fortitude, and endured in silence."

51

The barge was then pulled to shore

along a stretched cable, and the agony intensified as the men were
placed on the shores of the lake while, the launch returned to the
steamer for other loads.
trip.

It was midnight when the barge made its last

Then the men had to be carried a quarter of a mi leiinland:;bo

the village.

Stretchers not being available, the patients were car

ried by the arms and legs or on the backs of the six or eight atten
dants to their destination.

Before all the men could be transferred

to the settlement, however, the few exhausted bearers collapsed from
fatigue and hunger, leaving twenty-four lying helplessly on the beach.
Fortunately for the ill, they found help in two capable and sym
pathetic men.

Captain John M. Baldwin, left accidentally on the

island when the steamer unexpectedly departed, took charge of the pro
cedure and brought some degree of order to the situation.

Left with

only three barrels of hard biscuits to eat, the patients also had good

"The Hospital Colony," p. 200.
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reason to thank Charley Myers, an island rancher, who was responsible
for their first meal.

Myers introduced Baldwin to the mayor of Muigal-

pa, and the mayor's wife and two other women, the only ones left in the
abandoned village, cooked supper for those already there and made hot
soup for those left at the beach.
It was two o'clock in the morning before the soup was prepared.
When a party made its way with the soup over the trail to the beach
the night was intensely dark, and rain threatened. Arriving at
the water's edge, where the shadows of vast vine-clad trees made
the gloom almost palpable, a confused sound of sighs, groans,
murmurs, and the estrangulated rattle of the dying, mingled stran
gely with the murmur of the water and the ceaseless cry of in
sects. Piles of hospital stores and baggage encumbered the beach,
and it wasdifficult to step without treading upon a dead or
living man. The night-fires had gone out, and these poor wretches,
left in utter darkness on the cold ground, seemed to have given
themselves up to despair. No sooner was my candle lighted than
I was saluted by a dozen voices bggging food. 'Oh, for God's
sake!' 'Oh, be merciful; give me a little food!' 'I am in horrible
pain; help me!' 'Doctor, look at this wound; is it bad?' 'When
will they take us to the village?' 'May the curse light on ___
for sending us to this d— d place!' 'Doctor, take away these
dead men! Here is one right against my head.' 'It is intolerable
to be left here dying on the ground!' 'I can not move; my backbone-~is it broken by the ball, do you think?' Then would come
feeble wailing whispers: 'I have the fever.' 'Give me some of
that soup.
No, it is no matter, I can't eat.'
The soup was given out bythe native boy, a little to each,
and the jar soon emptied. Several times the wind blew out the
light, and every time it was relighted the appeals for help and
food were renewed in accents more piteous. Each face--as the rays
of the candle fell upon them successively— presented some new as
pect of emaciated wretchedness--the contortions of pain, or the
cold, fixed glare of dissolution. . . . ^2
During the night a rain fell upon these patients, soaking them and the
ground upon which they lay.
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The next morning several were found dead.
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Conditions were scarcely better in the village.

The natives,

who had no previous knowledge that their village was to be used for
a hospital, had fled, so that the labor from the islanders which they
had counted on was not forthcoming.

Some died in the rude houses of

the village, while others wandered out in their delirium to die in the
woods or on the road.
On November 22, 1856, the steamer made a second trip to the
island.

Aboard the vessel came several officers and their wives,

about sixty soldiers to serve as guards, and many women and children.
Among the families were those of foreign merchants in Granada and those
of the few Nicaraguans who still supported Walker and his cause.

The

addition of these newcomers brought little change in the conditions.
It was rumored that the island natives were being clandestine
ly supplied with arms from the mainland.

In case of attack, the peo

ple were supposed to go to a main building on the .plaaa-Where;;£he gu£Ed
detail was quartered.

When the alarm did sound at three o'clock in

the morning of December 2, those living between the plaza and the lake
found themselves cut off from their sanctuary.

Most of these people

made it to the lake, where they found on the beach the same barge
which had been used to unload the patients.

The barge was "hhlf full

of water, but we all tumbled in pell-mell--above our waists in water,
when the men had to bail it out with their hats and us Ladys assisted
53
with our shoesr-. . . . "
When the boat was capable of floating, the
occupants shoved it out into the lake.

A few of those who fled used
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canoes to escape from the island, some eventually making it to the
mainland.
Later that morning, as Walker was 3t.eaming toward Granada to
survey the situation there, he was met by a canoe bearing three men.
They told the leader about the Indian attack on the hospital and gar
rison, and Walker immediately steered for the island.

Not far from

Ometepe the steamer encountered the transit launch, filled to capacity
and "drifting in the lake, without sail or rudder."
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On reaching the island, Fry, who upon arrival had taken charge
from Baldwin, informed Walker that the Indians had only wanted to
plunder.

Very few had been killed or wounded in the attack.

But the

foray had been sufficient to prove the cowardice of some of the men
in the colony, some of whom did not stop their flight until they re
reached San Juan del Sur.

The next day the filibuster commander

pulled his troops out of La Virgen and occupied San Jorge.

The

evacuees on Ometepe were then moved to that village opposite the
island.
Henningsen is Rescued
Early in the morning of December 12, 1856, Walker with about
160 men appeared off shore at Granada in the La Virgen. While
standing off at that point, his men concealed below, a messenger
from Henningsen swam to bring a note in a bottle to Walker.
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The
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This swimmer turned out to be a Hawaiian lad who had come
with Walker to Nicaragua. He had waited for hours under the wharf
for the appearance of the steamboat to bring Henningsen's note.
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message advised the filibusters which signals to use in case they made
a rescue landing.

Later that day a small rowboat put out from the

steamer and came as close to shore as the occupant dared come.

The

man signaled with his hat to the surrounded filibusters, then returned
to the La Virgen.
Nightfall brought an inky darkness.

A strong wind sent high

waves slapping against the sides of the steamer as it (lights extin
guished) came to anchor a few miles north of Granada.

Between eight

and nine o'clock that night, the filibusters, under a Colonel Waters,
disembarked at the same spot that had been used to take Granada.

The

men, wearing dark clothes and carrying both pistol and rifle, were
fired upon by a lone picket as the first boat approached the shore.
56
After discharging one shot the sentry fled to give the alarm.
In order to reach Granada the attackers had to follow a road
which ran along the beach, then across a low wooded area.

At the nar

rowest point on the road a group of Allies had thrown up a barricade,
but on reaching the obstacle the filibusters charged and routed the
soldiers there, then continued to the city.

By the time they reached

Henningsen's position, the garrison at El Fuertecito was abandoning
and burning the wharf and sheds at that location.

On the thirteenth,

the combined force of filibusters fought their way to the smoldering
fort, and by two o'clock in the morning of December 14, 1856, all
survivors and what equipment they had managed to save were aboard the
La Virgen.

Before boarding the vessel, Henningsen stuck into the
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ground a slender pole with a rawhide;.banner readipg '.nAqui:'!£ue.:Granada:,n
A storm was blowing across the lake as the steamer headed for San
Jorge, so the vessel sailed to the lee side of Ometepe to wait out the
bad weather,

At San Jorge the rescued filibusters joined the main

*
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force.

While the loss of Granada was a blow to filibuster morale,
still, with the waterway in their hands, their position was not crit
ical,

On the contrary, concentrated as they now were at the western

end of the transit line, their ability to hold control of that lifeline
seemed all the greater.

They did not know that the force which would

wrest from them this advantage was already on the march.
Costa Ricans on the San Juan
Just who originally planned the campaign to take the waterway
is still an object of debate; however, there is little doubt that
without the help of Vanderbilt, who hoped to recover the transit com
pany, the military operation could not have been accomplished.

The

multimillionaire not only furnished money and arms for this purpose,
but he also provided the Costa Ricans with two valuable, though per
haps unwanted assistants, George F. Cauty, an Englishman, and Sylvanus
H. Spencer, an American.

The former was to become captain of the navy

should the operation prove successful.

Spencer, to whom Walker gave

credit for the outcome of the campaign, had been for several years a
riverboat pilot on the San Juan and, therefore, knew very well the
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vessels as well as their schedules.

Of a stern and explosive person

ality, Spencer was continually at variance with the Costa Ricans from
58
the very beginning of the venture.
It was decided that the troops should reach the San Juan by
navigating the San Carlos, since the filibusters, if they suspected
an attack upon the river at all, would look for the expedition to use
tihe well-travelled Sarapiquf.

Details of the plan were left in care

of the leaders of the expedition.

Sargento-Mayor Maximo Blanco was

given command of the two-hundred-man vanguard.whose duty it was to
59
take the river positions before the arrival of a larger army.
Doubting his ability to conduct such an operation, Blanco relegated
his command to Lieutenant Colonel Pedro Barillier, a French adventurer.
With the expedition also went Padre Rafael Brenes, who had been made
chaplain to the force in punishment for his suspected part in an at
tempted revolution in the fall of 1856.

This small army left San Jose

on December 3, 1856.
On the sixth day after the departure from the capital, the van
guard reached the San Carlos.

Boats which were supposed to be waiting

for them were not there, so the soldiers set to making rafts.

On

December 14, 1856, Spencer, Joaquin Fernandez, Rafael Bolandi, and six

Scroggs. Filibusters and Financiers. pp. 270-271; Folkman,
"Westward Via Nicaragua," p. 272.
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common soldiers set out in a small boat to reconnoiter the river.
The following day the others left on rafts and in a few canoes.
At the height of the rainy season, with the river swift and
swollen, with trees and other debris being swept down its course, the
voyage down the San Carlos to its junction with the San Juan could
hardly have been worse.

Some of the rafts came apart, others over

turned, -soaking the already wet and hungry soldiers and losing muchneeded arms and provisions.

One of the rafts which was carrying the

only two cannons, much ammunition, and some arms broke loose during
a deluge one night and was swept down the river.

Apart from the phys

ical discomfort, constant quarreling among the officers did not help
the morale of the troops.

During the journey, several deserted and

there occurred at one point a near mutiny.

Finally, on December 20

the contingent,with 70 following on foot, arrived at the mouth of the
stream where the scouting party which preceded it had found shelter
in ausmall house on the right bank.
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From this point it seems that every officer had his own sure
strategy.

Blanco, who had at the beginning been quite willing to turn

the responsibility of getting the vanguard to the San Juan over to
Barillier, now reassumed command.

He overrode Spencer's plan to attack

Greytown first and instead decided to take La Trinidad, a lightly de
fended position at the mouth of the Sarapiqui.

This filibuster defense
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consisted of little more than a house, surrounded by a ditch on the
land side and cleared of trees for a short distance on both sides of
the river.

^

At ten o'clock in the morning on December 21, the vanguard
started down the San Juan for La Trinidad.

At--four!o'clock that af

ternoon they arrived at a creek called Copalchf about two miles above
the filibuster camp.

At about eight o'clock that night, after the

rafts in the mouth of this small stream had been secured,ca Steamer
which Walker had sent to Greytown came down the river bearing his two
recruiting officers.

These officers and others bboard the steamer

noticed the strange crafts but paid little attention to their significance since no attack was expected from this quarter.
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The men

kept hidden in the shadows behind tree branches which overhung the
stream until the steamboat got out of sight.

They spent the entire

night wet and hungry— they had eaten neither lunch nor supper--huddled
on the rafts and unable to move for fear of upsetting them.
The next morning, December 22, 1856, at five o'clock they came
ashore and tried to dry their weapons over some small fires.

They

left this point at ten o'dockland forcing their way through the thick
wfodds, they arrived a few hundred yards west of the! position just as
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the filibusters were beginning their meal.

Since the 70 men who had

gone by land had not arrived, the force numbered fewer than 130 men.
Blanco took thirty men with him to the right (south) and ordered the
others to attack the camp as soon as they heard his shots.
Blanco led his men up the river bank to the camp where all the
men sat eating, apparently outside.

At about 12:15 p.m. his men dis

charged their rifles, killing the lone sentry and signaling at the
63
same time for the attack of the waiting troops.
In forty to fortyfive minutes the Costa Ricans were devouring the food which the fili
busters had hastily abandoned.
The attack was such a surprise that the filibusters managed to
retrieve only four of their rifles from the racks.

Just two shots

came from the filibusters, shots which caused the only casualties among
the Costa Ricans— two wounded.
the vanquished filibusters.

Accounts vary regarding the fate of

It is clear, however, that very few out

of the more than sixty men in that garrison survived.

The sources

agree that only six of the soldiers escaped the scene, and since they
took with them only two prisoners, including a Captain Thompson, the
post commander, this suggests that the others were killed during or
after the attack.at La Trinidad.

It was a stroke pf rare luck that a

Nicaraguan who lived near there had found the runaway raft with the
64
cannons and provisions and hid it until the Costa Ricans arrived.

Blanco writes in his diary that only five of the rifles fired
due to the effect of the humidify on the ammunition, but the arms were
also fixed with bayonets.
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Barillier and thirty men remained at La Trinidad.

The others

left for Greytown that same afternoon in five boats which they had
found at the filibuster camp.

On the river night came quickly.

At

the same time the rain fell incessantly, and waves threatened to swamp
the boats.

Soaked and chilled, the force, now numbering about a hun

dred men, arrived near the mouth of the San Juan at about two o'clock
in the morning of December 23, 1856.

They left the two prisoners at a

British steamer which was anchored near the river mouth.

On reaching

the harbor of Greytown, three of the boats landed their men about
eight hundred yards from the transit company buildings on Punta Arenas,
sometimes also called Punta de Castilla, for an assault by land.

The

other two boats went on to take by surprise three steamboats which lay
at anchor in the harbor.

Leaving a few soldiers to guard these cap

tured vessels, the latter group continued to the transit dock, where
they helped take possession of a fourth steamer and the transit build
ings.

It was just becoming daylight as the last steamer fell into

their hands.
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At this time the alarm bell rang at the transit company settle
ment, and half-clothed, but armed filibusters and passengers ran out
to find out the reason for the alert.

The buildings and steamers, how

ever were already lost to the Costa Ricans.

In the absence of an

American ship-of-war, the United States consul at Greytown asked the
British squadron to prevent the confiscation of the steamers and other

Blanco diary, pp. 415-416; Montero, Elementos, II, 52-53;
Scroggs, Filibusters and Financiers, p. 273; Harper1s Weeklyy,I.;(May
16, 1857), 312.
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company property, but the officers refused to intervene.

Boatloads of

British sailors and Greytown merchants and citizens were arriving by
this time to observe the strange invading party, which "mas bien pare66
c£a una partida de bandidos que tropa organizada de un Gobierno."
In Greytown the yictors boarded the four captured steamboats,
the Wheeler, Machuca, Morgan, and Bulwer, ran up the Costa Rican flag,
and started up the San Juan about noon, December 24.

Since Spencer

had promised the pilots and crews of the steamers handsome wages,
most of them remained in service aboard the vessels.
not stop for night but continued up the San Juan.

The steamer did

At about midnight

a soldier was lost on one of the boats when he went to sleep near the
edge of the deck and fell overboard.
Christmas day saw the ragtag army still on the river.

On that

day it was forced to leave behind two of the steamers at a place a few
miles below the Sarapiqui; ten soldiers were left there to guard the
Wheeler and the Machuca. Later that day they arrived at La Trinidad,
where they found waiting the seventy soldiers who had gone overland
from the upper San Carlos.

From here on the morning of December 26

the Bulwer was dispatched to the San Carlos to intercept and transport
an eight-hundred-man army under General Jose Joaquin Mora, brother of
67
the president.
Shortly after the departure of the boat, the troops
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under Blanco started up the San Juan in the Morgan.
Blanco's command reached El Castillo at three o'clock on the
afternoon of December 26.

Dressed in the uniform of the filibusters

so as to arouse no suspicion, troops from the Morgan quickly took pos
session of the village while the transit passengers looked on bewildered.
The Costa Ricans then paid a Nicaraguan who was known to the steamer
operators to go to El Toro rapids and tell the Ogden that passengers
at El Castillo were waiting for transportation upriver.

When the

Ogden docked to take on the alleged passengers, a detachment

of twenty-

five hidden troops under Lieutenant Santos Mora stormed the vessel and
captured it with no difficulty.

Seeing the river in both directions

from El Castillo in the hands of the Costa Ricans, the filibuster gar
rison at the old fort fled.

On December 27, Blanco left twenty-five

men and a steamer at El Castillo, then took aboard the Ogden the rest
of his men and headed upriver.
As the steamer neared the El Toro rapids, Blanco could distin
guish the Virgen, the transit company's second largest steamboat, lying
there.

He concealed his men behind lowered curtains which were inten

ded to shield passengers from sun and rain.

On pulling alongside the

La Virgen. the soldiers threw aside the curtains and boarded the sur
prised vessel, taking it as easily as the preceding ones had been taken.
A quick search of the captured La Virgen turned up 400 new
rifles, several cannons, ammunition, and provisions of all kinds, in
cluding much wine and liquor.

Blanco ordered a camp established at

that point on the river bank on which he mounted two cannons and threw
up a hasty redoubt around them.

Here his men feasted and drank for

three days while they waited for General Mora and his troops.

When by the morning of the thirtieth the general still had not
arrived, Blanco decided to proceed with the capture of San Carlos.

By

three o' clock that afternoon the cannons and provisions were aboard
the La Virgen and the steamer was in readiness for the last and most
important part of the river campaign.

When the steamer puffed away

toward San Carlos, she had two boats in tow filled with provisions and
designated for the disembarkation of troops.

At ten o'clock that night

the steamer approached San Carlos, and at a point called La Garita,
about a thousand yards below the village, fdrtyi men disembarked to ad
vance on the position overland.
On reaching San Carlos, the steamer gave its usual signal.

In

a few minutes the filibuster commandant came out in the darkness in a
small boat and boarded the steamer for a routine inspection.

When he

stepped aboard, he was taken prisoner- and told that five hundred
troops waited at La Garita for a signal to attack if he did not sur
render his post.

The commander hesitated then wrote out an order for

the battery to turn over possession of its two menacing twenty-four
pounders to the Costa Ricans.

Blanco with two of his officers and four

soldiers then took the filibuster's boat to shore and presented the
note to the next-in-command.

On the surrender of the seventy fili

busters, they were disarmed and taken aboard the La Virgen.

Blanco

and some of his men went on to occupy the last filibuster stronghold
on the San Juan.
Shortly after midnight on December 31, 1856, General Mora with
a guard detail arrived at San Carlos on the La Virgen. On New Year's
Day Mora ordered the filibusters at San Carlos to be taken to Greytown

for deportation.

Most of them, expecting .imprisonment or worse, were

all too happy to go.
Conquest of the Waterway Complete
By January 1, 1857, the whole course of the San Juan River was

i

Fig.
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in the power of the Costa Ricans.

Although Walker was not yet aware

of the situation, he still had little to fear "for the lake, not the
river as many think, furnishes the key to the occupation of the whole
68
State."
And the filibusters still controlled the lake. Only one
steamboat remained to the filibusters, yet the San Carlos was by far
the best and the biggest of the fleet.
still manage to hold on to the lake.
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With this vessel they could

Still ignorant of the situation, the San Carlos appeared near
San Carlos on its regular run from La Virgen to that point on January
3, 1857.

Cauty and a few others dressed as filibusters were the only

ones visible as the vessel came to anchor near the shore and sounded
the customary two blasts on the horn.
return signal.

Cauty fired a cannon as the

With all the soldiers hidden, many in the village and

some thirty others along the river bank farther to the east of the set
tlement, everything appeared normal.

Before those on the steamer re

alized what was going on, they saw themselves faced with some 200
rifles and two twenty-four pounders and several small cannons.

Be

sides, Spencer was waiting round the first bend downriver in the Ogden
with twenty-five men and two cannons on board.

The steamer stood by

with steam up, ready to give chase and board the larger vessel if it
became necessary.

Faced with these odds and having from 300 to 400

passengers to protect, the steamer surrendered.

This conquest on

January 3, 1857, made the Costa Ricans complete masters of the water69
way.
The filibusters now had a right to worry.

In retrospect, Wal

ker admitted that "the loss of the river might have been easily re
paired by the force £of filibusters^ then at Rivas, but the loss of
70
control over the lake was a much more serious event.
With the en
tire waterway dominated by the opposition, the days of the filibusters
in Nicaragua were numbered.
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After the capture of the San. Carlos, Spencer abruptly informed
Mora that he had completed his service and that he would return im
mediately to San Jose.

Without getting permission from either Mora

or Cauty, the commander of the captured fleet, Spencer left downriver
with the passengers in the San Carlos, followed by the Ogden.

He left

these vessels at El Castillo, then transferred the passengers to the
Scott for the remaining voyage to Greytown.
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Spencer did not at this

time leave for the United States as some writers lead the readers to
believe.

He is on the San Juan River throughout January and early Feb72
ruary, 1857.
Mora sent Cauty to El Castillo to bring back the San Carlos,

and when the steamer returned he placed Clodomiro Escalante with twen
ty soldiers in charge of the boat. Ezaquiel Pi became commander of the
La Virgen.

On one of these two steamers, Jose Oreamuno crossed to the

Isthmus of Rivas on January 3 to notify the Allies of Costan Rican suc
cess on the waterway.

These two steamers also established contact with

settlements on the .Chontales coast, whifch'ihad. alred^y de61ardd:':for':fahe
Allies, and with the inhabitants of Ometepe.
General Mora at his headquarters in San Carlos was in the mean
time eloquent in praise of his country1s contribution in the war against
the filibusters, sometimes called the National War.

A proclamation of

January 3, 1857, announced formally that "el venero que daba la vida a

"Comunicaciones del General don Jose Joaquin Mora al Ministro
de la Guerra, Aho de 1 8 5 7 .RAN, Aho III, Nos. 3-4 (1939), p. 204.
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la siempre renaclente hldra del filibusterismo, est£ cortado. Todos los vapores de que se servia el bandido Walker, y los puestos
militares del rio de San Juan estan en mi poder, y bajo la custodia de los soldados costarricenses. No temais ya que nuevas hordas de asesinos vengan a turbar vuestra tranquilidad por este lado. 73
A week later news of the conquest of the waterway had spread to all
parts of Nicaragua and also to Costa Rica.

El Boletin

in the eulogy in an article of January 10, 1857:

(

Leon) joined

"Nosotros os felici-

tamos, nos felicitamos a nosotros mismos por el triunfo Erillante de
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vuestras armas en la reconquista del Lago y del rio de San Juan. .

President Moray in Costa Rica, echoed these sentiments'in a' proclamation of January 11, 1857. \
Master of the waterway now, General Mora could ply the river
and lake at his pleasure, keeping in touch with all the captured po
sitions.

To make certain of continuous communication with San Jose,

he opened an overland route from Tortuga, on the shore of Lake Nicara
gua north of Santa Rosa, to the capital.
at that place.

Steamers made frequent calls

He could also use the steamers on the Sarapiqui to

bring supplies from Costa Rica for the San Juan River defenses.

Since

Mora was eager to direct his resources against Walker on the Isthmus
of Rivas, however, it was some time after the conquest before coordi75
nation of supplies to these points was effected.
In fact, shortly after the taking of El Castillo from the fili-
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busters, the condition of that fortification became very serious.
Faustino Montes de Oca, whom Mora had left in command at that place,
sent a note up the river to the general on January 5, informing him
that because of desertions there were only twenty men left at El Cas
tillo, four of them ill.

Moreover, the men were hungry, since the

food which they had expected from below had not come.

In addition

to the sorry situation within the fort, the steamer Alvarado had to
76
be beached because it was taking water so rapidly.
The condition of the garrison at La Trinidad was hardly better.
There were still only thirty men there under Colonel Barillier, most
of them sick, and "los que no lo estan parecen cadaveres."
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By

January 15, food and supplies still had not arrived there from Costa
Rica.

Such was the state of affairs in the Costa Rican defenses along

the San Juan in mid-January, 1857.
The Allies close in
Mora, jealous of his steamers, at first made little effort to
coordinate with allied leaders on the isthmus.

Even though he had

sent several hundred men across the lake by mid-January, not until
January 17, did he personally make contact with the other commanders,
78
even though several of them had visited him at San Carlos.
When he
arrived off shore at Granada in the San Carlos, he refused to go ashore
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for fear of cholera.

This danger was indeed'very real, for the city

was still rubble from the conflagration which had destroyed it less
than a month before.

The smell of decaying bodies buried in shallow

graves and in the ruins was almost more than one could bear.
That night, although the lake was very rough, General Tom6s
Martinez came by small boat to call on Mora aboard the steamer.

Mora

promised Martinez men and ammunition, and he further agreed to help
transport men and supplies in his steamers when the Allies began their
new offensive against Walker.

True to his word, Mora returned to San

Carlos and sent back to Granada 150 more men and 5,000 rounds of ammu
nition in the La Virgen.
From the Granada area, the Allies once again took the offensive
against Walker's position on the isthmus.

General Cahas took San Jor

ge in late January, but "Walker, now fortified in Rivas, won it back
early the next month.

On the isthmus, Walker was still able to re

ceive men and supplies through San Juan del Sur.

While the future

perhaps looked dim for Walker, it was not completely black, for at
any moment he expected Lockridge and Anderson, whom he had sent to re
cruit in the States, to reopen the San Juan River.
While waiting for the new recruits from the East to renew com
munication! through the river, Walker
steamers.

designed to retake the lake

He asked C. I. Fayssoux, his naval chief, if it might not

be possible to arm an old wooden frigate which had been bought earlier
from the Mosquito king and sailed up the San Juan.

The officer ad

vised him that it had no chance against the two lake steamers; there
fore, the boat was burned at its moorings at La Virgen to keep it from

being captured by the Allies.
More Action on the San Juan
Only a few days after the capture of the waterway by Costa
Ricans, reinforcements began arriving for the .filibuster chief in
Greytown, 80 Word soon reached Mora of the arrivals, the messages
exaggerating their number.

The Costa Rican commander viewed the de

veloping situation with concern, realizing that if Walker1s men re
took the San Juan he would have to eventually surrender the lake
steamers.

Mora sent Blanco with three, other officers and only twen

ty men to reinforce the garrison under Barillier at La Trinidad.
Roused at 2:00 in the morning of January 14, they sped down the river
in the Ogden, leaving provisions at El Castillo, and arrived just
above the Sarapiqux at three o'clock that afternoon.

On approaching

La Trinidad, they thought that they heard camion shots, so Blanco
sent a scout ahead to determine the situation before they continued.
Not risking the possibility of falling into a trap, Blanco had the
Ogden anchored for the night at the mouth of Gopalchx Creek.
arrived at the camp the next morning before daylight.

They

With the rainy

season in full force, they found the land surrounding the position al
most a lake.

79

From La Trinidad Blanco sent an official and a few
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soldiers down to Greytown with a message asking a John Mesnier to
impede filibuster plans, then he turned

to

improving the position.

The .force under Blanco had been dispatched with such haste

.1

Fig. 9.— G, I. Fayssoux
from San Carlos that it had not had time to procure food supplies.
Soldiers had to forage in the nearby woods for fruits to supplement
their meager meals.
arrived.

In the afternoon of January 19, 250 more men

Although this raised the number of troops to about 300, the

new arrivals also neglected to bring food.

The Costa Ricans settled

down to await the filibuster attack which they expected at any moment.
Rains caused the Sarapiquf to overflow its banks, water com
pletely covering the terrain along the mouth of stream up to the mouths
of the few cannons.
hungry.

Many of the men had dysentery.

Desertions were frequent.

deserted.

On one

day

All of them were

alone twenty-eight men

During all of this, rain continued to fall steadily.

By

the time food supplies began arriving, the men were thoroughly demoral
ized.

Blanco kept the troops occupied in building an additional house

at that site in order to keep some discipline.
At Greytown, Lockridge arrived by steamer with two hundred new
recruits, and shortly afterward another vessel steamed into harbor
bearing Frank Anderson and Roberdeau Wheat with forty more men.

The

filibusters pitched camp on Punta Arenas, building crude huts from
lumber which belonged to the transit company.

Since the transit com

pany official and Lockridge had already begun planning the attack up
the San Juan when the others arrived, that officer was left in charge
of the operation.

This was an unfortunate choice for the filibusters,

because, though dedicated to the filibuster cause and personally loyal
to Walker, Lockridge did not possess the necessary leadership qualifi
cations for such a venture.

While camped near Greytown, the British

naval squadron continually harassed the filibusters, but they continued
planning the strategy and at the same time began repairing an old
steamboat which had been left useless at Greytown harbor.

At last the

engine of the Rescue was repaired and the steamboat fitted for the ex81
pedition up the San Juan.
The small, open-decked steamer made the voyage up to La Trinidad
without mishap.

On arrival at that point, on January 28 the fili

busters fired a few shots at the blockhouses with the cannon on the
Rescue:.. Costa Ricans returned the fire.

After exchanging several
82
rounds with the defenders, the Rescue headed back downriver.
After
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Fig. 10.— Roberdeau Wheat
its departure Blanco sent a few men across the San Juan to occupy a
hill opposite the mouth of the Sarapiqur called Cody1s Foint by the
83
filibusters.
On February 6, 1857, the Rescue appeared again from downriver.
A filibuster party under Wheat went in smaller boats to attack the
position on Cody's Hill.

The defenders, routed by the filibuster

charge,,threw themselves into the river and waited there until the
attackers withdrew.

Then they returned to the Costa Rican installa

tion four at a time in the only boat which they had.

In that attack

Walker's men also destroyed the new house at La Trinidad with their
cannon shots.

By this time, Blanco's force had thinned to only 120

men, desertions, malnutrition, and sickness having taken their toll.
Lockridge and his men went on to make camp about 2,000 yards*

83
Spencer had just arrived at Trinidad before the attack from
a trip down the Sarapiqui by raft. He waited there until the arrival
of a steamer from upriver, on which he went to San Carlos.
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downstream from La Trinidad on the same side of the San Juan.

Wheat

placed several brass field pieces across the river at Cody1s Point
and trained them on La Trinidad.

The filibusters let loose another

barrage on February 8 from their new position and from the cannon on
84
the Rescue.
Still the Costa Ricans hung on.
The filibusters did not attack again until February 13.

On

that morning at about five o'clock, they occupied the area at the
mouth of the Sarapiqui directly opposite La Trinidad, using felled
trees as cover.

The attackers threw heavy rifle and cannon fire at

the fortification from the north and the east all day, but they were
unable to advance across the river.
At 4:00 p.m., Blanco ordered the sick and wounded to retreat.
Later that night, the rest of the defenders sent their three cannons
to the bottom of the river, lit some fires to deceive the filibusters,
then retreated toward San Jose.

When Doubleday crossed the river with

some men the next morning for an attack, his fire drew no response.
Upon entering the position, they threw the dead bodies which they
found there into the river,

hoping that they would eventually reach
85
Greytown for the British to see.
Just after the capture of La Trinidad, a party of filibusters
that had been recruited from the United States Mid-West arrived at
that station under Colonel H. T. Titus.

Haughty and hot-tempered,

Doubleday, Reminiscences. pp. 182-184.
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t

Titus asked that he and his band be given the honor of taking El Cas
tillo since they had missed the previousaadtion.
disciplinarian, consented to the request.
won,

Lockridge, not a

Abandoning the ground

just

then, theymoved up the river toward El Castillo.
Mora hadused his reserve forces when he reinforced

Blanco with

first two hundred men then with several other smaller detachments.

As

the filibusters advanced upriver, Mora was frantically withdrawing men
from across the lake to meet that challenge from the east.

Cauty, in

charge at' El Castillo, had only a handful of men in the old fort with
which to resist an attack.

On February 15, 1857, warned of the approach

of the filibusters, Cauty and Montes de Oca, with their thirty men, set
fire to the village and to two steamers moored there just as the adven86
turers appeared from downriver.
Lockridge and his men arrived in time to save the Scott, which
was shot-riddled but otherwise damaged very little by the fire, but the
Machuca was too far gone to save.

Under fire from the fort, the fili

busters pulled the Scott downriver to safety, then began their siege
of El Castillo.

A filibuster thrust forced the men at the shore bat

teryto seek shelter with the rest of the defenders in

the old castle.

During the siege, the fort commanders sent a note to Mora in San Carlos
87
overland asking for reinforcements.
The message arrived on February
18.

On that same day the filibusters demanded that the fort surrender,
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182
and Cauty, stalling for time, asked Titus for twenty“four hours during
which to consider the proposal.

Titus agreed.

Before the time was

up, however, 77 riflemen arrived from San Carlos aboard the Morgan.
When the armed steamer suddenly appeared, Titus "barely had time to
cut his two steamers adrift and get from under their guns, leaving.;
88
the passage of the river far more formidable than before."
Seeing
that with the failure to take El Castillo the campaign was finished,
the filibusters began to desert.
Directly after Costa Rican reinforcements arrived at El Cask
tillo a chartered boat from Greytown showed up with Marcellus French
and 135 Texas Rangers.

During a consultation of officers, there was

talk of dueling their way past Castillo in the steamers, but it was
decided that the odds against its success were too great.

Disgusted

•s

with both Lockridge and Titus for throwing.away what should have been
an easy prize, some officers, among them Anderson, Doubleday, and
Wheat, and other men went aboard the Scott and started for Greytown.

89

From that port, they intended to take passage to Panama and join Walker on the Nicaraguan west coast.

90

When the Scott neared the mouth of the Sarapiqui on the trip
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Walker, in his published version of the filibuster campaign,
blamed Lockridge for the failure of this mission. The latter met
Walker in New Orleans in April, 1860, and challenged him to a duel;
however, the affair was settled without bloodshed when Walker assured
Lockridge that the book had not been intended to question his honor
or bravery. True Delta (New Orleans), Newspaper clipping of April 14,
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downriver, the leaders agreed that it should halt while a scouting
party went by land to see if the Costa Ricans had re-occupied the pos
ition.

The steamer, therefore, came to a stop on the right bank of

the San Juan, not far above La Trinidad.

While the patrol worked its

way through the thick woods, an inexperienced engineer attempted to
lower the temperature of an overheated cylinder by dousing it with
cool river water.

Sudden contact of the water on the blisteringly

hot engine produced a terrific explosion,causing the water boiler.':
to also burst, under the impact.

"Bruised and mangled bodies flew

threw [sic] the air with splinters and debris from the wreck.

Many

were plunged into the steam and scalding water while others were un
able to crawl from the flames that quickly enveloped the steamer.
Agonizing wails emitted from the charred and bruised victims of the
catastrophe, and many begged to be shot and put out of their intense
91
pain."

Twenty were killed outright; forty others were injured,

among whom several later died.
The entire front section of the steamer was nothing but a mass
of splinters.

As the survivors, recovering from the shock of the ex

plosion, began pulling the wounded to safety from the water, someone
suddenly remembered that three tons of gunpowder rested on the upper
deck.

The cry went out, and, looking up, they saw that the tarpaulin

which covered the powder was afire.

Anderson and Wheat led some vol

unteers up to the deck and quickly tore the blazing cloth from the
92
powder.
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The wounded were dragged to the river bank and given as good
a treatment as the survivors could render.

Some of the filibusters

continued down the San Juan on crude rafts, by canoe, and even on
logs.

The others waited for Lockridge and his group on the Rescue.

When that steamer appeared in its downward passage, it was hailed and
the remaining filibusters taken aboard.

Doubleday was among the most
93
seriously wounded who were handed up to the steamer.
"Horroroso es
verlos," a witness wrote.

". . . Hombres se ven que tienen todos

sus miembros quebrados, otros sin piernas, otros sin brazos, otros sin
ojos, en carne viva, desollados, escaldados por el agua hirviente de
las calderas, en fin, es un espect&culo que causa horror y compasion."
When the Rescue arrived at Greytown, the ocean steamer had al
ready gone.

On Punta Arenas the situation of the filibusters became

desperate because of their wounds and lack of food.

When Cauty at El

Castillo got news of the destruction of the Scott, he set out in one
95
of the steamers for Greytown.
There he talked with the British
naval commander, and the latter then made an agreement with the fili
busters which allowed them to return to the United States.
Walker Surrenders
While the filibusters were trying to fight their way up the San
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Juan to join their leader, Walker was also occupied on the isthmus
against the Allied troops.

In late January the Allies occupied San

Jorge while Walker continued to fortify Rivas.

On February 1, J.857,

Mora brought three hundred Costa Rican troops to San Jorge to aid an
Allied effort to take Walker1s citadel.

The next morning Mora went

by steamer to La Virgen, also now in Allied hands, and conferred with
General M&ximo Jerez.

Jerez brought aboard the ship with him parts
96
of a printing press which Walker had left in that town.
The Allied commanders were supposed to meet aboard the San

Carlos at 3:00 p.m., February 2, but by the time they arrived a storm
was blowing across the lake, and Mora had taken the ship to the lee
side of Ometepe.

The officers were furious.

At Ometepe Mora trans

ferred to the La Virgen, and the next day he left in calmer waters for
San Jorge to see if he could contact the officers.

Not seeing anyone

or receiving any signal at that port he continued to La Virgen.

Wal

ker's men, who had reoccupied the town the night before, waited on
shore to try to take the vessel.
they fired at it with rifles.
97
doing any harm.

When nobody left from the steamer

Some of the shots hit the boat without

On February 6, 1856, Captain Charles H. Davis of the U.S.S.
St. Mary arrived in the harbor of San Juan del Sur.

He sought out the

Allied leaders to request a steamer with which to keep open the

;u
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transitway across Nicaragua, but he was refused.

He also failed to

gain permission from the Allies to station a detachment of American
Marines in La Virgen to protect transit company property.

Rebuffed

on both counts, Davis stood by to watch the succeeding events between
the opposing armies.

98

The Allies closed in on Walker little by little, but dissen
sion among their leaders worked to the filibuster chief's advantage.
In late February, however, the Allied commands reluctantly agreed to
make Mora the commander-in-chief of the combined armies, and Genital.
Martinez went across the lake to San Carlos to offer him that posi
tion.

Mora accepted the leadership, and on March 18, 1857, he arrived

at San Jorge with five hundred sixty men.
siege was well under way.

By the end of March the

Mora and the Allies attacked Rivas several

times, but each time they found the city too well defended.
By late April, however, after losing the battle of San Jorge
and hearing about the defeat of Lockridge1s force, Walker's men began
deserting.

On April 15, the Allies occupied San Juan del Sur, cut

ting off the filibusters' only means of supply.

Late that same month,

the women and children were evacuated from Walker's headquarters.
Recognizing the futility of further fighting, the filibuster leader
surrendered to Davis and .left iNicaraguaron May 1,'1857, sailing'from
San Juan del Sur on the St.. Mary. The enlisted men were sent down
the waterway by steamer to Greytown where they were taken aboard the
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Wabash for transportation to the United States.
Costa Ricans Retain the Waterway
Even though the filibusters had been beaten and the other Allies
had been withdrawn from Nicaragua by June 12, the Costa Ricans re
mained.

What is more, they still kept control of the transit and its

steamers.

Although San Carlos had been turned over to Nicaraguans,

Costa Ricans still held Castillo, La Trinidad, and Greytown.
Rica's designs were obvious.

Costa

Taking advantage of a new outbreak of

animosities between the Nicaraguan Liberals and Conservative9, Costa
Rica laid claim on territory up to Lake Nicaragua and also announced
her intention to freely use the lake as well as the San Juan River.

100

In July, Costa Rica entertained bids for a new transit company
charter, and on July 14, 1857, she gave a contract to R. C. Webster
and Israel Harris with rights to operate the transit route for fifty
years.

President Buchanan protested to Britain about her protege's

high-handed act:

"Your special favorite Costa Rica is now endeavoring

to convert her patriotic assistance to her sister state against the
filibusters into a war of conquest, and she modestly claims the right
to sell the Transit route to the highest bidder."
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Nicaragua's

minister in the United States, on the other hand, gave a new contract
99
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to the original transit company.

With the transit in Costa Rica's

possession, however, it was evident which contract was more valuable.
Within Nicaragua, the two ancient rival groups again temporarily
patched up their difficulties and began preparing for war against
Costa Rica.
In October, 1857, it seemed that Costa Rica was willing to en
force the contract which she had granted to Webster and Harris.

In

that month, she sent Cauty to San Carlos to demand the surrender of
the port to Costa Rican control, since San Carlos was a vital link
in transit operations.

Cauty informed the commandant, Segundo

Cuaresma, that if this were not done, a blockade of the position would
surely accomplish the request.

The post commander advised Cauty that

he would relay the demand to his government\
the San Carlos away from the village.

he then ordered Cauty and

102

Nicaragua broke relations with Costa Rica on October 19, 1857.
In mid-November, Tomas Martinez became president of Nicaragua, and
later that month his representatives and those of Costa Rica met in
Rivas to try to negotiate a settlement.

While the talks were being

conducted, the Costa Rican garrison at El Castillo sent word that
Walker and his filibusters had landed at Greytown.

A hasty agreement

was made between the two countries, and General Jerez immediately
left with troops aboard one of the steamers to augment the force at
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San Carlos.
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The Filibusters Return
On November 24, 1857, the Fashion, loaded with enough arms and
supplies to wage a l$ng campaign, steamed past Greytown and anchored
near the mouth of the Colorado River.
and two hundred men.

Aboard the vessel were Walker

At this location, fifty hand-picked men under

Frank Anderson disembarked in three boats, and the steamer departed
with Walker and the rest of the filibusters.

Just as the Fashion en

tered the harbor at Greytown, the Costa Rican garrison, under Jose
Ba„ldizon, withdrew upriver.
When the ship approached Punta Arenas, the commander of the
United States war ship Saratoga, on the alert for a possible filibuster
landing, thought that it must be a transit company vessel coming to re104
sume operations on the waterway;
therefore, the steamer was allowed
to come to anchor unmolested.

When Walker and his men, who had been

kept concealed, began to disembark, the commander of the warship was
flabbergasted.

Walker confidently pitched camp on Punta Arenas, know

ing that United States authorities could not arrest him on foreign
soil.

At Punta Arenas, the filibusters settled down to wait for word

from Anderson,
Anderson, in the meantime, had wasted no time in going about
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his mission to reopen the river for a main attack later by Walker.
Having got word that Costa Ricans and Nicaraguans were "fighting on
106
the lake," he considered this more an honor than a task.
Finding
La Trinidad deserted, the filibuster vanguard moved up the river to El
Castillo.

At the arrival of Walker's men, the garrison of the old

fort departed for San Carlos on foot, allowing Anderson to take the
position without firing a shot.
At El Castillo they found the Ogden and the Morgan anchored.
Anderson sent the latter below to pick up Walker and the remaining
filibusters, and he and his party continued the ascent of the river.
107
On reaching the El Toro Rapids, they captured the Vanderbilt.
Affairs were indeed going well for the filibusters on the San
Juan, but at Punta Arenas Walker encountered trouble.

When Commodore

Hiram Paulding arrived on the scene on December 13, 1857 he promptly
sent 350 men ashore and arrested Walker.

The filibuster chief sent a

messenger up the river to let Anderson know what had happened.
It took William K. Rogers and "two half-dead longshoremen" three
108
days to reach Anderson's headquarters at El Castillo from Greytown.
Rogers later wrote that during this time they were "sleeping on the
wet banks of the river, or trying to, raining half the time and
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Mosquitoes. . . with never a dry stitch on us."
disappointed to hear of Walker's capture.

Anderson was greatly

Before leaving for downriver,

he had the men remove the cylinder head from the Vanderbilt and hide it
in the river for a possible return.

He also spiked the cannons at the

fort and took from there aboard the Ogden everything worth taking.

110

As the Ogden got within about ten miles of Greytown, a few of
the men asked for a rowboat and provisions.

Anderson gave them what

they asked for, and the small party paddled away with the intention
of eventually catchiiQgaa; Steamer;:torPanama. AA1little ^fafcther'ldownstream the Ogden met the Morgan, which Paulding had armed and sent
back up the river to get the remaining filibusters.
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On December 15,

1857, Walker and his men left aboard United States war ships, never
to see Nicaragua again.
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There is evidence to believe that Walker intended to go from
Honduras back to Nicaragua. He was captured and shot, however, before
he could put this plan into operation. Letter from C. I. Fayssoux to
unknown person, New Orleans, June 30, 1860. Item 21, Fayssoux Collec
tion.

CHAPTER VI
THE WATERWAY IN THE 1850' S
Traffic was brisk on the Lake Nicaragua-San Juan River water
way in the mid-nineteenth century.

While a few small schooners navi

gated the entire length of the channel during the rainy season, most
of the transportation on that water highway was by smaller craft.
A contemporary writes that "travelling on the river St. Juan and on
the lake is done by canoes of all sizes, in which merchandise to al
most any extent can be carried."^
of these was an "exaggerated canoe"

One of the largest and most popular
2

called the bongo.

This vessel

had reigned king of the carrying trade for hundreds of years; then,
suddenly the first steamboat on the waterway appeared in 1850 to
threaten its supremacy.

The decade which followed, with the steamboat

pitted against the bongo, probably represents the most fascinating
period of travel in the history of the waterwjay.

Certainly this was

the decade of greatest change on that water passage.
The Bongo

3

When settlers first came to Nicaragua they found Indians using
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the bongo on the waterway and its tributaries.

The Spaniards were

quick to see the advantages of this huge dugout and to adapt it for
their own use on those waters.

Calero and Machuca, in fact, took sev

eral of these boats along on their descent of the San Juan in 1539.
Calero describes this canoe as "larga de quarenta y cinco pies, muy
baxita de bordes, tiene hechas sus bancadas para remar de dos en dos,
4
reraanla doce remos."
The hull of the bongo was hewn from the trunk of a single tree,
usually cedar, ceiba, or sometimes mahogany.

All three kinds were

easily obtainable in the area round the lake and along the rivers which
drained into the Atlantic.

Cedar and mahogany were valuable for the

long lengthoof::the;:trunk: arid.'forLbhelihafdnessodf !:the'.-wo<5d;cceiLba, oon
the other hand, was a lighter, softer wood whose best characteristic
was its resistance to splitting when exposed to the sun.

The latter

was, therefore, a particularly favorite wood for the bongo.
The tree trunk was first trimmed and shaped into a crude trough.
After roughly outlining the bongo from the trunk, the artisan took
greater care in carving its final form.

When this process was fin

ished, the hull was about thirty-five to forty-five feet long and from

"Relacion de lo que el magnified senor CapitAn Alonso Calero
ha visto," Costa-Rica, Nicaragua £ Panama, p. 734.
^George Byam, Wild Life in the Interior of Central America
(London: John W. Parker, 1849), p. 39; Strangeways, Sketch of the
Mosquito Shore, pp. 91-92; United States Government, Nicaragua, Bul
letin No. 51 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1892), p. 23;
William E. Simmons, The Nicaragua Canal (New York: Harper, 1900),
p. 115; Ephraim George Squier, Waikna; or the Mosquito Shore (Gaines
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six to seven feet wide.

6

The prow of the bongo was rounded or sharpened and the stern
left square.

The thickness of the hull varied from three and a half

to four inches.

The original depth measured about three feet from the

bottom to the level of the sides; then, the canoe was made deeper by
adding two planks from 16" to 18" wide to both sides and running from
end to end.

This increased the depth to about six feet.

After mount

ing these "risings," they were secured by placing ribs every few feet
along the length of the hull and stretching from top to bottom.

These

braces were made from the very toughest timbers, usually wild calabash,
bally, or Santamaria wood.
The last eight feet or so, or roughly one-third of the length
of the craft was decked, beginning about 18" below the top of the
risings.

This left a covered hold of about four and a half feet in

height to protect perishable freight.
or chopa. to protect the passengers.

On top of the deck rose a shed,
Sometimes the chopa (sometimes

also called ramada) was simply a framework of wood with some cattle
hides thrown over it.

On the fancier bongoes, however, the chopa was

oftentimes a cabin of sorts made of boards with a flat roof on top of

The largest dimensions given for the bongo were found in James
Wood's The Adventures. Suffering and Observations of James Wood, con
taining amongst other things, a description of various places lying
between the Gulfs of Darien and St. Lawrence (London: Simpkin, Marshall,
and Co., 1840). He described one bongo as "seven feet on the beam and
fifty feet long," p. 41; the bongo differed :frdm..faheiiPitpan.viororegu-.u lar dugout canoe, in that the latter was flat-bottomed, rounded on both
ends, and generally of much smaller dimensions. Hubert Howe Bancroft,
The Native Races, I, Vol. I of Works of Hubert Howe Bancroft. 725.

which others could sleep.
This cabin covered the entire deck except for about two to three
feet in the rear of the bongo.

This unsheltered space, called the

pineta. was for the exclusive use of the captain, who was also the
pilot.

The captain, or padrone, managed the tiller from this position,

and at night he slept on this few square feet of deck.
Inside the remaining two-thirds of the hull, benches were fixed
a few inches below the gunwale.

At each bench, oars about fifteen to

sixteen feet in length, the last four feet widening to about 18 inches,
were attached to the gunwale with straps of rawhide.

During the dry

season, however, paddles were replaced with "setting poles" of about
the same length or longer.
When completed, the long and narrow bongo was very graceful in
appearance.

Its narrow width was a decided advantage in navigating

among the rocks and sandbars during the dry season.

Moreover, not

having a keel, even when fully loaded, the bongo drew only two to three
feet of water.

Still, at times the bongoes ran aground, and the crew

had to spring overboard to push it over or around the obstacle.
While sleek-looking and fast, the bongo was deceptively spacious,
carrying from eight to as many as sixteen tons of cargo.

Besides

various foods and manufactured articles, the bongoes often carried
loads of hides, dye-woods, and indigo down to the coast.

They ex

changed these products for imported liquors and manufactured goods at
7

E. G. Squier, "San Juan de Nicaragua," Harper1s New Monthly
Magazine, X (December, 1854-May, 1855), p. 51.

San Juan del Norte.
The voyage from one end of the waterway and back by bongo took
from twenty to thirty days.

The trip from San Juan del Norte to San

Carlos was made in from six to nine days, depending upon the condition
of the river.

The descent, of course, required much less time, only

thirty-five or thirty-six hours of actual travel time.
other two to six days to cross the lake.

It took an

Passengers paid from fifteen

to twenty-five dollars each way over the water passage between Granada
andcGr^ytown.

8

The crew of ahbongo consisted of from eight to twenty-two oars
men and a captain.

Most of the time the crew was of Indian stock,

usually Rama or Carib; sometimes they were mestizo and occasionally,
especially: in the 1850's and onward, Negro or mulatto.

The Rama In

dians, however, were considered by most travellers to be the most ex
pert boatmen.

A bongo passenger in 1850 was loud in praise of his In

dian rowers:
Whatever may be said of the descendants of the Spaniards in this
([Nicaragua] , or in any Other American country, and however un
willing the free negro may be to work, the Central-American In
dian is naturally industrious, and, is, without any doubt, the
most useful and the most respectable component in the CentralAmerican population.^
The departure of a bongo was an impressive occasion.

The crew

men sat with oars at ready until the Padrone gave the order to begin.
Sometimes this command came in the form of a discordant blast from a

8
Stillman, An 1850 Voyage, p. 63; Hiram Dwight Pierce, A FortyNiner Speaks (Oakland, California: Keystone-Inglett Printing Co.,
1930), p. 71.
9
Froebel, Seven Years' Travel, p. 33.
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conch shell.

With a shout the crew fell to their work, and the bongo

quickly pulled out of sight.

At San Juan del Norte the whole popula

tion usually waved and cheered the departing bongo on its passage;
the arrival of a bongo was an equally exc±tingevent':forx ther popph •
lace.

At times fleets of more than d dozen bongoes made the voyage
10
together, certainly a grand spectacle.
Shortly after beginning the voyage, the bongo crew suddenly
stopped pulling at the oars, without a signal from anyone, and di
vested themselves completely of their already scanty clothing.

They

carefully folded the garments and stowed them in some corner of the
boat, to be recovered only on stopping at a settlement along the way
or at the final destination.

During the entire voyage, the crew went

about their work unencumbered with clothing.11 Passing bongos, or row
barges, might afford some little entertainment, were it not that the
stark nakedness of the crew makes observation indelicate. . .," com-!,
plained a traveller.

"Dozens of these clumsy vessels we met on our

way up, many of them carrying female passengers; but delicacy or no
11

delicacy, the bongo men did not wear a stitch of clothing."
Perfect specimen of human strength and endurance, the crewmen
rowed incessantly for hours at a time, all in perfect unison.

Late

in the afternoon, the bongo master gave the signal to stop for the
night, always at certain traditional stopping places.

Here the voy

agers ate a supper of plantains, dried beef, and rice, all cooked

10

Phillips, "On the Communication," p. 279.
11
Boylfe, Ride Across a Continent. I, 60.

together with a liberal quantity of fat.

Sometimes the crew members

carried their own personal provisions of raw sugar, sugar cane, or
perhaps tistejor pinol (a beverage made of finely ground parched corn,
cacao, and sugar, mixed with water).

There was always enough food

cooked for second helpings.
With full stomachs, the boatmen collected in a group after
supper and talked for hours, finally going to sleep one by one with
nothing but the sand for a mattress.

During certain times of the

year, however, mosquitoes were so bad that bongoes were forced to
anchor in the water to keep from stirring up the insects on the islands
and river banks.

If this was the case, the crew talked in low voices

for fear of attracting the attention of the insects.

If they slept in

the bongo, they used the benches for beds and the gun wale for a pil
low.
Not much time was wasted in sleeping during a bongo voyage.
At sometime between twelve o'clock and before daybreak, the captain
roused the crew, and once again the bongo was on its way.

Shortly

after venturing into the damp, early morning chill, the padrone broke
into a loud, wailing cry to his god or gods, the oarsmen echoing his
praises in chorus.

Afterward, they sang hymns, their voices piercing

the stillness and sending shivers of excitement into the passengers.
A member of the second group of Californians across Nicaragua quaintly
described that scene:

"The [y] had sum kind of rhyme for 4 or 5

minutes and then the [y] commenced singing.
12

rest followed."

12
Marshall, "An Ohio Argonaut," p. 30.

One took the lead and the

Then, as suddenly as the ritual had started, it ended, and the
crew, in a fit of energy, shouted and pulled at their oars as if some
one were in pursuit.

The vessel skimmed over the water until the men

finally tired and dropped into a pattern of steady, measured strokes.
Long after sunup, they stopped to eat breakfast.

Then the route of a

day's travel was repeated, with another oracion at sunset.

For this

hard work of a round trip voyage over the waterway, the bongo men got
from seven to eight dollars, considered handsome wages in the 1850's.
There were three types of bongoes which travelled the waterway:
One was used altogether for hauling freight, generally at a rate of
from thirty to fifty cents per hundred weight, perhaps more if the
cargo was unusually bulky; one was used exclusively for carrrying pas
sengers, this type especially popular during the first few years of
the gold rush; and another bongo,i probhbjly "the. mofet -common kind,
hauled both freight and passengers.
The trip up the San Juan by passenger bongo, especially during
the dry season, could be an uncomfortable experience.

This bongo

usually carried from 40 to 60 persons, but some were capable of hold
ing as many as a hundred.

When the vessel was crowded, ". . . the

least change of position on the part of anyone could cause it to
careen so far that the oars on that side could not be raised out of
13
the water."
Another passenger called the voyage by bongo the "Most
horrible mode of travelling I ever experienced. . . couldnt move with14
out turning the dam thing over & leaked badly besides."

13
Stillman, An 1850 Voyage, p. 66.
14
Lucian McClenathan Wolcott, Journal, p. 213.
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On the lower San Juan during the dry season, even with its
shallow draft, at times the bongo stuck on sandbars hidden just be
low the level of the water.

On reaching the main stream, however,

there were usually no problems.

Sometimes the bongoes took advantage

of the Westerlies which blew up the San Juan valley and used a sail
as far up as the Machuca rapids.
At this point the going got worse.

The bongo usually had to

remove its cargo and portage around the rapids.

Even unloaded, it

sometimes took hours for the bongo to ascend this one mile stretch
during the dry season.
this set of rapids.

Farther up the river at El Castillo another

portage had to be made.
below the rapids.

Squier1s bongo required four hours to navigate

Here both freight and passenger's were left

The normal procedure was for the bongd to wait for

another boat, and the two combined crews inched first one vessel, then
the other over the rocks and above the swift water.

This took another

three or four hours.
At times ascent of the rapids had to be done with the help
of ropes attached to trees on the bank.

After passing El Castillo

rapids, however, the worst was over, and the remainder of the voy
age to San Carlos was made without incident.

Even though passage over

the rapids was tedious and tiring, there is no record of a fatal bongo
mishap in going through the rapids.
Ascent of the San Juan by bongo during the rainy season could
be equally difficult.

One bongo passenger during the 1850's informs

us that sometimes "the stream is so violent that the native boats or
bongos, manned by a dozen able hands, find it impossible to get up

thus far, and are often obliged to return to Boca de San Juan, not
being able to make headway."1^

Most of the bongoes did make it, how

ever, as one Californian testifies:

"How the Natives tow their Bun-

„16
gos up this Stream is a Mistery to Me, but they do it."
During this
time of the year, the rain "came in torrents, while the roar of the
17
wind was as though all the demons in the forest were abroad."
At El Castillo rapids, the bongo often exchanged its oars for
some poles about 25 feet long which were taken from a large building
on the opposite side of the river from the fort.

Two long planks were

then fixed crosswise the bongo, one in front and the other to the rear,
and for the next approximately thirty-five miles the crewmen stood on
these i:twopplanks':toi‘pdle>:fcheccrAftuAlong.
As the bongo neared San Carlos, the padrone guided the boat to
a low bank.

There the crew left the poles and from some brush took a

mast which they had secreted there on the trip downriver.

Sometimes

the biggest bongoes carried two large square sails, oftentimes not
without a few patches.
At San Carlos the bongoes usually made a short stop before con
tinuing to Granada.

When ready to sail, the bongo held close to the

Chontales coast to take advantage of the Northeast Trades.

A passenger

describes his trip across the lake in a sail-rigged bongo:

"the tack

15
George Lawrance, "Excursion to the Lake of Nicaragua up the
River San Juan," Nautical Magazine. No. 12 (1840), p. 859.
16
Charles R. Parke, Journal, p. 142. Henry E. Huntington
Library, San Marino, California.
17
Stillman, An 1850 Voyage, p. 69.

was occasionally boomed out, or, as the wind changed, carried forward
sometimes nearly to the stern, which drove our clumsy craft faster to
18
Leeward than a-head."

Sometimes on the voyage across the lake, the

bongo stopped on the shores of the lake or on small islands to spend
the night.

At other times, everybody on board went to sleep, leaving
19
the boat adrift "to find its own way" during the night.
When the
vessel got almost directly across the lake from Granada, it made
straight for that port.
A bongo voyage across the lake was sometimes a disaster for un
seasoned voyagers.

The diary of one such traveller humorously reveals

the details of a trip across its rough surface:
Sea-Sick.

"Some of us were quite

Our poor old "butternut ["] Missourian was in a dilema.

shall never forget his countenance and his Contorsions.

I

Poor old

"land lubber" he was not only Sea Sick, but had a severe diarrhaea at
the Same time.

It matters not who may read this when I am dead and

gone, but his Spiral position was Simply ludicrous, As both ends of
the Old fellow had to be over the Side of the Bungo at the Same time
20

•

•

•

• II
•

At Granada the bongo landed on the beach until a wharf was built
in the mid-1850's.
backs of mules.

Its cargo was removed by stevedores or on the

If there were passengers aboard, they were carried

through the remaining few feet of water on the backs of the bongo men.

18
Roberts, Narrative, p. 196.
19
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20
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Fig. 11.— A Bongo
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While the steamboat eventually claimed most of the passenger traffic
on the waterway, the bongo remained a principal freight transport un
til the twentieth century.
The Steamboat
It is not certain whether the Prometheus towed the Sir Henry
Bulwer behind it on its maiden voyage or found it waiting in port.

At

any rate, that iron-hulled sternwheeler, especially built for use on
the San Juan, became the first boat to do regular service on that river.
Its introduction marked the beginning of scheduled service for the en
tire waterway.

A double-decked vessel, the Bulwer1s main deck was

largely taken up by the engine, fireroom, and baggage.

Most of the

passengers were assigned to the upper deck, which was wide open to the
21

elements except for a canvas awning overhead.
The Bulwer left upriver the next day, January 8, 1851.

When it

reached Machuca rapids several days later, the new engine strained al
most to the bursting point, but it made the ascent safely.

By the end

of the fifth day, the river steamer had reached El Castillo,

It an

chored for the night near the village, where there was a party of Cal
ifornians who had come by bongo from the other direction.

The travel

lers from the west were "all feeling well but hardly satisfied with
22

this [the Nicaraguan] root."

Just after daybreak the next morning the steamer began its

21
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22
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ascent of El Castillo rapids, a "no very enviable pastime" a passenger
23
recalled.
Nevertheless, after a long struggle It triumphantly climbed
those rapids.
Toro rapids.

Farther upstream It took another two hours to pass El
At 10:30 that night, after six full days on the river,

the Bulwer dropped anchor at San Carlos.

From this port Vanderbilt

took the steamer across the lake to where Childs was running his survey
near Rivas,

He advised the passengers who had come upriver on the

Bulwer to wait there for the arrival of the Director, which was already
24
making regular calls at the lake ports.
The Director arrived at San Carlos on January 18, and the pas
sengers who had not already gone by bongo across the lake boarded her
for the voyage to Granada.
ports cost twenty dollars.

Passage on that steamer between those two
25

In crossing ■'the lake“ the water "was

very rough and our little Boat was very uneasy, worse by far than was
the Prometheus during our outward passage," one of the travellers en26
tered in his diary.
From Granada the passengers continued to Realejo, where they caught a ship for California.
By late January, Vanderbilt and Childs had decided that the
best route across the rest of the Nicaraguan isthmus lay between Virgen, on the lake, and the Pacific port of San Juan del Sur.

When

23
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24
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Vanderbilt returned to Greytown for the voyage back to the United
States, he left the Director at El Castillo to service the transit
route, between that point and La Virgen.

He stationed the Bulwer on

the lower part of the river.
During the spring, while details of the new route were being
worked out, about 500 passengers used the two steamers in getting
27
across the Nicaraguan isthmus.
In the meantime, New York newspapers
advertised the first isthmian passage using the Rivas isthmus route.
The price for the approximately 200 mile, trip across the isthmus was
forty dollars.
When the Prometheus embarked from New York on July 14, 1851,
once again Vanderbilt was on board to personally supervise the first
crossing over the new route.

Nine days later the ocean steamer en

tered Greytown harbor, and at that port passengers transferred to the
Bulwer. The few ladies in the group were given the lower deck for their
quarters, while the men took the upper deck.
The next day at 6:43 a.m. , July 24, 1851, the Bulwer. smoke
belching from the stack and engines grinding, began the trip upriver.
After going only about a half mile, the boat grounded on a sandbar.
The passengers, animated with a laudable desire, with the exception
of a few, jumped into the water, and after three hours' hard labor
to drag her over, trying to lift her up, or pull her along, they
were exhausted and 'gave up the ship.
Just when it looked like the whole group would have to return
to Greytown in small boats, the British navy came to their aid.

27
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28
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Together the Bulwer people and British crewmen from the Bermuda got
the steamer on its way.
cheers for John Bull.

The riverboat passengers gave a hearty three
Crewmen from the British ship in return cheered

the Americans, a rare display of conviviality between the two national29
ities in this part of Latin America.
The next day the little steamer reached Machuca rapids, more
dangerous at this time of year since the water level was lower.

In

several attempts to get up the rapids, each time it "was swept back tio
the starting point.

Determined that the vessel get through that swift

stretch of water, Vanderbilt himself took over the pilot wheel and tied
down the safety valve.

The craft, straining at every bolt and shaking,

gradually labored its way to the middle of the rapids, then slowed to
almost a halt, unable to make progress against the racing current.

One

of the passengers leaves us this description of the struggle up that
churning stretch of water: **The boat run close in shore; struck limbs
of trees overhead; carried away our awning posts; some little
consternation among us; struck on rocks; rounded it; at it again.
The Orus, in 1850, was wrecked here, and lies in the middle of
the stream. Here was a drawback— the swift current, roaring
•over the loose rocks, impeded our advance; and with the wreck be
fore us, I assure you the experiment of ascending those rapids was
anything but pleasant. Back we were swept, yet Yankee energy was
not thus to be damped— at it again; the boat's nose was brought
out of the current, and all our steam applied— 'Now she moves,"
cried one— now she nears the roclcs--puff— puffr-up— up--not a
word--all silent . . . .
The passengers held their breaths, half-expecting the engine to

29
1851.
* 30
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explode under the increasing pressure.

Suddenly, after a seemingly

endless period of suspension in mid-stream, the boat gave a lurch and
began climbing again against the rushing water.
inch, the Bulwer made its way through the rapids.

Inch by quivering
The ascent of Ma-

chuca rapids took almost three hours.
By the end of the second day, the steamer had chugged its way
upriver as far as El Castillo.

The next day, lightened of passengers

and baggage, the Bulwer made three attempts to get up those rapids.
Even with the help of a hawser, however, Vanderbilt could not get her
past the El Castillo rapids.
cation.

The steamer had to be left at that lo-

31
Just above the rapids, passengers and baggage were put in bon

goes for the trip to El Toro.

It took almost all day, much of the
32
time in a pouring rain, to travel this ten miles.
At El Toro, pas

sengers boarded the Director for the last leg of the voyage.
$hen the second, steamer arrived at San Carlos, Lake Nicaragua
was "a boisterous expanse of water running as high as the angry Atlantic."

33

The voyage across the lake took all night, and the Direc

tor, not having a cabin of any sort, or bathroom facilities, the ladies
used some blankets to erect a screen on deck for their privacy.

A

passenger complained that "between sea-sickness, previous hunger, cold,

31
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33
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wet and fatigue, we had a pretty night of it.11
When the Director reached Virgen on Sunday* July 27, 1851, a
red flag on the beach indicated the intended point of disembarkation.
There not being a wharf, however, the vessel came to anchor in the
choppy water several hundred yards from shore.

When a bongo came out

to get the passengers and their baggage a huge wave overturned the
canoe, and the native crewmen had to swim back.

After waiting several

hours for the tempest to subside, the steamer's own boat was put into
operation shuttling the people as near the shore as possible along a
rope suspended from ship to shore.

The passengers then had to be car

ried on the backs of natives from the boat to the beach through sev
eral yards of water.

A porter who was carrying one of the transit

company's officers lost his balance on this occasion and the two of
35
them tumbled into the foaming surf.
On reaching Virgen, it was learned that the ship had not ar
rived at San Juan del Sur for the Pacific voyage to San Francisco.
Passengers were forced to wait in Rivas for almost three weeks before
the ship arrived.

Some of the passengers were indignant over the lack

of organization on the part of the transit company; nevertheless, since
this route was shorter and possibly healthier than the one across
Panama, the company was soon doing a booming business.
After the Accessory Company took over management of the transit

34
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35
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route, the price of crossing increased.

In addition, passengers were

charged fifteen cents a pound for any baggage which had to be handled
by company employees.
for the trip.

Passengers also had to provide their own food

Those who did not make arrangements for their board

beforehand had to beg food from others or buy it at exorbitant prices.
Ham cost 80 cents a pound; cheese, 75 cents a pound; a loaf of bread,
$1.50; "Hard Bread 30 pr lb, crackers 60 pr lb, co co [chocolate},
coffee and Tea 10 cts pr cup and other things in proportion.

„36

Native fruits, however, were plentiful and cheap everywhere except at
Greytown.
Conditions on board the transit vessels in the first several
years of operation were crowded and uncomfortable.

The small steamers

were so crammed with passengers that when the boats anchored for the
night, many people had to spend the night sitting or standing.

When

the boats were in operation, however, standing was not permitted for
fear of putting the craft out of balance.

During a normal trip "the

Stern voice of the Captain who kept the helm might momentarily be
heard exclaiming Sit down, which cry would be Echoed by no small
number of voices from all parts of the Boat.

.,37

By early 1852, several new steamers had been added to the route.
Both the Ometepe and the Central America were bigger steamers built
for the lake; the John M. Clayton, an open-decked craft like the

' 36
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Director, and the Edmund D. Miller, were river steamers.

The two lake

steamers were put into service on the run between Virgen and El Toro
rapids, stopping at San Carlos just long enough for a customs inspec
tion.
rapids.

The Bulwer handled the few miles between El Toro and El Castillo
At this point, the Director took over to connect with the

Clayton and the Miller at Machuca rapids, the latter two vessels con38
tinuing to Greytown.
The runs were flexible, however, depending upon the condition
of the river from season to season.

During the rainy months, for

example, El Toro rapids presented no serious impediment to river trav
el; consequently, this link was eliminated until the return of the
dry season.

Machuca rapids could also be navigated with no special

difficulty during the period of highest water.

Therefore, during

part of the year, the only break in the water passage was at El Cas
tillo.
The voyage from Greytown to the lake and vice versa usually
took three days.

Into the small river steamers "were driven promis

cuously, men, women, and children of all classes, black, white, and
mulatto, and herded like cattle without privacy or restraint, without
rooms or berths. . . the deeent and refined portion continually hearing
39
the vile language of the obscene and blasphemous."
At Machuca, El

38
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Castillo, and El Toro, passengers sometimes had to disembark and walk
around the rapids, which during rainy weather could be an unpleasant
jaunt.

In a letter to his wife, a traveller in late May, 1852 com

plained that "we had to walk 2 1/2 miles around the [^MachucaJ rapids
through the worst road or path you ever saw mud very deep and sticky,
40
it took all day to get that 2 1/2 miles and get up the Baggage."
On the other hand, during drier times many passengers enjoyed
getting off the crowded river steamers to portage the rapids.

"The

path along the margin of the winding stream," wrote another passenger,
"--overhung by the beautiful foliage of the tall trees, and studded on
one side by the dense and, to me, novel and interesting undergrowth,—
41
is^pi€fsant, and the walk adds an agreeable variety to the journey."
The spring of 1852 witnessed an exceptionally arid dry season.
Company officials had to revert to the former practice of combining
steamboat and bongo transportation to make transit connections in the
shallow and sandbar-filled river.

Passengers took either dbmpany

longboats or bongoes on the lower San Juan between the Colorado branch
and Greytown.

Although steamers were able to service the rest of the

route, at the various rapids bongoes were kept on hand to transfer the
42
baggage through the rapids to other waiting steamers.
At Virgen, at
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the other end of the transit, however, by this time an "Iron Safety
Barge which carried from 50 to 70 a load" had replaced the usual hon~
goes in getting passengers ashore.

43

Wood had probably supplanted coal as a fuel for the steamers by
the end of 1852.

There were several wooding stations by that time on

the San Juan and at least one on a small island in Lake Nicaragua,
perhaps one of the Solentiname archipelago.

The stacked wood at those

stations was covered by a shed; otherwise, it would have rotted quickly
in the warm, moist climate of the waterway.
By 1853, the transit company had built a dock, a business of
fice, and several houses for employees on Punta Arenas, near the mouth
of the harbor.

River steamers were able to pull directly alongside the

ocean-going vessels at this point to transfer passengers and cargo.
t

Also by this time several river steamers were operating between each
of the two lower runs— from El Castillo to Machuca and from Machuca to
44
Greytown.
Thenceforth, cabin and first class passengers were placed on one
river steamer; steerage passengers, who constituted about two-thirds
of each ocean steamer's load, took the other.

The two steamers often

times raced on the runs, even though it was prearranged that the first
class vessel arrive first.

Besides, the latter craft was indeed usually
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faster since it normally was slightly less jammed with passengers
than the steerage class steamer.
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At El Toro rapids, both steerage and first class passengers
changed to the same vessel for the voyage to Virgen.

At times, first

class passengers had to wait for houfcs at this point for the arrival
of the second group.

One of the passengers later wrote of this ex

perience (probably in a lighter vein than he had felt at the time):
Here we are £ El Toro] , just as the night found us, except the
fatigue of our rest, what a night we have had! Two hundred per
sons crowded on the open decks of a small steamer, and taxing
their ingenuity to obtain a recumbent position! Mosquitos!
The lice of Egypt were blessings in comparison, both in number
and vexation! Their probosces, for point and comparative pro
portions, cast the elephant's completely into the shade. We
neither slept nor rested; but through the 'live-long night'
rolled and tumbled, slapped and scratched, kicked and scolded,
until daylight brought relief, when, on stepping before the
mirror, I was faced by an entire stranger! . . . My face was
almost a continuous red blotch. But not being alone in the
metamorphosis, I made a virtue of necessity, and, acting on
the principle that 'misery loves company,' assumed as compla
cent an air as I could.^
When the second class steamer arrived, three hundred more souls were
added to the already crowded vessel.
The teams of river steamers by the end of 1853 were carrying
from 600 to 1,000 passengers at a time.

"At times during the rainy

season," a contemporary writes,
they £ river steamers] can barely carry their load of passengers,
and 1 have known the riverboats to run aground on sand-bars
formed within twenty-four hours, and forced to remain there
frequently all night, exposing their living freight to the most
insinuating rain. There they would anchor till daybreak, when,

Capron, History of California, pp. 279-,- 291.
46

to lighten the craft, the passengers would have to leap overboard,
and give a 'helping hand,'^7
William Tecumseh Sherman on a business trip to California was among
48
those in 1853 who had to take to the water to lend a "helping hand."
By 1854 the transit company was functioning somewhat more
smoothly.

From Greytown to Virgen took only twenty-five hours .actual:.

travel time and the pair of steamers on the lower San Juan had been
increased to three for each run.

The number of people who used the

Nicaraguan route, however, was growing faster than additional craft
could be provided; therefore, the vessels remained crowded.

Passengers

also still had to arrange for their own food.
Although the transit crossing in th6 !mid-1850' s .was. probably,iconducted in a more businesslike manner, the trip still was not without
occasional moments of excitement.

Male passengers often took shots

at birds and sunning alligators with their pistols and rifles to re50
lieve the monotony.
At least one trip was enlivened by a fist fight
51
between the captain and the engineer on one of the riverboats.
During a crossing in the fall of that year, a passenger found the crew
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of the steamer operating between El Castillo and El Toro to be drunk.
On the ascent of this several miles, the same passenger recalls that
The boat was very heavily loaded, and the rapids great, and at
one time the passengers became greatly alarmed for their safety,
the engine had up one hundred and fifty pounds of steam being
thirty pounds more than she was built to bear. I was walking
past the safety valve when to my astonishment I saw a man sitting
on It
with weights of different kinds. I heard him shout
to the engineers to pour in the oil and give her h-11, the order
was complied with and in a instant the steam was bursting from
every bolt in the boiler at this time the firemen and engineers
had left their stations the captain was walking aft apparently
in deep thought, and this man jumped upon the safety valve and
passengers were beginning to stampede all trying to get nearest
the stern expecting every moment to be blown into a thousand
atoms, she was not making a knot of headway, some of the pas
sengers were cursing the officers of the boat for their reckless
ness when at this critical moment the boat gave a sudden turn ^
_______ and shot out into the current and our danger was over.
Travel on Lake Nicaragua could be equally colorful, if somewhat
grey in hue.

A trip across the lake on the Central America was an
s

unforgettable, though not necessarily enjoyable voyage.

An irate

passenger's diary records his impression of the event:
Arose at four o'clock this morning, and went on deck; no, — I
slept last night in the open air, on the upper deck, and I should
therefore, say I arose on deck. Five hundred sleepers crowded
the two decks of the steamer last night; no,— another mistake;
— how potent is the force of association! Five hundred weary
travellers, who would gladly have been sleepers, crowded the two
decks.
We laid down by turns, 1 endeavored, by searching, to find
six feet by two where I might plant myself; but the bodies were
stowed so closely together, on both decks, that I could with much
difficulty put my feet between them, and I remained up, to gaze
on the novel exhibition, until after two o'clock, before my turn
came. And such decks for human beings! A heavy dew had fallen,
and well moistened the dirt and dust, which, by bed-time, were
very equally distributed over the whole surface. We literally
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slept in the mudl The mosquitos were careful not to be absent
on this interesting occasion, but added their comforts to fill
the picture.-53
By 1855, however, competition with the Panama route had forced
the company to provide more comfortable conditions for the passengers.
Two vessels which could both feed and sleep the people were added to
the fleet:

the Colorado, which had a draft of less than a foot,

could carry up to 1,000 passengers the entire length of the San Juan;
and the 250 foot long San Carlos offered state rooms, a parlor, and a
54
dining room for as many as 1,500 persons on the lake voyage.
A trip by steamer across the Nicaraguan Isthmus by the mid1850's was a gay, if not comfortable journey.

The river steamers were

fitted with two rows of double bunks on the upper deck, in which
Ladies and gentlemen were mixed up indiscriminately, above, below
and alongside of each other. But that did not seem to specially
frighten or annoy any one. All were laughing and in the highest
spirits. Passengers became more sociable and got better acquaint
ed in half an hours intercourse on the boat, than during our ten
days journey on the Qocean-going^ steamship.
Two huge pottery jars furnished water for the passengers, and benches
lined the guard rails on both decks.
By the last half of the 1850's, all portages except the one at
El Castillo had been eliminated.

Even at this point passengers had to

walk only about 300 yardd.. Excess baggage and freight, now reduced
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to a dollar per hundred weight, were transported above the falls on
railcars.
metal.

The rails were at first wood covered with thin strips of

All-iron rails later replaced the wood ones, and mules then

pulled the cars along the tracks.

56

Nor did passengers still have to jump into the water to help
unstick the steamers.

Now, whenever a steamer ran aground, the crew

pried the vessel loose with long poles.

If the occurrence was at

night, the furnace door was opened to provide a light for the workers.
This more professional crew also aided the steamer at Machuca rapids
by attaching ropes to trees and pulling the vessel up the stream about
200 yards at a time.
On the river voyage, food was served buffet style on the after
deck.

Each person selected for himself what he wanted of the breads

and coldcuts, then took his place on the benches.

While he ate, a

steward came around with a container of tea and filled his cup.

While

the bill of fare was not overly varied, no one complained of not
57
having enough to eat.
During this time, a wharf was built at Virgen, which allowed
passengers to finish their voyage in comfort.

From Virgen, travellers

rode in stagecoaches along a paved road to San Juan del Sur.

The en

tire crossing from Atlantic to Pacific was made in 21 hours thirty
58
minutes actual travel time.
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As the decade of the 1850's came to an end, however, the San
Juan was strewn with wrecks of steamers.

One voyager claimed that at

least twenty-two steamers had met their end on the waterway, many of
59
these during the filibuster episode no doubt.
In the river sand
collected around the debris of several of thecsteamer':bkel£tonsv
eventually forming.Amall i6l§nda* fitting .rapnumenta to the days :when
the steamboat was almost, king.'on..fche-.wat&nyay.i.
Waterway Settlements
When the first Californians crossed Nicaragua in 1849 and 1850,
they found the waterway, especially the river portion, little more than
a pathway through a wilderness.

The entire passage from Greytown to

Granada was broken only by tiny settlements at El Castillo and San Car
los, their existence justified only by the fact that they had always
existed.
Since most of these Californians were westward-bound, their
first contact with the waterway was on the Atlantic coast.

Their

ocean-going vessel entered a large harbor near the. mouth..of::the. San
Juan River through an opening several hundred yards wide.

On the left

they passed the sometimes island-sometimes peninsula of Punta Arenas
on whose sandy terrain were scattered the ruins of an old Spanish
fortification.
At the other end of the almost enclosed harbor, passengers saw
a small cove whose area was taken up by from fifty to sixty houses.
This was Greytown, a settlement "utterly unknown to the world until
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60
1848."
At first sight, the drowsy village seemed to be resting on
the surface of the water; as the vessel got closer, however, they/ were
able to make out the very low, sandy shore.
Houses were arranged in two roughly parallel rows, "some built
of boards, but most of reeds, and all thatched with palm leaves.

Some

came down to the water, like sheds, and under one end were drawn up
61
pit-pans and canoes."OA

The walls of the houses were usually poles

planted upright into the black, porous earth and inter-woven with vines.
A large building in the grass-covered central square served as the
customs house and residence for Mosquito and British officials.

A

dense, dark-green jungle closed in the village on three sides.
Reactions of these visitors to Greytown varied.
bound traveller observed:

One California-

"The steep, thatch-roofed cane houses

clustered together at its [the bay's] head relieving the dense forest
behind; and the dimly seen summits of the far-off mountains of Nicara
gua, mad'e^t'o'me one of the most beautiful landscapes that I ever beheld."
scape:

62

Another passenger, was not fully appreciative of that land
" . . . a more disgusting place I never saw.

It is on a low

ridge that separates the river from an impenetrable swamp, swarming
with reptiles and repulsive roots, and darnels, rank and rotting."

63

Whatever appearance the village presented, however, its location
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was considered exceptionally healthy.

Some attributed its health

fulness to its porous, sandy soil; others, to the constant breezes
which kept the air pure.

It could also have been the pure water,

since, instead of using river water, the people of Greytown sank
barrels into the sandy soil--a natural filter system— to obtain their
drinking water.

64

Practically all of the approximately 300 villagers came to
meet arriving passengers, a big social event.

The inhabitants included

every color and shade of the human species, though black seemed to
dominate.

A Californian candidly described the population as "mostly

a Mixture of Negro and Indian with a Slight dip of Spanish, the Wolly
£woolly3 head predominating."
Some of the visitors found the native dress rather too casual
to suit good taste.

Children from infants „to .teenagers were not

bothered by a single trapping of western society, or, in fact, of any
other society.

Women's apparel, likewise, was a bit skimpy with

patches of flesh showing here and there.

The men usually wore no

thing more than short pants or a night-shirt sort of garment which was
often not long enough to accomplish its purpose.

Nobody at all wore

shoes.
There was not a single hotel or guest house in Greytown in the
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first days of crossing Nicaragua.
selves.

Passengers had to manage for them

Several dozens of the first group rented a converted ware

house for their sleeping accommodations.

When Squier came along a

few weeks later he occupied the same dwelling.

The only places of

amusement in the village seem to have been one or two very quiet tav
erns.

It is little wonder then that in 1849 it was reported that the

entire police force consisted of only two Jamaica Negroes.

66

All food in Greytown at this time had to come by ship, since
the Nicaraguans in trying to force the British.out did not permit
67
provisions to be brought down the San Juan.
No food of any descrip
tion was rA&sed in Greytown.

Even four years after the first crossing,

a visitor remarked that
no husbandry is visible. I have travelled a mile into the country
this afternoon, but have not seen a cultivated field, a garden
flower, or a fruit tree. The inhabitants raise no stock. I saw
not a cow, sheep nor hog. Two dwarf horses, mere carcasses, were
feeding on the common. I saw a dirty goat, a monkey, a fawn, two
dogs, and clouds of turkey buzzards.
For many miles up the river from Greytown not a house inter
rupted the wall of jungle seen on both sides of the river.

A few

people had settled at the mouth of the Sarapiqui several years
earlier, but they had abandoned the location when Lock led his expedi
tion up the river.
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Fig. i^.-rSan Juan del Norte (Greytown)., 1849

Fig. 13.--E1 Castillo, 1849

Fig. 14.--San Carlos, 1849

The nearest inhabited place up the river from Greytown in 1849
and 1850 was El Castillo, where, besides the ruins of the old fort,
there was but one house.

This crude structure housed a small detach

ment of soldiers whose chief duty was to aid the bongoes in their passage across the rapids.
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While a drawing made in 1849 shows only this

solitary building at El Castillo, there must have also been a few
native huts in the hills around this place.
Forty miles farther upstream, the village of San Carlos occupied
a rocky peninsula which marked the union of lake and river.

A tree-

covered hill looked down upon the small settlement from behind and hid
among its vegetation the remains of delapidated old Fort San Carlos.
The twenty to thirty huts which made up the village lay between the
hill and the water.

Most of the cane and board houses belonged to

soldiers and their families.^
At San Carlos, like Greytown, there was no evidence of culti
vation.

Around its perimeter were thick brush and trees "in which

tiger and small game may at all times be found.

Also in the brush

could be found decaying walls of old houses which indicated that San
72
Carlos had probably known better and more prosperous days.
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A customs house, established after the British takeover of Grey
town, collected an import duty of about 24 per cent on goods brought
from the Atlantic coast.

73

entire revenue of Nicaragua.

This tariff represented practically the
A traveller described the customs house

as a "thatched hut, open on one side, about 20 feet by 10, in one corn
er is a grog shop in which the boys men and the women of the place are
74
sprawled on the ground gambling, drinking & smoking. . . . "
Patricio
Rivas, who had formerly been administrator at Greytown, was the customs
75
official.
San Carlos' main asset was its location.

Not only was it

strategically situated, but also "the view from this elevation has a
peculiar character of grandeur," wrote one of the first transit travel
lers.^

Squier called the sight of the lake from San Carlos "one of
77
the finest views in the world."
This scenery was less appreciable,
however, when clouds of gnats invaded the village.

These tiny insects

were so numerous at times that they were "swept up on the decks of the
78
boats, and thrown into the lake by bushels."
Granada, at the other end of the waterway, was a bustling city
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79
of from ten to twelve thousand in 1849.

Over three hundred years

old, this metropolis presented a somewhat moldy appearance to most
early travellers.

Except for downtown, the streets were narrow, with

out sidewalks, and often unpaved.

The adobe, tile-roofed houses, while

comfortable-looking, were too solid to be attractive.

One visitor to

the city in 1850 found Granada rather dull because it had a "European
80
business aspect."
More exotic sights were probably seen in the suburbs, however,
generally inhabited by the Indian segment of the population.

Here, a

traveller advised that one would "discover new gems of beauty in the
situation of some humble dwellings, built of reeds and thatched with
81
palm leaves."

Others viewed the suburbs as the worst possible en82
vironment, "inhabited by a poor and dirty mongrel population."
Whatever the opinion might have been of the city, everyone
agreed that the beach at Granada was very colorful.

"The shore was

crowded with bathers, and washerwomen, and idlers," wrote one new
arrival.

83

Another found the beach so thick with people that only with

the greatest difficulty could he jpick his way through the crowd on
horseback to water the animal.
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Here, as many as 200 women washed
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clothes at the same time, and people of both sexes and all ages swam
In thoroughly mixed confusion.

The men proudly exercised their horses

In strolls or races along the beach and later scrubbed them In the lake
85
alongside the swimmers andbathers.
A city as large andold as Granada was already too solidly
planted to be greatly changed by the coming of the transit.

While

many foreigners poured into Granada during this time, raising the popu
lation to perhaps 15,000, the city itself remained essentially the same
Besides, after the summer of 1851, it was not directly on the transit
line to receive the full effect of the innovation.
Other points on the transit route, however, were powerfully in
fluenced by the times.

With the advent of the transit company, ocean

going vessels from New York, New Orleans, and Europe began calling re
gularly at Greytown.

A few years later this once simple village had

taken on a much more cosmopolitan air.
By the mid-1850's, Greytown stretched for a half mile along the
shore of the bay.

Two wide, straight streetsparallel tothe shoreline

extended the length of the town, and along the streets stood from 80
to 90 native

houses and about a score of American-type structures.

The latter were built around the central plaza, called Victoria Square,
which dominated the center of town.

One of the most prominent of these
86
buildings was the two-story St. Charles Hotel.
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Facing the square stood the government building, and nearby
were United States, British, and French consulates.

The frame build

ings, raised on brick or wood pillars from two to three feet above the
ground, were usually white-painted, with green shutters and brown
shinglerroofs.

;Most of -.the modern houses seemed :to, be<.a ’lftaver.pt,

grocery,sStore, bowling alley, billiard, or other gaming house."
The majority of these businesses were in the hands of Americans.

87
Many

of the some 500 population of Greytown in the mid-1850's were foreign88
ers.
After 1853, most of the transit company buildings were moved
across the bay to Punta Arenas.

Several buildings rose on that sandy

terrain, but within a few years the area was being almost swept away
by the sea.

Upon locating at Punta Arenas, the transit company had

cut the undergrowth on the island and there was nothing to keep the
sand intact.
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Upriver from Greytown, heavy growth at places along the river
and even on islands in the stream had begunto yield to the axes of
settlers, most of them Americans.

Probably the closest plantation to

Greytown was one found on Kirkland's Island, about eighteen miles up
the river.

Some Americans at this point, besides tending a wooding

station for the steamers, also had a large garden with tropical as
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well as northern vegetables and fruits.

A similar farm was located a

little farther upstream at Leap's Island, where an American by that
90
name had settled with his family.
At the mouth of the Sarapiqul a German bachelor named Hipp had
cleared and planted land on both sides of the river.

This location,

called La Trinidad by Spanish colonials, also became known as Hipp's
point to foreigners.

At the few houses located here, visitors could

get both food and lodging, those travellers being the sole livelihood
of the hamlet.

91

Another wooding station and house looked down from the hill on
the left bank of the river at Machuca rapids in the mid-18501s.

Also

at Machuca, Indians had taken advantage of the portage to set up re
freshment -stands at both ends of the rapids during the dry season.
Judging from the complaints of travellers about the prices, these must
92
have been profitable enterprises.
A few miles upstream, El Castillo had been profoundly affected
by transit operations.

The most dramatic change at El Castillo, how

ever, was not its size but its character.

As early as 1850, a few

farsighted'Americans had put up some tents at El Castillo to sell
travellers food and liquor.
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Four or five years later,.instead of the one frame dwelling and
the several tents, there were several handsome structures as well as
other less stately ones and about thirty native huts.

The village,

with about two hundred permanent residents, had wharves below and above
94

the rapids with a railway connecting the two points.
Several hotels, stores, and restaurants were found among the
best-constructed buildings.

One of the two best hotels was the "El

Castillo." This two-story affair was clapboarded on the ."ides and had
a thatched roof.

A bar-dining room and the owner's quarters occupied

the lower floor, while the upper story provided sleeping arrangements
for about 75 people.
building.

Upstairs a hall ran the entire length of the

On the side facing the river were tiny rooms divided by

flimsy curtains hung every few feet, each cubicle holding from two to
three beds. Across the hall was a single long, narrow dormitory with
95
twenty^five double bunks; others usually slept on the floor.
Nor was business confined to "downtown" El Castillo.

Whenever

a load of Californians disembarked at El Castillo, every building and
native hut became a store, hotel, or tavern.

An impressed traveller

remarked that "it is safe to take for granted that everything in
96
Castillo is for sale."
Among the most popular sale items at El Castillo— as it was in
every place along the transit— was liquor.

On a wait at El Castillo
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for a connecting steamer, a fastidious teetotaler discovered that In
that tropical climate a drink or two did wonders for one's morale:
1 drank a common foot-glass of brandy, seasoned with lemon and
sugar, and In the space of half an hour recovered my ordinary
degree of strength. I have since used three glasses dally . . .
The draught produces immediate and profuse perspiration, but it
imparts energy and vigor to the system. I am no advocate for
the habitual use of intoxicating liquors as a beverage, but I
am persuaded that the principle of total abstinence must allow
a wide margin for exceptions in the low latitudes. 97
San Carlos did not witness the prosperity that other places
enjoyed, since passengers usually did not have time to leave the
steamer during the short customs inspection.

In the middle of the

decade, evidence that it would become a "large and important town,"
as Squier had predicted, lay wanting.

98

The number of houses had

hardly increased.
On the contrary, Virgen, across the lake, had sprung from a
pastoral village to a frontier-type town of several hundred people.
There were more than 50 native huts; the center of the settlement
had given way to about a dozen frame buildings with plank floors.
Besides a hotel owned by the transit company there were others with
imposing names like the Washington, Lafayette, and Jackson House,
which provided meals and beds for a dollar each.

An asphalt road
99
led from Virgen across the isthmus to San Juan del Sur.
At the end of the decade, with the slowing down of traffic over
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the transit, the foreign businessmen who owned most of the boom-town
businesses sought more fertile fields.

That the growth of these

settlements along the waterway was due to the transit company is
easily seen by their proportional decline.

By the end of the 1850's

the days of the rowdy, wild-spending, pleasure-seeking Californians
were becoming only memories.

A short revival in the next decade led

to no substantial permanent prosperity.

CHAPTER VII

THE DECLINE OF A WATERWAY
At the end of the filibuster war, Nicaragua and Costa Rica
signed a convention which established the border between the two coun
tries roughly along the southern lines of the waterway.
longstanding claim to Punta Arenas was recognized.

Costa Rica* s

From that place,

the boundary ran along the right bank of the San Juan to a point about
three miles short of El Castillo.

The demarcation then dropped south

two miles and continued parallel to the rest of the river and the
south shores of the lake over to Salinas Bay, on the Pacific.

Both

countries agreed to share that bay and also the one at Greytown.

While

Nicaragua retained undisputed ownership of the lake and river, Costa
1
Rica won the right to navigate the latter almost to El Castillo.
The following years until well into the twentieth century were
ones of fluctuating optimism and despair but rarely prosperity for the
waterway.

During those years, navigation on the waterway between

Granada and Greytown was probably kept alive more because of tradition
than the revenues it brought.

As in past years, this period in the

history of the water passage was dominated by events revolving around
the transit' and the hope of building a canal.
.The' Transit i.
After the takeover of the transit steamers by Costa Rica, then

1
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Nicaragua, most of the vessels were wrecked one by one or fell into a
hopeless state of disrepair.

When nothing resulted from Felix Belly's

attempt in 1859 to re-establish the transit, a second charter was
granted to the old Atlantic and Pacific Ship Canal Company, since re
chartered as the Central American Transit Company.

The company began

operating in the fall of 1862, but with only one steamer on the lake
and another one on the river, the corporation could not handle the un
expected number of passengers.

Another try the following year, after

the addition of two more steamers, ended with the same results.

2

A third charter was given to the Central American company in
early 1864.

By August, passengers were making regular crossings over

the isthmus on two or three lake vessels and six riverboats.

It is

estimated that the company handled from six to ten thousand passengers
3
a year.
For a while the organization also owned its own ocean
steamers, but later these were given up because of financial difficul
ties.
In the 1860's, the heaviest traffic seemed to be eastward-bound.
On the transit route, passengers found Virgen, once a rough frontier
town, a quieter place; however, wide use of English in this town re
called wilder, busier days.

The wharf, burned during the filibuster

war, had been replaced with a longer, wider one at which the steamer

2
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could directly dock.

The large lake steamer transported passengers
4
to San Carlos in from twelve to fourteen hours.
At San Carlos houses lined both sides of a single street which
led up the incline toward the ruined fort.

Except for a few well-

constructed stores and the governor's residence, however, passengers
found the buildings "dingy and ruinous."

The population still was

not more than two hundred."*
Travellers changed at this town from the comfortable lake
steamer, probably the Cass Irissari, San Juan, or Tipitapa to a
heavily-loaded, double-decked sternwheeler for the river voyage.

One

of these riverboats was the Panaloya, which drew only three feet of
water; others were the Laura Frances, the Catalina Maria, the Cora,
6

and the Managua.

Accommodations on the riverboats were crude, and

there were no facilities for sleeping.
Mark Twain, a passenger across the Transit route in December
of 1866, did not highly recommend the provisions aboard the vessels.
"On the lake boat they fed us on coffee, and tea," he later wrote,
"and on sandwiches composed of two pieces of bread enclosing one piece
of ham.

On this [river] boat they gave us tea, coffee, and sandwiches

4
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composed of one piece of ham between two pieces of bread.

There is

nothing like variety."^
Downriver at El Castillo, passengers saw guards walking the
walls of the old fort, the only occupied fortification on the water
way at the time.

Because of disputes concerning rights of navigation

on the lower San Juan, war between Nicaragua and Costa Rica appeared
8
imminent and probably led to re-occupation of the ruined fort.
Law
breakers and probably political prisoners were kept in the dungeon of
El Castillo.

Around the castle the land had been cleared, and a few

cows and herds of goats grazed on the pastureland.

While the village

was not as active as it had been during the early years of the tran
sit, shipments of crude rubber from this point and transit passengers
9
kept the businesses alive.
At times passengers changed boats at El Castillo, their baggage
transferred around the falls by tranvia.

During the rainy season,

however, sometimes passengers on riverboats made the passage of the
entire length of the river uninterrupted.

On the ascent of El Cas

tillo rapids during the non-stop voyage, the rapids were climbed with
7
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the "safety-valve screwed down, and a bucket of lead, or two if necessary, hanging to the lever."

10

Besides a few plantain patches, only one farm existed along the
river in the 1860's.

"Along shore," an observer wrote, "huge alliga

tors lay and sunned themselves and slept; birds with gaudy feathers
and villainous hooked bills stood stupidly on overhanging boughs, and
4

startled one suddenly out of his long cherished, dimly-defined notion
..11
that that sort of bird only lived in menageries."

In the river it

self a few new islandslihadrformed.varouhd: the ruined hulks of founderdd
steamers.

Part of the framework of the Orus was still visible above

the sand which had engulfed most of its body.

12

At the Atlantic terminus of the transit route, Greytown, re
built after its destruction in 1854, was described as a "very pretty
little village . . . all white paint and green leaves and wavy palm
trees."

13

After the re-establishment of the transit company, many of

the some 200 buildings served as hotels, where for a dollar one got
temporary rights to a hammock or a canvas cot.
If Greytown had successfully weathered the ages, however, its
harbor had not been so fortunate.
bor was almost closed.

By this time the mouth of the har

Ships had to anchor about a mile off-shore in

the open sea while lighters went out to pick up freight and passen-
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11
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13
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gers.

Boats occasionally capsized in trying to cross over the bar at

the mouth of the bay and its occupants lost to the hordes of man14
eating sharks which Inhabited that area.
Passengers found the har
bor itself a "vast meadow of water-grass.

Across the harbor the

river also often had enormous, sometimes impassable sand deposits at
its mouth.

Dredging operations in the harbor and the river mouth had

already begun when financial and political problems caused the failure
16
of the transit company in 1868.
The collapse of the company was timely, for in May, 1869, the
transcontinental railroad was completed in the United States.

When

Leland Stanford drove the last spike in that rail connection, he also
hammered one of the last nails in the transit company* s coffin.

With

the completion of a coast-to-coast railroad in the United States "the
first great era of isthmian transportation was past .'. . its reason
for existence was now passed."
Although in the 1870's there was no longer a transit route,
J. E. Hollembeck kept five steamboats in service between Greytown and
Granada.

In March, 1877, Francisco Alfredo Pellas acquired those

boats and formed the Compania de Navegacion del Lago de Nicaragua y
Rio San Juan.

By this time, Granada was beginning to recover from the

14
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conflagration of 1856.

A new warehouse and a new wharf at the site of
18
El Fuerteclto had been built to handle waterway traffic.
Many Granadians used to travel down the waterway to spend the
New Year's holiday at Greytown, where there was a traditional ball
every New Year's Eve.

On January 2, 1881, on the return from that

affair, the boiler on the Pipante .exploded, killing and injuring several passengers.

19

More excitement followed in the summer of that

year when the Jesuits, suspected of causing an Indian rebellion in
Matagalpa, were expelled from the country.

The steamer Coburgo,took
20
them down the waterway from Granada into exile.
The following year, Pellas and two companions went to the

United States and brought back a new lake steamer, the Victoria, named
for one of the owner's sisters.

This 136 foot-long by 28 foot-wide

craft, built to carry 150 tons of freight and an equal number of pas
sengers, made the voyage to Greytown under its own power.

Although

it drew six feet, the ascent of the San Juan was without incident
since it was made during the rainy season.

21

Upon arrival on the lake, the ship had a second deck added and
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a few more alterations made to suit its purpose.

The new addition to

the waterway carried President-Elect AdAn C&rdenas and other digni
taries for a short cruise through the Coral Islands near Granada in
22
December, 1882.
The Victoria would figure prominently in the his
tory of the waterway for over three-quarters of a century.
The new lake steamer made connections with riverboats at San
Carlos every ten days to two weeks.
times went as far as El Castillo.

During the wet season, it some
Besides calling regularly at San

Carlos, the Victoria also made stops at the ports of Moyogalpa, San
23
Miguelito, San Ubaldo, Puerto Diaz, and San Jorge.
The latter port had taken Virgen' s place as the chief port on
the west shores of the lake by the 1880's, Virgen having almost dis
appeared after the failure of the transit company.

In 1885, when

Nicaragua and Honduras were fighting along the border, 1,000 fully
equipped Costa Rican volunteers arrived at San Jorge and were taken
by steamer to Granada; luckily the lake was calm on this trip, for
the deck of the vessel floated only a foot and a half above the
water.

24

At the end of that decade, the body of President Evaristo

Caraza, who had died of a heart attack, was taken to San Jorge aboard
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the Victoria for burial in the pantheon at nearby Rivas.

25

From 1889 to 1891, the lake and river steamers became part of
the Nicaragua Mail Steam Navigation Trading Company, which was associ
ated with the canal company.

Pellas later regained the vessels.

In

the decade of the 1890's, the steamers were often the target of revo
lutionary attempts against the government of President Jose Santos
Zelaya.
Anti-government forces took the Victoria in 1893 and used it as
a troop transport until it ran aground on one of the Coral Islands.
Both lake and river steamers served government troops the following
year when soldiers voyaged to the Mosquito coast to prepare for its
annexation to Nicaragua.

Again, in 1897, revolutionaries seized the

Victoria at the dock in Granada but abandoned it shortly afterward on
hearing that the intended coup had failed.

26

In 1898, Emiliano Chamorro, one of Zelaya's chief antagonists,
then in exile in Costa Rica, returned to lead revolutionaries on Lake
Nicaragua.

With 26 men, he made his way in a badly overloaded boat

to Zapatera.

The revolution melted away, however, when he arrived on
27
that island and learned that his support in Granada had vanished.

In the same year, during an attempt to stir up a rebellion on the At
lantic coast, Chamorro was captured and taken prisoner up the San Juan

25
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River.

He later wrote about the trip upriver:

que navegaba por el rio San Juan.

"Era la primera vez

Sus vegas me parecieron bellisimas,

y vi el Castillo que estaba ya por entonces en un estado de total
abandono.
By the 1890's commerce on the waterway hardly warranted the
continuance of steamer service.

A visitor in the mid-nineties com

plained that "the river steamer service is very indifferent, even
after all due allowance is made for the difficulties to be overcome."
Because of the irregularity of service, merchants in the interior were
beginning to use the new railroad from Corinto, although they pre
ferred the cheaper transportation provided by the steamers.

In 1898

the lake and river steamers, still owned by Pellas, were operating
under the name Caribbean and Pacific Transit Company with a heavy gov
ernment subsidy.

Apparently some improvement resulted from the change,

because passage from Granada to Greytown was later provided every
30
four days.
Probably partly out of tradition and also because of canal
operations, near the end of the century Greytown still remained the
main Atlantic port of Nicaragua.

That port became the lively scene of

one of the many revolutionary attempts against Zelaya in 1899.

During

28
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this movement, General J. P. Reyes went by boat to Greytown and took
possession of the town.

It was his plan to ascend the San Juan and

establish contact with Chontales, which was also in a state of revolt.
Before he could act, however, Zelaya sent reinforcements down the
river and put an end to the insurrection. General Juan

J. Bodan fol

lowed up this disturbance with an inspection tour of the San Juan
31
River and Greytown in the following year.
No doubt Bodan found conditions on the river less than favor
able.

Many of the garrison at El Castillo lay ill with malaria.

While there is no proof, perhaps it was this general's report which
shortly afterward caused a clean-up campaign at El Castillo against
a possible bubonic plague epidemic, which had already hit Mexico and
California.

32

Perhaps it was also his suggestion that fort San Carlos

be restored to usable condition to guard against future revolutionary
activities.
It was fortunate for Zelaya that the old fort was renovated,
for in March, 1903, the lake came alive with excitement.

Chamorro,

once again the revolutionary leader, first took the port of San Ubalrdo, on the Chontales coast.

When the Victoria made its regular call

at that port, the revolutionaries, some dressed as passengers and
others hidden from view, boarded the vessel and quickly captured it

31
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from the few government guards.
Not long after its capture, Chamorro and his men encountered
the armed lake steamerEl .93.

Stationing sharpshooters in the prow

with orders to aim forthe gunners on

the other steamer, Chamorro or

dered the captain of the Victoria to close on and ram the other vessel.
His daring paid off.

On striking and boarding the El 93, the men

aboard her surrendered.
- With the two largest steamers in his hands, one of them wellarmed, Chamorro made plans to take San Carlos.

He put the boats to

use in collecting more men from Zapatera and other places, then headed
for San Carlos, stopping along the way to take the government posts
at El Morito and San Miguelito on the east shores of the lake.

Dis

embarking at Punta Limon, on the same coast a few kilometers north of
San Carlos, the revolutionaries attacked the fort, but too-heavy fire
from the building forced them to retreat.
It was night by the time Chamorro got back to Punta Limon.
and several of his men

rowed out intothe

He

lake in a small boatto wait

for the Victoria to pick them up, but the boat did not appear.

They

rowed to Balsillas Island where they spent the night, then the next
day they went on to San Miguelito.

The steamer later arrived.

When they returned to San Carlos to launch a second attack,
they found the fort abandoned.

Chamorro and his men occupied the lo

cation a few days while a commission went up Rio Frio to Costa Rica
to ask for help.

When the men returned unsuccessful in their mission,

the revolutionaries went across to the Solentiname Islands.

From

there they crossed the lake to take the government positions on Ometepe

and Zapatera.

•

By this time, Zelaya had brought the steamer 11. de julio from
Lake Managua and the riverboat Hollembeck to those waters.

In a

battle in the upper end of the lake in May, 1903, Zelaya's heavilyarmed vessels disabled and captured the Victoria. Chamorro abandoned
the EJL .93— too loaded to shove off— at'Qmetepe"ahdrfldd in'a sailboat
across the lake to the Chontales coast.

This ended what has since
33
come to be called the "Revolution of the Lake."
The 1005 treaty with Britain, which recognized Nicaragua's own

ership of the Mosquito Coast, also abrogated the free-port status of
Greytown.

After that time, therefore, the customs earlier established

at El Castillo moved to that port.

The government of Nicaragua in

that same year also bought the navigation company from Pellas.

Among

the property were two lake steamers, the Victoria and the El Progreso.
34
and several riverboats, including the Irma and the Ondina.
Once again, the waterway, this time the river portion, figured
in a revolution against Zelaya.

On October 10, 1909, partly because

of dissatisfaction with new tariff regulations, a revolt led by
General Juan Jose Estrada broke out at Bluefields.

The next day two

motor launches, El Esfuerzo and Sark, commanded by experienced revolu-

33
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tionary Emiliano Chamorro, left from Bluefields and took Greytown.
From the coast, Chamorro took about 200 men up the San Juan in the
riverboat Norma and after three hours of battle captured a government
post near the mouth of the. San Carlos.
Joined by Colonel Canuto Ugarte in the Managua, the revolu
tionaries attacked another position at Machuca rapids but were re
pelled.

Not long afterward, government forces retook Greytown,

forcing Chamorro and his followers to take to the jungles, occasional
ly joined by volunteers brought upriver in the Blanca. Boats also
continually left from Granada bound for the east shores of the lake,
from where recruits went overland to join the insurrectionary forces
along the San Juan.
During Chamorro's operations on the San Juan River, a volunteer
from the United States, Leonard Groce, was assigned the task of blow
ing up riverboats which were bringing more government troops.

The ex

plosives which Groce planted in the river, however, failed to harm
the Diamante and the Hollembeck; Groce fled, but he was later captured
when he got lost and stumbled into a government camp.

Two of his ac

complices, Lee Roy Cannon, an American resident in Nicaragua, and a
French homesteader, Edmund Coutre, were also captured not long after
ward.

The three were taken to El Castillo and tried before a military

tribunal headed by Rafael Medina.

The two Americans received the death
35
penalty; Coutre got one year in prison.
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"My Darling Mama," Groce began his last letter,
This will be a terrible blow to you. The last words you will ever
receive from your wayward son. I can1t write much as I am too
nervous and only have a few minutes to live. I joined the revolu
tion in Bluefields and was captured and sentenced to be shot to
death. I will be executed together with another young man from
Virginia, Lee Roy Cannon. It will take place this a.m. at 10 o'c.
Now Mother dear bear up. This is my fate . . . .^
Groce and the other "young man from Virginia" met their fate
before a firing squad in the cemetery at El Castillo at precisely 10
o'clock, November 16, 1909.

Their bodies were interred in the same

cemetery on Nelson's hill in a beautiful spot overlooking the river.
Repercussions from this act helped bring about Zelaya's fall.
After the exile of Zelaya, events on the waterway became rather
routine in nature.

In 1913, United States bankers got control of the

navigation system, but by 1920 negotiations had returned the property
to the national government.
A census taken in 1920 revealed only 892 people in the whole
department (state) of

R f o

San Juan, compared with the over 1,600 in

Greytown alone just a few years before.

The harbor of Greytown was so

hopelessly silted up that even the mail steamer did not call there
37
anymore.
Moreover, the days of trips from Greytown up the river by
river steamer were over; infrequent trips up the San Juan were by that
time made by motor launch, which, during the dry season, sometimes
used the Colorado branch.
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37
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With the excavation of the Panama Canals Greytown fell into a
state of decay.

The opening of the canal in 1914 made Corinto, on the

Pacific coast, the major port because of its good natural harbor;
Bluefields became the chief Atlantic port.

The death of Greytown was

also the end of regular traffic on the waterway.

The one-hundredth

year of independence of Nicaragua saw only casual, loosely-organized
38
use of the waterway between Greytown and Granada.
The Canal
The Convention of 1858 between Nicaragua and Costa Rica also
gave a French wheeler-dealer by the name of Felix Belly canal rights
across the Nicaraguan Isthmus for 99 years.

Belly, leading prospec

tive investors to believe that he was backed by the French government,
built up enthusiastic support for his project.

Besides the contract

to build the canal, the promoter also got permission to re-open the
transit to regular traffic.

Although he founded a shortlived town

near the mouth of Rio Frio for canal-building operations and almost
got killed in a steamboat explosion on Lake Nicaragua, his efforts
amounted to little.

Later when the French government denied any con39
riection with the project, his venture folded.
Various canal surveys continued to be made over the years:
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A. G. Menocal and E. P. Lull, in 1872 and 1873; Thomas C. Reynolds,
1885; R. E. Peary, 1887; and others, the last one in the late 1920's.
Several canal charters were also granted, but only one got beyond the
paper work involved in beginning operations.
The Nicaragua Canal Association received a charter in 1886,
and three years later it became the Maritime Canal Company of Nicara
gua.

Company directors called for the canal to begin at Greytown,

then cut across the low terrain fifteen miles to a point on the San
Juan between the mouths of the San Carlos and the Sarapiqui.

The only

other excavation would-have—been across...the narrow Isthmus of Rivas to
Brito, on the Pacific.

In all, actual excavation would have amounted

to less than 27 miles.
The first loads of machinery and equipment were brought to
Greytown in the summer of 1889.

Work parties immediately began con

structing wharves, storehouses, housing for workers, and machine shops
near the north end of the harbor at the proposed canal opening.

Thirty-

nine separate buildings were constructed at this point, named America
for the settlement which resulted there.

A tranvia was laid to con

nect America with Greytown, a short distance to the south.
With the construction of two breakwaters into the sea, fasterflowing waters from the San Juan carried away much of the sand deposits
from the harbor.

By January, 1891, ocean-going vessels could once

more enter the harbor of Greytown.

A year later, an auxiliary rail

road had been built eleven miles into the “interior to carry supplies
and equipment for work on the canal.

In that same year, six floating

dredges began actually excavating the canal.
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Fig. 15;--Dredging on the Nicaraguan Canal

About four miles of the canal had been dug when lack of money
caused work on the project to stop later that year.

It fell into re

ceivership the following year, 1893, and while many efforts were made
to revive the work, nothing more was accomplished.
work began on the Panama Canal, opened in 1914.

40

40

In the meantime,

Even though its open-

Colquhoun, The Key of the Pacific, pp. 56-143, 216; Henry I.
Sheldon, Notes on the Nicaragua Canal (Chicago: A. C. McClurg and
Co., 1898) pp. 33-58; Paul J. Scheips, "United States Commercial Pres
sures for a Nicaragua Canal in the 1890's," The Americas. XX, No. 4
(April, 1964), 333-334; United States Government, Honduras, Nicaragua.
Salvador (1896), pp. 53,88; R. E. Peary, "Across Nicaragua with Tran
sit and Machete," The National Geographic Magazine, I, No. 4 (May,
1889); Graziosi, Guia Ilustrada, p. 75.
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ing did not completely destroy hopes of eventually building a canal
through Nicaragua, chances for such a canal diminished.
The Last Hurrah
By the third decade of this century, few exciting events oc
curred on the waterway.

While farmers and a few merchants plied the

course of the Lake Nicaragua-San Juan River water passage, this traffic
was only local; very little foreign commerce survived.
The decline of the waterway was not sudden, nor even unex
pected.

The first threat to its use came with the opening of a rail

road across the Isthmus of Panama in 1855.

Fourteen years later, an

other railway, the United States transcontinental, brought commerce
over the waterway down to a trickle.

The final blow to its commerce

came with the opening of the Panama Canal in 1914.

All these opposing

forces combined to reduce the historic and beautiful lake and river
water system to its present prosaic existence.

Perhaps the reality

of its decline is seen in the return of Nicaragua1s national hero to
his country during World War I.

Ruben Dario arrived through the Pana41
ma Canal, not by passage up the waterway.

Ruben Dario Sanchez, El viaje a Nicaragua (Madrid:
fia Yagiies, 1919), pp. 5-6.

Tipogra-

VIII.

EPILOGUE

The last half century has seen very little commercial activity
on the San Juan River-Lake Nicaragua waterway.

Deterioration of Grey

town harbor has caused Bluefields to become the port of clearance for
the few products still sent abroad by way of the San Juan.

Much con

traband from Costa Rica has also found ready markets on the lower part
of the river, those products being carried up the Colorado arm of the
San Juan.

Most of the trade carried over that water passage, however,

has been local or regional at best, its overall contribution to the
national economy of minor significance.
Passenger travel on the waterway since 1921, like commerce, has
been limited to only sections of its 220 mile length.

On the lake,

another vessel, the General Somoza, joined the venerable Victoria in
the early 1940's, but both had become obsolete by the beginning of the
last decade.^

Today, the all-iron Rio San Juan has taken the place of

both of these relics in making the twelve to fourteen hour voyage be
tween Granada and San Carlos.

Several diesel-driven wooden crafts

also make more or less regular calls at the other lake and island ports.
Travel on these conveyances is perhaps as uncomfortable as it was on
the transit steamers of more than a century ago.

Like those first

transit steamers,* sleeping arrangements on the present lake boats are

1
The General Somoza was bought in the United States and taken up
the San Juan River to the lake. Its river voyage, made with only the
greatest effort, took almost a whole year. Francisco Paulo Garcia,
interview with author at his residence on the San Juan River, El Carmelo, Remolinito, Costa Rica, November, 1970.
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only makeshift.

Moreover, while soot and cinders from wood-burning

furnaces no longer cover the vessel, passengers are subjected to the
loud and monotonous roar of. modern gasoline engines.

However, the

view of the lake and its islands on a moonlit night is well worth the
inconvenience of travel on these vessels.
From San Carlos, there is a weekly motor-barge to El Castillo,
an eight-hour voyage downstream, longer on the return trip.

With a

great deal of time, patience, and effort, one can also still make the
voyage between El Castillo and Greytown.

By making connections with

banana boats, timber barges, portatiles (long, narrow outboard motor
boats), ;andcperhaps even dugout canoes, the traveller, with luck, can
accomplish the trip in from five to seven days.

2

Few people have

occasion to undertake this long and tiring journey to San Juan del
Norte today, for it is only a coastal village of fishermen and coconut
gatherers.

The once-fine houses of a past era are now little more

than rotting shells.

As one by one the decaying buildings become ab

solutely uninhabitable, they are slowly picked apart by the several
hundred hangers-on for additional material to hold together the re
maining dwellings.
Regardless of the present situation on the lower reaches of
the waterway, general prospects for the future look brighter than
they have looked in several decades.

2

Rapid agricultural development

It took the author four full days to make the voyage from
San Carlos to San Juan del Norte, the first day to El Castillo by
barge and the next three days by pirogue. The return trip required
a full week, during the season when the San Juan is most easily
navigated.
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has taken place on the upper San Juan and its tributaries in the last
eight to ten years.

If this growth continues, the present moribund

state of commerce and travel on the waterway could change to a situa
tion reminiscent of the better times of the past.

San Carlos, in the

center of this recent development, is a town of several thousand in
habitants.

Every Tuesday is market day, and the town bursts'with ex

citement as traders, peddlers, and buyers from the surrounding areas
converge on that strategic point.
After more than three and a half centuries since Diego de
Mercado's canal-building proposal, there is still talk today of ex
cavating a canal across the Nicaraguan isthmus.

Abrogation of the

Bryan-Chamorro Treaty in July, 1970 opens this ancient idea to a wider
field of prospective investors.

Growing inability of the Panama Canal

to handle trans-oceanic traffic strengthens the possibility of such an
isthmian opening.

This dream of centuries, while not approaching

certainty by any means, does in 1971 appear to have a greater chance
for fulfillment.
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